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Expects
Schley

in Cuban waters was received

afternoon, fully confirming

I had an attack of Eczema several years ago
anti found myself in the clutches of a monster
•whose business it was to torture me and make
life miserable.
Cuticuka Remedies were
recommended to me by my druggist, Mr. T.
P. Van Winkle of Hartford City, Ind. I used
altogether three bottles of Cuticuka Resolvent, with frequent baths with Cuticura
Soap, and the use of the Cuticura (ointment),

and in four months found myself cured.
Feb. 23,1898.
DAVID COLE, Roll, Ind.

Spebdt Cube Treatment fob Tortubino, Disfiguring Humors —Warm batha with Cuticura Soap,
gentle anointings with Cuticura [ointment], purest of
emollient skin cures, and raild doses of Cuticura Resolvent, greatest of blood purifiers and humor cures.
8otd throughout the world. Potter Drug and Cqeh.
Cobp.. Sole Props., Boston.
93T" Hew to Cure Torturing 8kin Diseases," free.
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Public Sentiment Favors
End to the War.

Putting

cMpIt
BEATING.
Steaming? Attachment fct) our carpet
beating machine is the only one in the city and
effectually destroys moth eggs or disease
germs. No extra charge for steaming.
The

WE INVITE INSPECTION.
Forest
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U

Works,

5o. 13 Preble St.,

opp. Preble Bouse.
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Rear Admiral

Sampson is in a position
to prooeed quiokly to the
assistance of
Commodore Schley, with any or all of his
ships on receipt of definite word from
Commodore Schley and at the same time
he remains within
striking distance of

Navy Department Still Uncertain
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to Location of Schley

and Oervera.
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Spanish prisoners to be exchanged Jor newspaper correspondents brought to Key
West.
WILL

SPAIN

Madrid,

May

PRIVATEER.

£6.-4 p.

in.—It

is

rently reported here this afternoon
the
the

cur-

that

Spanish government has ordered all

Spanish

steamers from one

thousand

tons up, oapable of steaming a minimum
of twelve knots to
be
impressed as

auxiliary cruisers.
The

Spanish commanders at the various
ports, it is added, have been instructed to
take charge of such steamers whether
mail boats or others.

commissary department

to

supply fresh

meats regularly.
Sixty carloads of rations arrived today.
Today two miles of pipe was laid in
Chiokamauga park under direction of
General Boynton and several of tlio commands are tonight enjoying the luxury
of cold water baths. By tomorrow night
the two pipe lines will be completed
to
the extreme limits of the park
and the
problem of an adequate water supply
lor the volunteer army
will have been
supplied. The government has authorized
General Bonyton, president of the Chickamauga Park commission to expend $10,
000 if necessary, in the
erection of a
permanent water works system at the

[ MAINE TROOPS START TODAY.
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| Will Leave Augusta For Cliickainauga |
Ou Special Trains This Afternoon.
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If, however, Commodore Schley reports
that Admiral Cerrera is bottled at Santi-

Cuba, the naval views is that he
will be permitted to finish the business
at that point with the ships now under

the

Failure to Get Direct Information Cause of Much

his direct command.

Apprehension;

STILL WRITING NOTES.
Spauiaids

Are

Getting Up Another One

For the

puiuus

XU

UUu

piu»

manner

of

American

and

the catting of international cables
by the Americans.
Duke Almodovar de Rio conferred until a late hour this evening with Senor
I jeon y Castillo, the Spanish ambassador

to

Spanish

Argonauta,

steamer

and

steamer

City of Key
immediately taken in

West,
They were
small boat to the
United States revenue cutter Hamilton,
where they will remain until exchanged
for Jones
and Thrall, American newsa

correspondents

wno

lanaca

in

recently and were arrested.
^Details of the transfer have already

26.—11 p. ra.— According
the Conservative organ,
the cabinet council today, the Qneen preuuuo

Brought

who have been confined at Fort MoPherson,
Atlanta, arrived here today on the

paper
Cuba

—

Powers.

Madrid, May
to El Epoca,

UiOVUODOU

Prisoners

fortress and understood to be a brotherin-law of Li^ut.
Gen. Weyler, snrgeon
Major Sinoon Garda Julian and two
private soldiers, who were captured on

Havana.

ago de

Spanish

Four

Key West, May 26.—Col. Vincente de
Cortijo, former oommander at Cabanas

been
An Amerioan vessel will convey the Spaniards to ^Havana harbor and
the exchange will be effected by boats

arranged.

London, May 27.—The Madrid correspondent of the Times says;
“The dominant note of

public opinion here is to find some -way to honorable peace,
to
as Spain has nothing
gain by an indefinite prolongation of hostilities. An idea that
France will intervene, however, is now abandoned and
hopes are fixed upon the possibility
Almodovar
de
that Duke
Rio, the new minister of foreign affairs will find some
fitting occasion

on

which to take the

initiative.”

carrying flags'of

truce.

IKimi'S ALL RIGHT.
They

Have

a

political outlook

brighter

ministerialists believe that

“Capt. Aunon, minister marine, declared
the
opportunity presented
honorable peace.”

Cortes

today (Thursday)
its
bring
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Washington, May 26.—Secretary Alger
and General Miles conferred today with
6taff of General
Enrique Collazo and

two officers from

Garcia,

General

States army on his return from Garcia’s
The two Cuban officers
oamp in Cuba.
gave Secretory Alger and General Miles
information regarding Garcia’s
forces
and the general equipment of the InsurCol. Hernandez says that
gent army.
Garcia has his headquarters at the town
of Bayamo whioh was surrendered by the
Spanish forces a few weeks ago after
Garcia and his troops had maintained a
long selge. General Garola and his staff,
hundred
with a body guard of several
men are quartered Inside the city. About
three thousand infantry and cavalry are
suburbs
of
in the
south
The men are well armed with
Bayamo.
and
Mausers, captured from
Kemingtons
Most
of them
the Spaniards.
have
maohetes, but only the officers carry other
The oavalry
small arms.
have small
Mules are
horses, hardy and reliable.
used for pack purposes.
Col. Hernandez
says that the commissary and quartermuster's department are unknown in the
sense used by army officials here.
In lieu
of these the companies not fully armed
are organized as “Predios.”
The duty of the “Predios” Is to bring
meat, ample supplies being seoured from
Puerto Prlnoipe and. vegetables,
whioh
are grown quiokly in the woods.
The system works perfectly.
Col. Her-

quartered

.'Hjuuol auu

uud

l

the

Lieut. Col. Charles Hernandez, who accompanied Lieut. Bowan of the United

cnjupa

cud

itojju

w Oil

Conley

of

L,

Captains

Dow of A,

t
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and Hogan of E,

Augusta, May 26.—The orders for the Maine vol* f
unteers to proceed at once to Chickamauga
was re>
f
ceived by Col. Kendall this afternoon and the regi- t
ment went wild with joy.
They will depart Friday |
afternoon at about 2 o’clock in a special train of 3
|
The entire trip I
sections, each containing 13 cars.
will be made by rail and will occupy about 60 hours. |

►
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t

Portland Battalion Spells ABLE.

►

Field.

Cadiz describes the trial of
“The
is
and the
a
the artillery of the armored cruiser Emperador Carlos Quinto.AU the warships at can
averted.
Cadiz have steam up constantly and accordingly,early yestorday, the Emperador
of
in the
Carlos Quinto left the harbor carrying
that when
a commission
of experts, consisting of
an
Gen.
itself
Jacme, chief of the arsenal; Col.
cabinet would not fail to do
best to
about an
Sanchez, chief of artillery; Col, Alonzo,
chief of engineers, the captain of the port
and.other members of the teohnicalistoff.
Three shots were fired from the 28 centimetre gun which is mounted in a protected turret with electric and hand firWashington, May 26.—Secretary Long dent. It is still uncertain just horn fa ■ arly all of the states are short from 25
ing mechanism, the Emperpylor Carlos said at the close of offico
hours today that the national art. rtties will go A
-1 the number called for by their
Quinto being the only Spanish warship
furnished with these improved applian- no word had come from any scouting recruiting these forces themselves, no« s quota.
it positively known that independent 01
ces.
Adjutant General Corbin expressed his
vessels so
numerous
in
West Indian
ganizations, companies, battalions, raise 1 gratification at the responses with which
The trials were made by band, one shot
waters, concerning the Spanish flying by individuals will be accepted, if by s ) the coll has been met
the
to
others
the
larboard
and
by the states and
horizontal,
is satisfied that if the call had been for
starboard at from 16 to 20 degrees with squadron, wherefore he concluded thai doing, the department is required to ac
the
officers
with
cept
the
men.
i
t
excellent results.
500,000 or oven a million men, it would
Shots; were also fired Cervera was still in
Santiago harbor. is now questioned whether underIndeed,
the law
have met with the same prompt response,
from the 10 and 14-oentimetre guns, from
Suppposodly Schley is lying outside tho department could, if it would, acoep t
Iowa is still short about a thousand
7 milimeter guns and from a 37-milimetre
the entrance to
prevent the services of officers under suoh conditions men and two or three of the Southern
Mitrailleuse, -all with excellent results. watohlng
as the governors of the
states
)
of
t
the Spanish vessels, but there
Statos have not completed their muster,
appear
Further trials were suspended owing to egress
bo the only persons authorized to
issu 5 bat the small gap remainin g
the foul weather and the Emperador Car- has been no.official confirmation of the
will be
commissions below the regimental grade
filled in a day or two.
los Quinto returned to Cadiz.
fact. This is a little remarkable in view There are many other vexatious
---question 3
of the fact that it is only a day’s run foj to be settled before the regulations cal
GEORGE FRED TO FRONT AGAIN.
FROM
REFUGEES
SAGUA
LA
be promulgate, but,
one of
fortunately in th
Schley’s swift torpedo boats froir judgment
of the department officials, du> 5
GRANDE.
Boston, May St}.—No offloial new?
Santiago to a oable port in Hayti. There notice having been given to the
reached the
State House today from
o
people
New York, May 26.—The Norwegian is also a curious lack of information froir a desire for more troops by tiie
Washington concerning the methods to
govern
be
which
left
in
steamer Bratsberg,
employed
filling the state’s share
Sagua La the newspaper despatch boats on this ment, there is no occasion "for haste ii k
of the second call for volunteers. Gen.
Grande, Cuba, on May 20, arrived hero
upon details in view of the fad
that the censers deciding
Carter is hoping that it will be possible
that the full draft of men called for unde
today with a cargo of 8000 bags of sugar point. It was supposed
to give the Fifth Regiment a chance for
of Cuban might have excised from the despatches tho lirst call has not been secured.
and 49 passengers composed
Th
refugees, some American citizens, three of the newspapers any reference to the department officials were engaged teda’ service. If the state’s share is to be made
Chinese and one Frenchman. These pasin
considering the new law pro' up from the state militia, there may also
fleets, but this would apply according tc largely
sengers are principally from Sagua, alviding for tho organization of certain in be a chance for the two corps of cadets.
of
the
the
statement
navy
Hon. George Bred Williams today redepartment dependent forces, with the result that th.
Caibarien and
though several are from
to get away officials here, only to that part of the department was able to announce
newed the offer of a regiment of volunMatanzas. All were glad
regula. teers to the
of
them
were
tions
government, in a letter urgfrom Cuba.
women
the
Many
governing
examination of ap
despatches that might relate to the moveand ohildreD.
pitoants for commissions in tho enginee; ing in addition, its prior claims to conof
the
ments
and
whereabouts
United
under the second call next to
They report a dreadful state of things
regiments and the organization of tho im sideration
He olaims for the registate militia.
in Cuba, provisions being very scarce and States forces and the censor’s rulas would mune regiments.
ho
lias
of
ment
enrolled that, next to the
means
the
An
the
evidence
of
the
poor not exclude reference to
prices beyond
growing interest ol
Spanish
At Sagua there were only a few
people.
European countries In the war was tin state militia, it was tho first to enlist for
squadron.
appearance at the state department today the war with Spain.
improvised unserviceable gunboats and
officials
the
to
profess
left
the
Notwithstanding
of
guard
only a few troops
Captain A. "Westler, newly appointee J Gov. Wolcott replied that he had not
city.
;
infoimed of the terms of the last
In Matunzas there wer^from 12,000 to 14,- unshaken confidence in their original be- military attache to
the
legation o been but
when he did learn he would
call,
000 troops. The Insurgents were reported lief that the
is securely Sweden and Norway. He came to the de
squadron
Spanish
to be gaining In number dally. Many of
partment with Mr. Grip foi the purpos. , consider the request.
there is nc of
bottled
in
harbor,
Santiago
up
abandoned
the
had
the inhabitants
towns
securing permission to aocompanv th
EXPECTS QUICK RESULTS.
concealment by them of an intense desire United States military forces in Cuba.
and villages and fled to the Interior.
to secure some absolute trustworthy inMay 27.—The Paris correLondon,
TO BE REVIEWED BY PRESIDENT. formation on that point.
It is not to be
TO MAKE WAR IN EARNEST.
spondent of the Daily Telegraph reports
interview
ho has had with Dr. Bean
Washington, May 26.—Preparations are doubted that, with the question still
tancrcs. representative of the Cuban re«...m.
making at Camp Alger for a review of open, the beginning of the military Concerted Attack To Be Marie
publican government in Paris. Dr. Bethe second army corps by President Mopines, Cuba and Porto Rico.
operations is retarded for as long as there
tancres expresses the firm conviotion that
Kinley, Secretary Alger and other officials
will be
the war
over sooner than is
the
Spanish naval
next Saturday. Orders wore issued today exists a possibility of
in Europe.
thought
Washington, May X.-An importan
camp duties and forbid- force being at large, there is an indisposifixing hour3 forrrr\
“The Americans,” he savs. “will exhaVAtlfl Grip TV) 11A f XAm
tion to start the troon
transports
for conference of high officials was held witl
perience no uiniculty in landing troops,
camp.
President
tiie
at
this
the
uncertain
was
will at once be joined by the insurCuba.
It
White
who
House today
Probably
The camp is rapidly being put in excelwho are much stronger than is
Col. Girard, state of affairs t hat induced the Presi- Among those
present were Secrefcarie; gents,
lent Eauitary condition.
Nor Is there any
generally supposed.
chief surgeon, has been unremitting in dent to call a consultation at tho White Long and Alger, General Miles. Adjutan
doubt that Hear Admiral Sampson will
his attention to the health of the men House
Secretaries Algol General Corbin ana Captains Mahan am I strike a heavy blow shortly.
between
Tho insurtoday
work
since he assumed control and his
Crowninshield and Admiral Hicard
gents would rather accept annexation by
o
has produced effective results. Col. Girard and Loug, General Miles and the memStates than the autonomy
tho United
held a conference at headquarters today bers of tho naval war
board, Admiral the Naval Strategic board.
whioh Spain would grant.
Before anothThe opinion was
with brigade surgeons'.
The conference lasted several
Crowninshield and Capt.
bu ; er week the Americans will be masters
Sicurd,
Captain
hours,
unanimous that the hospital corps was as
none of
tho participants wore
of
the
members
and
one
of
>
Havana
Mahan.
As
stated
ti
established
lirmly
in
by
willing
well organized as any other department
was to gc
speak of tho matters under discussioi , Cuba."
of the camp and that the sanitary condi- of the conference tho purpose
tion of camp A lger was as good as that of over the whole system from the Philip- beyond the statement that as it was lirs ;
THE COLLIER BRUTUS.
in the
camp
any regular army field
pines to Cuba and Porto Rico and decidt time the strategic board had joined th 1
May 26.—The Secretary of
country.
Washington,
just how far the plans already laid should other officials lu a conference with thi 1 the
Navy has given the name Brutus to
conditions.
the
be
President,
whole
modified
to
meet
ant
existing
the
MEN
ILL.
field
Jebsen
of
steamer
reoently purchased at
military
3AN FRANCISCO
This involved a discussion of such im- naval operations present and prospective San Franolsoo for the purpose of eonveymonitor Monterey on
Boston, May 26.—A special to the
the
were gone over.
ing
and
coaling
bo
to
the
There
reason
imis
“The portant points as the propriety of
Herald from Provlnoetown, says:
The
llcve
collier
notwithstanding this reticence tha ; her voyage to Manila.
cru Iser San Francisco is on her way
to mediate advance of the military forces up- a movement
purchased
for naval
on Porto Rico is in
con tern
Ehaetia, recently
on Cuba; tho credibility of the advioes so
Boston with fifteen of her men ill.
re-named
Cassius.
been
has
plation
and
purposes
thi
should it appear that
the
far had touching
the location of
in Santiagi
of expe- fcpanish fleet is hemmed in,
Spanish squadron; the policy
ANOTHER DREAM SHATTERED.
as believed, active
harbor,
or
HAVEL GOES TO BARCELONA.
accomoperations wil
diting the Cuban expedition
Cuba
with one directed against begin in the near future against
Halifax, N. S., May 26.—There is abso- panying it
Porto
London,
May 27.—A despatch to the
Rico
and tho Philippines.
lutely no truth in the story of Spanish Porto Rico, and finally the extent of the
ihis is believed to be the President’s Haily Telegram from Hamburg says the
sent to
Adand French warships being off this port military assistance to be
North
German
additiona
Lloyd steamship Havel has
and forts being manned.
miral Dewey at Manila. As already Indi- purpose in calling for 75,000
been sold to the
not unSpanish Companla
cated the proceedings were rather In the volunteers, and it is said to be
Trausatlanttca, and has gone to BarcelDON’T LIKE OUR WAY OF FIGHTING nature of a consultation than of a war likely that other calls will bo made ni ona.
be equipnei
counoll. A full dsclsion is not demanded rapidly as the troops can
the effective force of the army wil
Madrid,
May 26.— 3 p. m.—In the at onoe so that it is not probable that all until
work
of thi
LIFE AT CHICKAMAUGA.
chamber of deputies Senor Casset, director of these Important questions were dis- he sufficient to make short
whenevo]
of the Imparoial denounced the alleged posed of at the council. None of tho mem- Spanish forces wherever and
Chickamauga National Park, May 26.—
acts of some of the American warshipe as bers of the conference felt authorized to encountered.
lncJuuing today’s arrivals there are now
being oontrary to international law.
He tell what hud taken place, but there are
™l n
er>camped at the park,
•rh
also moved that a pension be granted to
the various
to be patent indications
of a
thought
NEARLY
FILLED.
commands are beginning
FIRST CALL
the family of the captain of the Reina decision to emDark military
military life in earnest.All the regiments
expeditious,
Marla Christina, who perished at Cavite. whether for Cuba or Porto Rico can
May £0.-The work o that are permanently encamped wore
only
Washington,
'The minister of marine, Capt.
Annon, be conjectured, in the course of the next mastering tbe volunteers into the servi < given regimental drill today and this will
There was a lack of news to- of the United States under
accepted, the proposition.
the Presi
few days.
<i8n^inui:c* from clay to day. The report
In the Senate Count Almenas introday from Admiral Dewey and this con- dent’s first call for troops is practically of dtsuffeentm among the Missouri troops
duced the question of privateering,
authorities
Ueueml
vinced the naval
that there completed. Adjutant
Oorbir “!;ises fl!ow dissatisfaction :
urging
growing out
the government to adopt
privateering, could be little credence plaoed in the Ma- announced late tonight that the numbej
watBr supply, but this
“in view of the American proceedings.” drid
report of an acoideut to the Balti- of volunteers so far reported mustered
rei?Bllled as the completion of
oii
Ihe minister of foreign affairs, Duke more.
In the rush of military prepara- was 1 IS,000 ami that enough
Wl11
wore pre,aliortl abundance of water
A Imodovar de Rio declared the matter tions, the war department officials
have pared for muster to swell the number tc to the commands.
was
inopportune and could not be de- not been able to give muoh attention to between 101,000 and 122,000.
is not
It
troo>,5i
complain of insufficient
bated. Count Almenas, however, insisted,
preparation of the regulations for pro- expected by the war department officials equipment, having received no uniforms
but the President of the Senate refused curement of tiie 75,000 additional
be called or arms from the government since beincr
volun- that quite tho full number
to allow the discussion to continue.
as mustered into the
teers called for yesterday by the
Presi- for will be mustered into the army
federal service. Tho

t►

Strong Army in the

London, May 27.—The Madrid correspondent of the Daily Mail
says:

to France.
News from

....

The administration is

various commands wore served with sup'
plies of fresh meat today, the first since
the arrival of the volunteers at the park
and arrangements have been made bv the

PH.OE

TO BE EXCHANGED.

f

City Dye House and
Carpet Cleansing

mS-I

1S9S,

park.

».

BFBCIAX, SO TIOSB-

87,

squadtomor-

squadron; the alleged use of the Spanish
flag by the Americans at Guantanamo

new

PRESS.

formation as to the exact situation in so
far as it affeots Admiral Cervera’s

p03ed note to the powers—the
the bombardments
by the

SPRING FOOTWEAR.

here this
the general

situation outlined in these dlspatohes.
Commodore Schley is believed to be off
Santaigo de Cuba today and definite in-

Diuiug)
■

.

Soon.

Key West, Fla., May 26.—Definite news
American suadrons operating

ECZEMA FOR YEARS CORED BY CUTICURA

MAIM

SPAIN TALKING OF PEACE.

To Hear From

from the

I take pleasure in letting yon know how
much CcricuRA Remedies have done for me,
my father and two brothers. In the fall of
'96,1 began to be afflicted with an itching rash
under my chin.
It kept spreading until it
was all over my body.
I could not sleep but
was compelled to lie awake and scratch all
the time. My father and two brothers were
afflicted with the Eame thing, at the same time.
■Weall suffered terribly for a year and a half,
tryiug in the meantime all the remedies wo
could find, but received no benefit. I happened to see Ccticuka Remedies advertised
and bpw they had cured others from itching
skin diseases, and we thought we would try
them.
I bought three cakes of Ccticcka
Soap and three boxes of Ccticuea (ointment)
and they cured the four of us completely.
Any person doubting the truth of this statement can write me. RICHARD ANDERSON,
Feb. 22, '98. Geneva, Box Elder Co., Utah.
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and In good spirits.
There are no dress
parades and nono of the regularity of
usual
In the United
States
dully drill
The main occupation is making
army.
long daily marches to beop the men
hardened.
The Cuban officers say that
the arrival of Lieut. Rowan aroused the
enthusiasm
the
throughout
greatest
Cuban camp. He was warmly greeted by
Caicia and had a long conference
wltn
him.
The story of the Lieutenan t’s trip
to Cuba has already been published. Col.
Hernandez says communication is maintained with General Gomez
and
with
points along the coast. From these he has
a general idea of the Cuban
forces, outGeneral
side of these with
Garoia at
Bayamo. He estimates that there are 12,
of
them
well
all
armed, east of
000*men,
La Trocha and constituting the forces In
the eastern division of the Island under
General Garoia. These include the 3,000
at Bayamo, the others being scattered
He estimates General
at various points.
Gomez's Immediate oommand at about
3,000 men with 6,COO men scattered
at
various points.
In all there are according to the estiGeneral Collazo and General
mates of
Hernandez about 20,000 to 25,000 troops
In
the field.
actually
It is understood that the purpose of the
present visit of Garcia's officers is to give
the general’s assurance to the authorities
here of his desire to give every
possibio
oo-oueration to the American movements.
assurances have
come
Similar
from
General JGomez. The Cuban officers have
made a good impression hero and the authorities were agreeably surprised to find
them men of ability and soldierly boaring,
speaking English well.
They will remain some days longer and then return
to General Garcia’s camp.

A REUNITED COUNTRY.

GRAVE MEASURES TAKEN,

Cerrlble Cost of War Small Price for Such
a Blessing, Says Gen. Woodford.

Madrid, May 26.—11.80 p. m.— El Coy.
26.—The
reo,
of
Liberal, says it is rumored tha^
New York, May
Academy
filled
tfusic in Brooklyn was
tonight “grave measures’’
have
been talced
with the friends of General Stewart L. against the
chief of the Philipmilitary
iVoodford, United States minister to
pines. The government has received no
Spain. The occasion was a reception
the
iendered him by
Brooklyn Institute information on the subject.
&
The Comtesse de Paris has returned to
Former Mayor
1 >f Arts and Scienoes.
Schrien presided and read letters of regret Paris.
rom President McKinley and Mayor Yan
TO INCREASE PAY OF INVADERS.
iVyck.
The opening address was made by the
Washington, May 26.—Representative
General Wood- Acheson of Pennsylvania has introduced
itev. Richard S. Storrs.
a
bill increasing the pay of the enlisted
ord in the course of a brief speech 6aid:
who
in time of war serve outside
men,
the territorial
limits
of the United
States, 100 per cent of the rate as iixeJ.
by law during the period of such service.

War is here and war has never left any
people in the condition In which was
Both victory and debund that people.
world and
y at change the map of the
levelop national purpose and national
What the final and enduring
character,
•esult of this war shall be upon the world
md upon us no man can this day accurately or should too confidently predict.
Still one result seems already assured. As
made us one in territory
mr civil war
'rom lake to gulf, so this war with Spain
us one in patriotic purmade
ras already
Even
pose and one in our national life.
war, with all its terrible cost may prove
small price for such an unspeakable result of blessing.
•

COMING TO COAST.

TWO

BRAVE

FIREMEN.

CARRANZA LINGERS.

Montreal,

May 26.—The Star today antb»t Lieut. Cnrramsa, the natal
attache of the former Spanish legation at
Washington, did not lsave for n-uropo at
all, but Is still here.

nounces

|

JCleveland, May 20.—The revenue cutter
Boston, May 26.—Two Boston firemen
Algonquin, built at the Globe shipyard md a policeman covered themselves with I
here, was given a trial today. The en- ;iory tonight at a tenement house fire on
gines developed a speed of 13.4 knots an Lowell street by rescuing two women

hour
and that can be inoreused to 19.
The Algonquin will bo sent to the Atlantic seaboard within a fow days.
She
will be armed
with 4-lnoh rliies, six 6pounders and 6 machine guns.
SHIPS FOR MANILA.

_

Washington, May

26.—The Senate comtoday considered the
subject of granting American registry for
foreign built vessels for the purpose of
securing the services in carrying troops
and supplies to the Philippine islands
and decided to place the matter in the
hands of a sub-committee with authority
to report in all cases in which the war
department may require that registry be
mittee

on

granted.

commerce

There had
a baby from the flames.
lust be. n a flag raising on that street an i
filled
the
crowd
streets.
The
large
people were just dispersing when the
tenement
house No. 12
bur-story briok
md

|:
I

was discovered on
Hie.
Lowell street,
The firemen and the police went on to the
•oof of an adjoining house and jumping
Sown on the roof of the burning builri- i
i
ng took the women and the baby out ci
the upper story windows.

i

FOUR

MEN KILLED.

May 26.—A pasterminal
;enger train on the midland
•ailroad ran into a hand car near Gillete
men
who
:oday and four
jumped from
;he handcar were killed.
Cripple Creek, Col.,

|-

of the ferry lanuiugs

me

in one

of the

ierryboate

iasions when the
within 10 feet of

(he Secured

Yesterday—Sr.

nose

not heard
two recant octhe boat was

was

on

of

the slip, and a complaint was lodged against the man whose
to
it
was
ring the bell on the preluty
sumption that he was not performing it.
And yet there was positive proof fur-

Sewall’s

nished

both occasions that the bell
going, but the sound failed to penerate the log aud drifted inshore, to the
peril ot the ship. It has been 6hown in
ividence that a steamboat’s whistle was
leard on one side when the vessel occulied the opposite position.
Among the curious phenomena relating
,o fog i9 the fact
that all fogs are not
dike, either in density or influence.
Jcean fogs offer very little trouble to bay
for the reason that they drift
navigation,
n
irregularly and contain frequent
breaks through which the lookout can
see 400 or COO
yards ahead. A land or
narsh fog is what the navigator of inland waters dread. It often limits the
nsion to less than one-half the length ol
he craft.
on

was

Offer Declined.

Washington,

Little progress
officials
transports for the

May E6.

made by the war
today in
securing
was

—

department

Philippine expedition tho only 'addition
obtained being the
Ohio, a good-sized
vessel which will rapidly be transformed
so
as to make her available for carrying
a large number of men and animals. Assistant Secretary Meiklejohn is still negotiating with the agents of the Northern
Paoific steamship company as to chartering the six vessols of taat line. He has
given nn upset price which the government will
pay for the charter of these
vessels and this figure has been cabled by

THE SMOKING LAMP.
A Time-Honored Institution of the
and American NavleB.

the agents here to the owners of tbo vesThe company does not
sels in London.
seem to be disposed to let the government
have its vessels at a material reduction

(From the Pittsburg Dispatch.)
One of the time-honored Institutions of
;he American and British navies is the
Without the smoking
smoking lamp.
lamp the modern sallorman would be
He would muike a liHh out of water.
Any. A failure by the galley cook to
ight the smoking lamp without the loss
jf a second’s time after the word has

from the rate at which American vessels
be obtained notwithstanding that tho
will recommend to Conwar department
gress that an American registry be given to the
Northern Pacific vcsssls if they
chartered by the government. There
are
are many
valuable considerations, Assiscan

tant

which

Secretary Meiklejohn
would

been given arouses .Tack's temper, and
whatever limited stook of invectives he is
bossessed of is made publio with promp-

pointed out,

inure to the company’s
ships by being placed antler an American
es
it
would
give them the benefit
register
of the United States navigation lows.
These considerations he feels are such
that the company should be willing to
charter the vessels to the United States at
the lowest figure. He is maintaining a
firm attitude in regard to the matter and
hopes that tho company will see the force
of his representations.
There are now three vessels on the Pacific coast, chartered by tho government,
available for the second expedition to the
Such o' them as are not
Philippines.
be ordered to San
already there will
Francisco promptly
to be put in shape
for the work for which they aie intended,
it is hoped that this may be done by some
time next week s > that another detachmen
ment of E500
sent to
may then be
reinforce Admiral Dewey.
The department has declined the offer
by {Hon. Arthur Sewall ot$ Maine. The
main reason for this is that tho Roanoke
is a sailing vessel and tho officials believe
that for transport
purposos steamships
>ira

Atude and emphasis.
To landsmen the mention of a

Barrier to Miami
to

an

Well

the

smoking lamp

ihe crew, including that mysterious adjunct of the paymaster’s department,
lack-of-the-Dust, depend for a light for
.heir pipes. Jaok-of-the-Dust dives down
into the depths of the hold ,nnd brings
up the navy plug, whioh, being cut into
bits and crumbled between the hands, if
put into a pipe and fired at the smoking

lamp.

The need for the smoking lamp arisef
from the necessity of guarding the ship
to tho utmost from
danger of fire. Probautions which seem ridioulous and unjy sad experience to be absolutely necessary on board a ship of war. The navul
•egulations i rovide severe punishment
or any seaman
caught with matches or
lis person. Could it have been proves]
of Inquiry that the
the
Board
jy
.Spanish
ailors or the Maine had boon guilty oi
lurrying matches about with them they
vouid have been justified by naval exierts the world over in declaring that the
lestruction of the Maine was due to the
i.arelessness and lack of discipline or
icard.
Such was not the case, however. No
sailor on the Maine carried matches. H<
it his pipe at the smelting lamp, and he
inly smoked during those times that the
smoking lamp was lit. He never dared
so go below decks witn a lighted pipe.
Ii
10 had Jimmy Legs would have had him
ift at the stick and the executive officer
vouid have deprived him of shore leavt
lor at least a month.
The smoking lamp is constructed upon
:he same lines as a lantern, but the globe
is made of sheet iron instead of glass. In
the side there is a small round hole
through which Jack may stiok his pipe in
ardor to catch the flame. It is the duty
of the ship’s cook or one of his assistants
to light the lamp when the word is given
by the proper officer, who is generally the
ihief boatswain’s mate. Ho in turn gets
lis orders from the officer of the deck.

PHENOMENA OF F03.
a

Upon

'ourth rate.

a*

Sight.

(San Francisco Chroniclo.)
Familiarity with tho local phenomena
of tog has destroyed interest in them iD
the minds of the average San Franciscan.
He looks on with indifference almost
daily through the summer season on the
marshalling of the iieocy aerial hosts
along the ocean shore line of the city, of
the forcing by them of the Golden Gate,
their assault of the mission heights, their
sweeping
charge over the city, their
obscuration of tho Contra Costa range,
The waniand their capture of the bay.
ng toots of tugs and steamers and forry

boats, the ringing of alarm bells at the
various teny landings, and The doleful
ories of the Goat Island and Point Bonita
sirens have to him no special significance.
And yet these familiar fog phe-

suu, is

of

matter of as much
the causes of the trade
winds before which ihe fog bank
is
driven inland. It has been tnforred that
the trade winds are cieatoi by the heating of the great interior valley and the
minme-r

speculation

as

ASTOR’S BATTERY ACCEPTED,
New York,Slay 26.—The battery offered
the United States government by Johr
Jacob Astor when hostilities iirst brokf
rat, was accepted today.
Lieut. March of the 5th U. S. artillery,
telegraphed today to Mr.Astor’s representative here as follows:
“Organisation been allowed for 10:

a

are

ncn.

Lieut. March has been detailed to com
nand the battery, aDd he will come hen
rom
Washington to superintend the en
:
The new battery wii
istment recruits.
i ie on the order of what is called a moun
inrush of the colder air of the sea to supain
battery. It can be used in moun
ply the vacuum which tho heating ainous regions or tn jungles, where
l-'kl battery would bo of little use. The
Thus the warm air,
process produces.
and guns are detachable
jun carriages
which has been laden with moisture Dy
md are packed on the backs of mules foi
soiar evaporation far out at sen, is drawn iransportation. The battery will be mad<
inshore over the cold northern currents ip of six 12-pound Hotchkiss rapid fin
A
b(
;uns.
recruiting station will
that sweeps down the coast, condensing
opened here tomorrow.
the vapor into a dense and chilling fog. ;
Applications have been received'already
and Harvard men anc
While this phenomena is present on the ’rom Columbia
1I30
from a number of the Seventh Regi
greater part of the coast line, it is more nent men.
the
conspicuous in
vicinity of San
Francisco than any other part of it,
SHERIFF KILLED BY ROBBERS.
which gives
weight to the foregoing
Albuequerque, N. M.. May 26.—IJndei
theory of its origin, as the Golden Gate sheriff Frank
Shoriff liar
and the

low-lying

hills of the San Francisco peninsular furnish an unobstructed
avenuo for the aerial
currents from the
sea to enter the
beated central basin ef
the State, reducing the temperature of
both day and night to that pleasant moan
which makes
the California
climate
matohless among the climates of the
earth. Ana the dense redwood forests
which
xtend along
the
coast
from

Monterey Bay to the Oregon lino draw
their sustenance from the summer fog
drift, for as it passes through their tail
tot s it is held aod condensed in the embrace of their branches into drizzle that
drenches the soil in which their roots are
grounded.

In
the
winter
the
meteorological
student linds in the fog drift in San
Francisco Bay important and almost unfailing weather signs. Three consecutive
foggy days and nights are almost invariably forerunners of a rainstorm. They
are usually followed by u strong southeaster, which drives the fog out of the
bay and brings with it the rain-laden
clouds that have been formed in the Gulf
oi California to drench
the earth over
which they pass.
To the San Francisco fisherman the fog
drift is an open book. Ho knows through
its signs tho condition of the weather in
the outer roadstead without consulting
either the Weather Bureau or the lookout
at the Point Lobos signal station.
If the
bay is full of fog and a strong breeze is
raffling its waters, he knows that it is in
nine cases out of ten comparatively calm
cu sine and probably clear.
If the fog
lank extends like a wall from the Goliltn
Gate to tho Berkeley shore, while the
rest of the bay is clear, he knows that
the outlet roadstead is clear, but banked
with fog, which, later iu the day will be
uriven inshore by the trade wind.
His
movements and operations are governed
largely by the fog signs with which he is
so familiar, and much of
his immunity
'■.ram disaster is due to this fog craft.
V> tien she fog settles on the bay not
inly are ail the landmarks shut out of
tho ferry master's vision, but the mysterious influence of log on tho transmission
of sound is so deceptive that the location
siren signals
of the
and the steam
whistles of moving craft is uncertain and
often
misleading. It is actually on
record that the sound of tho fog bell at

:

Vigil, Deputy

Bustamento and an Indian trailer, were
iilled yesterday by the| two desperado!
who held up the Santa F'e passenger trail
ast Tuesdav.
The two officers with ;
number of Pueblo Indian
trailers hat
surrounded the camp of the robbers or
Alamosa creek, 65 miles west of Belen,
iYhen ordered to surrender, the robbers
with
opened fire with Winchester rifles
One
of the robbers is
leadly effect.
thought to have been wounded in the
theii
thigh, but both esoaped leaving
torses.
When the news reached
Santa
Rita today another large posse started in

pursuit.
WHEN NATURE

Seeds assistance it may be best to ren
ler it promptly, but one should remem
ber to use even the most perfect remedies
only when needed. The best and mosi
and

simple
gentle
Syru{
of Figs, manufactured by the Calfornit
Fig Syrup Co.
remedy is the

WM. M. MARKS,

Book, Card
AND-

JOB

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

97 1-2

EXCHANGE,

Exchange St.,

FINE JOB

PRINTING

All orders bl mail
attended to.

or

Portland

A SPECIALTY.

telephone promptlj
sept22eodtf

7fh Yost uW

Successful Practice in Maine. Nc
*
other specialist can point to an
eoual record of cures of Rectal Ml~. a a
diseases. The most difficult cases
n 1 a **.
solicited. No knife; easy ; safe:
■ ■
W
painless. No detention from"
business. Cure Guaranteed. Consultation FREE 1
Call at my Lewiston or Portland office, or consult
■ —-

■

sTJf'

me

by f^X

man.

^

inne+v,
we?^61r ?°?6
ne??r.a SU?t

But8

raPeasieP8,

st^boT/o

hosffita?

entire Aset from a harbor under similar
conditions, and that Admiral Cervera
should be able to make bis escape when
he gets ready to do so, is not aocepted.

Administration Strongly
Cervsra Is

Confined at

I 8

■> Specialist

yr.U.T.FISK

832 Main St.,LE\viBTON. Send for free pampli let.
At U. S. Hotel, Fottland,

Saturdays only.

this

should uoc have been the case. He that might have evaporated.
It was
believe the war would be of long oheaper to pursue this course than to reduration and said no vast
appropriations tain It In bond here under present law.
would Le
Mr. Berry advocated the measure as calnecessary in its conduct. He
said there was not
oirouinstan- culated to place Ainerioun distillers upon
the
tundcr
ces
the usual justification for taxing fu- an equal footing with foreigners and also
ture f generations to
pay for the war as it to discourage distillers in snipping whis- j
was not
as the Civil war, a war lor seif key to sale and consumption before prop- r
preservation,
erly matured “and causing American
Mr. Teller asserted that the bond feat- oitizens to drink it to the risk of their !
ure of the hill was In no wise cognate to systems and
the destruction of their i
a revenue
measure and declared that it stomachs.”
Incidental to the discussion Mr. Snawas
merely attached for the purpose of
j
taking advantage of the war exigency froth of Colorado, and Mr.Grow Kepublican
of Pennsylvania, made speeches upon
to secure
issue.
authority for a bond
Taking up the House bill, Mr. Teller silver coinage and legal tender currency.
oongratulated the committee upon elimi- An amendment offered by Mr. Dingley
nating the tonnage, which he said, was was adopted declaring that any spirits
subsequently imported
equivalent to a tax upon exports. He exported and
did not think the bill would produce as should pay the same Internal tax that it
been required to pay at the
much revenue as estimated by the com- would have
mittee and said the Senate was entitled time of importation had it not been exwas intended, Mr. Dingley
to a detailed estimate.
Instead of this, ported. It
when they oailed for facts, they were giv- explained, to prevent the export of spirits
for bonding purposes to which reference
en only guesses.
Mr. Allison
said it was impossible to had been made in the debate.
taken
was
A vote
upon the bill as
state with anything more than approxiThe yeas and nays were dewhat revenue would be amended.
mate accuracy’
but pending the roll call the
raised from the bill. Estimates weie neo- manded,
uncertain.
Who, for instance, House adjourned at 5.15 o’clock.
essarlly
could toil, what amount would be derived
BOSTON’S FATTENED AVERAGES.
from the proposed bank obeck.
Mr. Teller said Mr. Allison’s explanation was an admission that the commit- Pitcher Eh ret Was Au Easy Mark For
tee had been guessing.
He took uj> the
Hub Men.
amendments for greenbacks, the coinage
of the selgn iorage, the corporation tax
and supported them at some length. Mr.
Louisville, May 86.—The Bostons fatTeller said he did not believe there should
tened
their batting average today. Ehret
be a line drawn between state and naBOO.
tional taxation. If this line was to be was an
easy mark. Attendance,
drawn, the states might render it Impos- Score:
sible to conduot a great war.
He said
7 0 1 0 0 8 0 1 0—11
the people of the United States were bet- Boston,
01000010 1— S
ter able now to
pay a thousand millions Louisville,
tax than they wore to pay
5® 1 nternal
17; Louisville. 8. Errors,
Boston,
Hits,
8*100,000,000 in the civil war. As for him- Boston, 1; Louisville,
6. Batteries, Lewself he
would not only tax corporations,
and Wilson.
Ehret
is and Bergen:
but he would also include
producing individuals.
He would not put a tax upon
May 26.—Seymour was
Cincinnati,
the poor; he would put it upon the rioh.
for 11 hits and as many runs in
pounded
He wonld tax salaries, those of senators
did much
as others.
But said the taxing power three innings today. Qettig
was greatly embarrassed by the deoision better.
Attendance, 2400. Score:
of the supreme court in the inoome case.
8 2 6 0 0 1 0 0 x—12
With the greatest respect for that body, Cincinnati,
New York,
30200001 1—6
he said, he maintained that the oourt’s
14.
decision carried to its logical conclusion.
Cincinnati, 14; New York,
Hiss,
meant simply that the rich could not be Errors, Cincinnati,2; New York, 2. Battaxed. He believed that decision was the teries, Breitenstein and Vaughan; Seymost serious blow at the sovereignty of the mour, Grady ,md Warner.
people slnoe the government was erected.
Cleveland, May 26.—Costly errors by
Air. Teller defended the polloy of levying an inoome tax. Ho read extracts of MoJames and MoGraw lost today’s game
speeohes delivered more than 25 years ago for the Orioles. Cleveland’s one error did
in the House by Mr, Hale and others who not count. Score:
members of the Senate. He
are now
80000020 x—5
mentioned
among others, Mr. Cullom, Cleveland,
00000102 1—4
Baltimore,
Kepublican of Illinois.
"I am in favor of an income tax now,”
Hits, Cleveland, 9; Baltimore, 12. Erretorted Mr. Cullom.
Baltimore, 2. Batter‘‘Well. I’m glad to hear It.” said Air. rors, Cleveland, 1;
ies. Powell and O’Connor; McJames and
Teller.
Before Mr. Teller concluded his speech
the bill was
laid aside that the Senate
St Louis, May 26. —The Brooklyns sucmight take up the speolal order—eulogies ceeded in winning out from the Browns
Senator Edward C. Walupon the late
in the ninth inning when Hall failed to
thall of Mississippi.
Attendance SOOO.
liner.
While the special order was pending hold Griffin’s
Mr. Sewall of New Jersey moved that the Score:
Senate ooncur in the House amendment
10100000 2—4
to tte Senate
bill suspending certain Brooklyn,
000000 0. 2 0-2
provisions of law relating to hospitals. St. Louis,
The amendment was that the inorease of
Hits, Brooklyn, 11; St Louis, 10. Erstewards should not exceed 10. Mr. Sew
Brooklyn, 2; St Louis, 2. Batteries,
ell’s motion was agreed to. A bill was rors,
Daniels and Clemand Grim;
Kennedy
Mr.
reported by
Sewell, providing for the ents.
of
retired
officers
duremployment
army
May 26.—One clean drive,
ing the present war. It was passed.
Chicago,
Mr. Money of Mississippi presented the two scratches
and three very bad errors
resolutions upon the death of Mr. Walto the Orphans in the
thall.
The eulogies were pronounced by gave today’s game
Mr. Money of Mississippi, Mr. Hawley of seventh. Attendance 000. Score:
Connecticut, Mr. Berry of Arkansas, Mr. Chicago,
00100051 x—7
Prootor of
Vermont, Mr. Gorman of Philadelphia, 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0-1
Cannon of Utah, Mr.
Maryland, Mr.
Cookreil of
Missouri, Mr. Bate of TenHits, Chicago, 7; Philadelphia, 11. Ernessee, Mr. Pasco of Florida, and Mr. rors, Chicago, 2; Philadelphia, 6. BatPettus of Alabama.
teries, Callahan and Donohue; Wheeler
At the conclusion of the eulogies the and McFarland.
Senate as a further mark of respect adPiitsbnrg, May 26.— Washington won
journed until tomorrow at 11 p. m.
today in a game so amateurish that it was
Leever
was put in in the
interesting.
PASSED FOUR BILLS,
last half of the first. He did good work
1 here Was along Session of the Honse until the seventh Inning when six hits

THREE HOURS OF TALK.
Senate Made
gress

on

No

Substantial Pro*

Revenue Bill.

MESSRS- WHITE AND TELLER CONSUME MOST OF THE TIME.

California Mail Argued for Coinage
ver Seigniorage and Corporation
Mr.

Teller Showed

of Sil-

Advantage,

Taxof

an

Income Tax.

Washington, May 26.—No substantial
Convinced That piogress was made by the Senate today

Santiago.

towards
nue

the

measure,

disposition
although it

of the war revewas under con-

Washington, May 26.—The naval auth- sideration for three hours. Speeches were
orities have advanced another stage in delivered on the bill by Mr. White, Demotheir calculation on the status of Ad- crat of
California, and Mr. Teller of
Cervera must come through a narrow miral Cervera’s fleet at Santiago de Cuba. Colorado. The former opposed the issue
not
only have good reason to be- of bonds and strongly advocated the coin
channel about three hundred feet wide on They
lieve that he is bottled up, but as an offiand the tax
whioh the American
age of the silver seigniorage
searchlights will
cer expressed it today, “the oork is
In his discussion of
in upon corporations.
It is asserted that this
play constantly.
The naval view here is just the oontrary.
It is pointed out that Admiral Hornby
escaped from an open bay, while Admiral

the bottle," and it is practically imposopinion, but that naval
to make
an exit from
manoeuvres were carried on at Key West sible for the fleet
and Tortugas a few months ago whioh the harbor. It is felt that this condition
is not only important,
furnish a positive demonstration
that of the Spanish fleet
Admiral Cevera oannot
present strategio standpoint,
make an exit from the
but of momentous concern to the entire
without being disoovered.
If Cervera sent out his
boats as future of the war, as the clipping of this
is

not

mere

naval foroe that Spain
effective
the posssesses will leave her such scant naval
make a prolongation of
as to
small guns of such cruisers as the Mont- resources
the war improbable.
The
American
gomery.
ships would have
That Admiral Cervera went to Santiathe advantage of concentrating their en- go and Is still there continues to be the
the navy department. At
tire Are upon one small
A view taken by
passage.
the same time it stated that not a word
is
battle
unusual
m
quite
naval has been
Dlght
received ;from either Admiral
annals, but it has occurred. The Constel- Sampson or Commodore Schley in official
lation fought the Revenge at night, the confirmation of the existence of this trap
It rests now, as it did two
ago, on
engagement continuing for six hours in a semi-official report coming days
to the navy
which time the
the darkness, during
department from a source believed to bo
the Constellation was reliable.
It was not a naval source nor
of
mainmast
one connected with the state department;
carried away and the ship orippled.
It
neither did it come from press advices,
is believed that if Admiral Cervera at- it wae from
parties having relations with
he
will
choose
to
the
esoApe
tempts
night the navy department and in position to be
advised.
The naval authoriaccurately
for this movement.
ties were extremely anxious to secure an
On the other hand naval offioials are
official
confirmation
from one of the
discussing the means the American com- American commanders.
mander may adopt to make exit imposscouts they wo uld be detected before
oould do damage and destroyed by

they

ciKlo

wvviib.].

In the blockade of Charleston, barges
full of stones were sunk at the ohannel
entrance, cutting off Ingress and egress.

would serve the same
purpose In this case.
There Is difficulty in getting suoh craft
and the sinking of the derelict in the
proper point in the ohannel would be attended with great danger.
It must he
towed to a position, subjecting those in
A few old hulks

oharge

to the danger of mines
and torThere is also the guns from Morro Castle to he guarded against.
It is

pedoes.

understood, however, that Morro Castle
has no searchlights so that a night operation of this character could be executed
without the Spaniards being made aware
of it.
Taking everything into account,
naval officers feel that Admiral Cervera
committed
a
fatal blunder in
heing
trapped at Santiago and there is no fear
the trup will prove inadequate to
hold
him.

Ships

and

Troops Are Wailing Heady for
Call to Action.

(Correspondence of the Associated Press.)
Key West, Fla.,
May 33.—Yesterday,
soon after the sailing of
Bear Admiral
Sampson’s squadron, Commodore Schley’s
squadronjhaving gone to the south of
Cuba,
at

two before, there were left
West seventeen vessels of
war,

a

Key

day

or

these conisting entirely of converted tugs
and auxiliary gunboats of small size, but
considerable fighting
A few
power.
changes are expected to take place in the
Key West complement In a day or so;
and the battleship Oregon is confidently

expected to arrive here before the end of
the week.
She will prove a great adin the
vantage to the vessels
harbor,
though she will probably be ordered to
Havana very soon after her arrival.
Far
back in the harbor are the
captured
Spanish vessels swinging at their anchors
and

most

affording

the sailor

men

happy

pects of u largo prize fund.
The prize vessels constitute

a

pros-

fleet al-

formidable as that now waiting
at Port 'Tampa to carry the
troops to

most as

view oi tne met tunc tnose
H7 transports can accommodate from 15,000 to 20 003 troops, army men are wondering if the Spanish steamers might not
ouua,

miu in

be made available for the purpose.
The work of fortifying Key West has
The old fort to be
gono along rapidly.
sure with its ancient oaDnon, is of small
account, but the new fort is of substantial
character and will mount some formidable
guns. Already one 8-inch rifle has been
placed in position to command the wide
gauge beyond the bar and others are now
being rapidly put in place, a contingent
of men having been sent
down
from
Tampa lor that purpose.
All night long the great search light on
Fort Taylor sweeps the horizon, and its
white mark on the sky can be picked up
flfty miles at sea by the boats in coming
from the blockading line.
Other searchlights on the warships are constantly at
in night
utilized
boats
work, many
being
The great problem now
target praotlce.
both at Key West and at Tampa is that
relating to the movement of the troops.
Naval men are in the dark as to what the
administration will do and army men
certainly And the naval tactics strange
and mysterious.
At Tampa there are now about 15,000
regulars and many thousands of volunters. There are daily arrivals of troops at
at Tampa, Port Tampa and
Lakeland,
but some of the volunteers regiments have
not yet received their complete accountrewill
soon be
ments, though the latter

forthcoming.

The Southern portion of Florida is be-

realize how diffioult a matter
it is to supply this great array of
new
residents with necessaries and comforts.
Here at Key West, alter a ary season of
five months, the.rain has come
at last
and renewed the drinking water supply.
This, at least, was an opportune visitation of Providence, and
with it all, the
soldiers art) making merry.
3fAt Tampa they are tenting in the sand
hills about the town, strictly disciplined
and kept closely to regulation diet, with
not much amusement, anxiously waiting
for the order to move on Cuba. This, it is
generally believed by army men will not
be received at ail early date, for there is,
first of all, tiie “State of Florida expedition” to be heard from, an expedition to
supply General Gomez with arms and
ammunition.i There are a score or more
additional transports to bo harbored in
Tampa bay, under guard of the gunboat

ginning

to

vviinb-

wnnu

«

v;n

The 'Jo un, oil ore Will Cook
of

uunvunH,

After Mouth

Santiago Harbor.

Key West, Fla., May 26.—10.10 a. m.—
The movements of the American vessels
under the three squadron
commanders,
beyond the generally aooepted fact that
Commodore Schley’s squadron Is now in
the vloinitj of Santiago de Cuba, at the

the last feature Mr. White drew out the
faot that an amendment was to be offered
to the bill by Mr. Gorman, Demoorat of
Maryland, placing a tax of one half of
1 per cent upon certain large corporations,
Mr. Teller dwelt largely upon the proposition to levy an inoomo tax. He had
not concluded his argument when the bill
laid aside in order
that eulogies
was
be pronounced upon the late
ator Walthall of Mississippi.

might

Sen-

the Senate today, the war revsnu
In
measure was taken up,
White
Mr.
of.Cailfornia then began an
extended speech covering pretty fully the
general features of the bill, especially
those relating to the tax on corporations
and on Inheritances. The consideration
of the bill, lie said, had enlisted the attention of the country and many people
were
becoming restless because a (Inal
vote had not been reaohed. He thought,
the delay was due to the
however, that
nennliaritv of the pending measure
The
bill upon wblob the Civil war
revenue
a
was
was conduoted,
complicated instrument, utterly inapplicable to present conditions.
The object of the bill challenged the
attention and the support of every memboth branohes of Congress. All
ber of
are united to present a solid lront to the
foreign foe.
It was no longer a question of
doubt,
that all the money necessary for the prosecution of the war would be supplied. It
the method of raising the
was simply
funds that was under debate here.
as
this nation is,”
said he,
“Great
“mighty as are her resources, this country is not now prepared to place before
an opponent its lull strength and all the
material of war residing In its bosom.
But in
time (and not a very long time
either) it will be ready to put forth its
entire strength and theu this conflict will
be decided speedily.”
Mr. White regarded it as unfortunate
that so
heavy a tax should have been
placed upon tobacco because by some it
He maintained
was considered a luxury.
that the placing by the House of Representatives of one-third of the tax to be
raised upon beer, one third upon tobacco
and one third on stamps was severe,if not
almost unjustifiable. He admitted and
that tobacco and beer were
contended
legitimate articles of taxation, but there
could be no doubt that the burdeD of the
tax would fall upon tbe poor men of the

eastern end of the island, while the blockunder Commodore Watson
is thought to bo on duty along the western
and northern ooast of the Island, are now
shrouded with only slight uncertainty.
The composition of the three squadrons
has been changed but the exact placing
and names of the ships under each commander is not permitted, for strategic
reasons, to be telegraphed.
Concerning the statement that Admiral
Cervera’s ships are bottled up at Santit**t
ago de Cuba, it has been accepted
Commodore Schley could maintain
the
blockade of the harbor there and annihilate the Spanish fleet if it is found outside.
The fact that Commodore Schley
is country.
Mr. White denounced the stamp tax as
now thought to be outside of Santiago
de Cuba, has given free rein to Rear Ad- a burden.
Mr. White entered upon a long disousmiral Sampson who is known to be in the
siou
of
the
proposed corporation tax
Bahama channel.
His known purpose is to intercept the which he earnestly supported.
He regretted tftat there was a manifest
Spanish fleet if it attempts a movement
Republican senators
to the northern coast In an attempt to disposition among
to oppose the plaoiug of any tax upon any
reach Havana.
Mr.
White said that Mr.
With Commodore Schley at Santiago corporations.
Maryland had prepared an
de Cuba, Rear Admiral Sampson would Gorman of
to
amendment
tne measure whioh he
be in a position to proceed eastward aDd
would
be willing to support if the geneffect a junction of the
two powerful
eral tax upon all corporations should be
squadrons, or return towards Havana to deemed desirable
by the Senate. At his
resume operations in that vicinity.
It is now accepted as a fact that Com- request Mr. Gorman had read the amendment he
proposed to offer at the proper
modore Schley is to be permitted to work
time. It follows:
ont the problem of Santiago de Cuba.
*
That from and after the passage of
this act, every pirson, firm, company or
L£FT SANTIAGO HARBOR.
corporation, owning or possessing or having the care or management of any railSpaniard, Now Affect to liedieve Admiral road, street railroad, sleeping car, steamboat, ship or other vessel, engaged or emGot Away,
ployed in the business of transporting
passengers or freight for hire, or in transMadrid, May 26. —(Noon)—The out- porting the mails of the United States
come of yesterday’s debate is that both or carrying on an express business or having the cure or management of any teleSenor Puigcerver, the minister of finance,
graphic or telephone line by whioh teleand the Marquis de Villaverde, the Con
graphic or telephone despatches or messervative leader,have agreed to oppose the sages are received or transmitted or carrying on or doing the business of furnishimpest on the national debt. The mar- ing
gas, electric light, electric power,
quis declares the Siloviists will oppose the steam heat, or steam power, or refining
measure even to the lencrth r,f nhsinintlnn
petroleum, or rellning sugar, or owning
and Senor Puigcerver declares the meas- or controlling iinv Yilfii* liita ftw iipftnannv.
rating oil or other products whose gross
ure will not become law while he is a annual
receipts exceeds Jt'5'),000 shall be
minister.
subject to pay annually a special exoise
A crisis will be
precipitated by the tax equivalent to one half ot i per cent
Carlists, Republicans and Komerosists.
on the gross amount of all
receipts of suoh
In regard to the indications of a crisis,
persons, Arms, corporations and compathe Liberal remarks: ‘‘Tho sovereignty, nies in their
business,
respective
provided
perhaps the independence of the nation that the assessment
hereby made shall
is hanging in the
balance. Enemies not include
amount of the receipts
any
it
menace
everywhere abroad and there lor the transportation of
persons or mails
is famine
at homo. A solution of the between the
United States and
forproblem cannot bo foreseen. The conn eign port, but that such tax shallany
be rattry may wait while tho government ar- ed
lor the
transportation of persons,
ranges its differences with party politics, freight, or mails
from a port within the
hut
Dewey, Sampson, McKinley and United states
a foreign territory
through
Salisbury are not likely to wait.”
to a port within tne United States and
The minister of marino, Capt. Aunon »hall he
assessed upon anu collected from
“It is to be presumed the Amerisays:
persons, Urms, companies or
cans will try to hinder the
Spanish ships vpitoin the United States corporations
receiving hire
from leaving Santiago de Cuba,”
but. or pay lor such
transportation of persons,
he added,
“I atu not certain
whether freight or mails.”
the Americans arrived in time to do so,”
Mr. Willie said it had boon
whispore 1
The
general impression here is that that the great llnancial interests
which
Admiral Cervera
has left Santiago de had contributed
to a campaign
largely
Cuba.
turn, were
demanding as compensation
(or their
liberality that the burdens of
SICKNESS ON THE SAN FRANCISCO war should not be tbrn,t
upon them. He
Boston, May HO.—The cruiser San Fran- [Objected to the issue of bonus at this time
cisoo came into port lato this
afternoon because bonds were unnecessary und tiefrom patrol duty off Cape Cod with As- cause a great majoriiy of the people were
sistant Engineer Cooper and twelve sea- opi'osuri to thorn.
Iu conclusion, Mr. White declared ihat
Thu men were
men in the sick
bay.
transferred by the tug Iwana to the naval it would be the plain people who would
Engineer Cooper is not only Oder up their lives in defense
hospital at Chelsea.
honor, but who would
suffering with a severe attack of the grip of the national
and threatened with pneumonia. Most of also pay the built of the taxes for tbe conHe appealed to senators
war.
of
the
ductthe seamen are also afflicted with the grip
the measles. to permit the hill to pass in suoh form
while the
balance have
would distribute with reasonable equity
the receiving
Twelve men from
s tip
Wabash wore taken to the San Francisco the burdens it imposed and to levy taxawould be fair to the American
The San Fran- tion that
to replace the sick men.
cicso will probably sail early tomorrow and rt-Uect honor npon the American
He said be
Senate. Mr. Teller followed
mornin g.
had no
intention of discussing tbe tin
a
from
partisan standpoint, considering
the necessity for properly conducting the
war more
Important than the securing
of
partisan advantage. He adverted to
to
the Interest felt by tbe American people
in tbe Cuban resolution,saying the strugto
gling people could have been aided in
the past without violating the neutrality
to
laws. He thought war might have been
but that tho
avoided,
war was on ho
to
wanted to see it conduoted by a united
the administration would find
country,
itself supported by every party and there
would be no bolding back of sinews of
war. all the men and all the money.
Mr. 1 oiler referred to the unprepared
condition °* the country for war and said

ading squadron
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Naval Authorities Believe It Is Im-

AT TAMPA AND KEY WEST-

furnished Bret Harte with a
theme for a piece of tho finest descriptive
writing that ever flowed from hi; pen.
Whence comes the great gia.v bank of
log that is carried by the strong western
irado winds to the coast line and to the

sir'll

are

torpedo

smoking

amp has no more significance than a
nention of the Jack-of-the-Dust. But
both are a necessary part of the equipnent of any warship, be she first rate or

nvofornhln

Sometimes

British

Helena; additional

o£
to be mobilized
in
and the problem of armin»
tbem has become, it Is said,
one
£
considerable
serlonsness.
At Key West, the troon .m.
....
Panther
whioh loft the Brooklyn
nearly
a month ago, is
still uc
For several weeks the inarim,0anC1<i.agt!i
“welt®rot£
under the burning sun
quarters, but finally thev
t0
camp ashore. During the
o£ con‘
flnemeut on the troop shin
small epidemic of
more cases being removed to
Z
no mo«
hospital
officers arc men is to be found among thn
20.—Naval
Slay
Washington,
campaigners than the
now turning their attention to inquiries
Work will soon he begun on nnn nf'tsA
whether
it is
possible for Admiral small islands adjoining
Kev West in the
Cervera to get out of Santiago harbor. construction of a
budding tbat m
They hold that this manoeuvre is impos- answer the purpose of either a
sible and that being the case the career of for the wounded or a quarantine etation
It is intended to observe
the
etriotest
the Spanish admiral is at an end, so far
just as soon as a landing ln
quarantine
S in
as it constitutes
a menace against our Cuba is effected by the
troops.
ships. T he British comment that AdCORK IN THE BOTTLE.
miral Hornby in 1855 escaped with his

m cervera get out?

Yesterday.

Washington. May £6.—In a long session
today the House passed four bills, but the
discussion involved a wide range of subjects. After a brush over civil service,
brought on by a paragraph in the deficiency pension bill,providing for some tem-

—

His Lectures and
Th s
3S

Public Healing

in

City Have Stamped Him
the

Greatest Healer

Now

Living.

He Has Cured Many People Free at
City Hall as a Public Test.
His Offices at the Chadwick House Will
Still Remain Open for Some
Days Yet.

-flifFree Treatments at City Hall Closes With
This Afternoon's Lecture.

elements

a

pleasure

to

call

and converse

with the busy throng of health seekers
as they come and go, not only receiving
comfort and relief from the good man's
hands, but comforting and encouraging
one another.
This man needs no further announcement here, his kindly face is already familiar to thousands of Portland citizens
as the man who performed such marvellous cures in City hall.
A few days ago, old Mrs. Armitage,
who had her hearing and sight restored
by him in a few minutes, called yesterday to tell him she was all right and still
praying for him.
No other endowment is so great as the
gift to conquer and dispel diseases with

medicine, by simply laying on of
This gift Derr Fritz possesses in
a degree never before known since tho
apostolic days. It does seem there are

Wyoming.
pOUSlUJl

Worker, the Conqueror of
Pain, the Banisher of Disease.

tainly

BAD FOR SHIPPING

Boston, May 26.—The easterly storm
and dense fog which have prevailed along
the New England coast tor the past few
days have been serious hindrances to
of silver and greenbacks as legal tender, shipping of the port.
Sailing vessels
naturally felt the effects of the storm
respectively.
more than steam craft, although several
Pending a yea and Day vote upon the tows have teeu stalled here
waiting for a
House ad- favorable
internal
revenue bill the
opportunity to put to sea. From
be
taken
imme- the foreoast sent out by
journed. The vote will
the
weather
diately after the House meets tomorrow. rfficlals in the Federal building, a heavy
is
looked
for
tomorrow.
There were
gale
The House passed a resolution direct- several ocean steamers sighted below toof
and
all
them
had
to
be
nearly
day
to
prepare and
ing the secretary of war
submit plans and estimates for the im- cautioned to slacken their speed while apthe dangerous mine fields.
provement of Aransas Pass Channel and proaching
harbor, Texas. Also a bill providing for
lands
of
the PotTHE WEATHER.
the sale of unallotted
tawatomie and Kickapoo Indians in Kansas and a bill amending the law providi'
ing the time and places for holding terms
t
'I
'■
ii
ml
of United
States courts in Idaho and
Mr.

The Miracle

Wars and rumors of wars and the
combined have failed to diminish In the least the wild enthusiasm
shown by Portland people in the remarkable work accomplished by the greatest
if living healers.
Some people think that many of the
:ures performed by this man at City hall
sre nothing short of miracles.
But,howsver astonishing some of these cures are,
brought in four runs. Attendance 1200. we are assured that he is making still
Score:
more marvelous cures at
his private
Washington, 5 1 1 0 0 0 4 0 0—11 offices at Hotel Chadwick, for there he
11130011 0— 7 has more time to enter into the details
Pittsburg,
Hits, Washington, 14; Pittsburg, 13. of difficult cases. Derr Fritz and his
Errors, Washington, 6; Pittsburg, 3. Bat- staff have already treated a
great numteries, Mercer and Farrell Leever, Tanber of cases in Portland and it is cernehill, Gardiner and Sohirver.

porary clerks in the war department, the
House considered a bill to amend the internal
revenue laws listened to lengthy
speeches from Mr.Shafroth and Mr.Grow
of Pennsylvania upon the free coinage

I

The Great Sensational Healer.

out

Cannon of Illinois called up the
MUUJJollUV

un*

1*0 r*ii*v**k*ovi

hands.

uuu

passed by the Senate yesterday. The bill
carries a paragraph Inserted by the Senthat temporary appointate providing

of clerks may be made without
civil service examinations.
Mr. Underwood moved to non-ooncur
In the provision.
Mr. Hepburn, Republican of Iowa, proposed an amendment declaring “provided that none of the clerks herein provided
lor shall bo
placed in the classified service.’’
Mr. Moody, Republican of Massachumade a point of order against the
setts,
’! he Speaker sustained the
amendment,
point, but meantime Mr. Cannon took
occasion to call attention to the nature
of the Heading measure as an appropriation bill. "And 1 do not propose to open
the oivil service or any
a debate upon
If you
other hobby.
inject the question
this bill and lot it
into
service
nt civil
to debate in the House anti Senate
go
then pensions and the war can both go
to the devil so far as some men are concerned if they have opportunity talk upon
their hobby."
The previous question was then ordered.
The House then concurred in the Senate amendments to the bill.
The House then went into committee
the bill to
of the whole to consider
amend thb internal revenue laws relating
Evans
Mr.
and Mr.
to distilled spirits
Bromwcll, Republican of Ohio, explained
Its chief provisions reduce
tlie measure.
the bonded warehouse period from eight
years,as fixed by the iaw of IS9i to seven
inorease the outrage period
years and
from four to seven
yours, making these
periods of equal length. Other provisions
of tile measure are intended to Iedlino
frauds which are now committed in connection with
the stamp leatures of the
present law.
Mr, MoHao, Democrat of Arkansas, attacked the bill vigorously as trained to
give the distiller improper concessions.
Mr. Swanson, Democrat of Virginia,
explained the difference between the existing law and the proposed act.
Mr.
Berry, Democrat of Kentucky,
elaborated a statement made by Mr.
Broimvell that, distillers under existing
luw
were
exporting their product tend
storing it
abroad waiting for it to age
for a market to
develop in this country.
It was possible, he
said, to bring it back,
pay the tax upon the actual amount and
thereby escape taxation upon any amount

no

ments

infirmities so terrible and no case too
to be beyond the reach of his

hopeless

marvelous power.
People wonder what
manner of man he is, and marvel at the
Fri- strange power he possesses.
This is the man who reduced a large

May 26— Forecast for
easterly winds.
Washington, May 26.—Forecast for gutuu
Fair in the the neok
Friday for New England:
interior, showers on the coast, easterly days, so
Boston,

day:

Rain;

U4UL

winds.

Signals

are

displayed on the Atlantic
City to Cape Cod

coast .from Atlantic
sections.
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of Mrs. John MoGrath

In three
that it was impossible to find it.
Mr.
who restored
This is the man
Robert E. Gilroy to perfeot health in four
Mr. Gilroy had a well developed
days.
cancerous tumor on his lower lip, and a
eczema oovering the

frightful malignant

Local

Portland,

Weather Report.

Me.,

May 26.—The

local

weather bureau office records as to the
weather are as follows:
rain.
8 a. m.—Barometer, 30,047; thermome-

ter, 51; dew point, 47; humidity
88;
wind, E; velooity, 6; weather, oloudy.
8 p. tn.—Barometer, 80.007; thermometer, 48; dew point. 48; humidity, 100;
wind, E;velooity, 4; weather, foggy.
Mean daily thermometer, 61; maximum
thermometer, 54; minimum thermometer,
48; maximtm velocity wind, 9SE; total
precipitation. Trace.
Weather

Observation.

The

agricultural department weather
bureau for yesterday. May 26, taken at
8 p.
m., meridian time, the observation for eaoh section being given in this
order; Temperature, direction of wind,
state of weather:
Boston, 48 degrees, NE, oloudy; New
York. 54 degrees, NE, rain;
Philadelphia, 54 degrees, NK, rain; Washington,
06 degrees,
N,
rain;
Albany, 66 derain;
grees, N,
Buffalo, 83 degress,
NE cloudy; Detroit,
68 degrees, NE,
clear; Chicago, 38 degrees," 8, clear;
St. Paul, 73 degrees, SW, cloudy; Huron,
66 degrees, N, rain;
Bismarck, 70 deT3 do
grees, N, p.cloUriy; Jacksonville
(trees, 8E, p.dnudy.

limbs from knees to hips. After the first
three treatments the disease was under
perfeot control, and after the tenth Mr.
Gilroy was in a perfeot condition to get

permanently well.

This is the mau who was instrumental
of hl»
giving Prof. Armstrong the U3e
for
left arm, whloh had been paralzyed
six years, so that he oould not use it.
the
who relaxed
man
This is the
a few
muscles in Jereinlah Bell’s leg In
his heel
moments, so that he could put
in

the floor and walk without limping,
to do for
he had not been able
who reetored
three years. This Is the man
in
three
Mr. Brook to perfect health
been given up as inhad
he
after
days,
who
curable by a number of physicians
of the stomach.
told him he had cancer
on

a

thing

STEAMER

ASHORE.

St. Johns, N. J., May 86.—It has developed that the steamer reported ashore
is the British steamer Bernloia, Captain
Anderson from Newcastle for Montreal,
in ballast. She went ashore last night iff
Cape Bollard, which Is about thirty miles
south of here and beoeme a total wreck.
The
A dense fog prevailed at the time.
crew took to the boats and landed safely
A
Donalrtron liner, nasie
this morning.
unknown, narrowly esoaped shiowreck
at. the «amo place this morning.

I

_MISCEIXANEOPB._

M3SCUELANEOPS.
~

FOUND IN THE STOMACH.

SOUTH PORTLAND.
How

Memorial Day Will Be Observed in
This Town.

the
South Portland
A committee
Veteran Association have formulated the
lollowing for the guidance of all particiot

?e*rn-na Cures Catarrhal Inflammation That Causes

Dyspepsia.

Mrs. Waldie’s Cure One of

Many.

ATARRH of the stomach is a common form of
this too common disease.
Much pain
and misery and many deaths result from
such cases. Pe-ru-na for catarrh so lo-

cated, is especially efficient.
Mrs. Lucy Waldie, P. O. Box 47, Otsego
Lake, Mich., was for three years afflicted
with catarrhal dyspepsia. To quote her own
words, she says: “My mouth was so sore I
could scarcely eat. What I did eat distressed
me.
I wrote to you for advice, and you
told me to take Pe-ru-na. It has been ten
months 6ince I began to use your medicine
Tour mediand I now am perfectly well.
cine deserves much praise.”
John F. Haas, of Seneca Falls, N. Y.,
also writes as follows: “I can thank Peru-na for curing me of chronic catarrh of
the stomach. By taking it and following
Dr. Hartman’s dietary advice, I have been cured. I can recommend Pe-ru-na to
not let it extend to some more
everyone, for catarrh.” If you have catarrh, do
vital organ, but treat it at once before it becomes so firmly seated as to preclude
all chances of recovery. Take Pe-ru-na for catarrh, no matter where it may be. It
will cure you. Buy Pe-ru-na at once of your druggist and begin to take it withthis course. It might also
out delay.
You cannot make a mistake by following
be advisable for you, if you suffer from catarrh, to write to Dr. S. B. Hartman,
advise you and prescribe for you, free.
at
Ohio. He will

gladly

Columbus,

DE ERING.

hidiu > Mism

The Portland & Yarmouth electric railstreet and
way is digging up Veranda
laying t’-aoks through that and Main
street; to Tukey’s bridge. The track is

COAL.
A Full Assortment o! Lehigh and FreeBurning Goals tor Domestic Use.

being paved with granite

blocks.

circle connected with the
Woodfords Unlversalist society are to hold
their annual strawberry festival this evePocahontas (Semi-Bituminous) and ning at Lewis hall. Supper will be served
choice entertainment of litat 6.30. A
Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
erary and musioal numbers will follow
unsurpassed for general steam and at 8 o’clook.

forge

The

ladles’

Oakdale

use.

people

will have an [opportunievening to witness the

Genuine Lykens Yalley Franklin, ty on Saturday
cantata “Esther" as presented under the
English and American CannoL
direction of the Rev. E. C. Bean of Stroud-

Above Coals Constant"
ly On Hand.

water, assisted by Deerlng and Portland
talent. The entertainment was given successfully last week at Stroudwater.
....
TELEPHONE
100-2
The adjourned meeting of the Deering
city government will be held this eveOFFICE:
ning at 7.30 at the city council chamber
at Woodfords. Prior to the meeting there
aprs
U.WfcKti

7b Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts.

is to be a hearing
granted the Portland
on their petition to
Railroad company
ereot poles and wires and lay tracks for
an extension of their road from Bradley’s

-TO-

along Stevens Plains avenue,
connecting with the Korth Deering and
Riverton lines.
The hearing will com-

Fabyans and Return

at 7.30 and the meeting of the aldermen will follow after the adjournmenl
of the hearing.
The recent purchase of a
tract of land
at East Deering, bounded by Presumpscot

corner,

mence

via. MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

MEMORIAL

DAY,

Monday, May, 30tli.
leaves Union Station 8.46 a.
Four Hours at Fabyans
and in the famous
CRAWFORD NOTCH.
Train

m.

street, by the Grand Trunk railway, tc
be used for enlarging their stock yard:
and to provide for the erection of a rounc
house and repair shop for a large rallroac
a tendenoy to boom rea
yard has had
estate, especially in East Deering.
XOBlUDUbOB

IAJJC

UX

barn owned
were on the land

and

a

lXUC,iUX',

XULK9U

irWlIi,

by Mr. Wm. H. Smal
purcnased by the com

pany.
It is understood that Mr.Frank E.True
who until recently Ityed in the donbh
house with his father, is to out the ole
honse In
two and move it aoross the
street to land owned by them near the
residence of Andrew True a brother, anc

K. E. BOOTHBY,
GEO. F. EVANS,
G. P. & T. A.
V. F. & G. M.
my26il2t

A NEW BOOK ON THE

AMERICAN NAVY
Cuba and Hawaii

fitted np as separate houses.
The meeting of the Martha Washingtor
society was held yesterday afternoor
with Mrs.Bailey, 48 Ooean street, Wood
fords.
The baseball game between the West
brook Seminarys and Westbrook clerks
scheduled for Wednesday afternoon at th(

Willi
war

160

Quo

ships and

illustrations of

scenes

in Cuba.

Seminary grounds,

was

postponed

on ac

of the rain.
Arrangements wil
probably be made to play off the gam<
next month.
The Foss house on Stevens Plains avenue, reoently damaged by fire, is beinj
count

demolished.
Estes & Senter have secured the leasi
of the small store on Deering avenue, ad
joining their store and will occupy it ai
may3eodt!
an early date.
The social circle of the Woodfords Uni
versalist sooiety will give a strawberrj
festival and entertainment in Lewis hall,
PROPOSAL will be received until Woodfords, Friday evening, May 37. Sup
June 4, 1898, by the
Building Committee per will be served at 6.30 o’clock. Th<
E. JSt- A. M.,
for the
consist of a ebaradi 1
in erecting a entertainment will
re<inirecl
,w,or,k
ftn!?S«bric? building at Knightvffle, in two acts.

LORI, SHORT & HARMON
PROPOSALS FOR BUILDING,
SEALED
iff

H.P& E.
preparedly#.
Bids
received
will

P*» aiSttU,°,ti0I‘S

be
for the entire buildIng, or as follows : Excavate for cellar and
foundations, and lay foundation and cellar
"alls, masons work; carpentry;
granite
and freestone; windows
glazeddoors
door and window frames;
painting;

plumb!

DEERING REPUBLICAN CAUCUSES
The

Republicans

of

Deering

are re

to assemble at their respectiv<
ward rooms on Friday, June 3d, 189S, a

quested

4-i.a

«

ing
-o
latbing and plastering; roofing; U V WUl/tt
Ul.,
galvanized iron work; truss, steel and Iran
beams and girders. Plans and specifications poses, viz:
First—To choose a delegate from eacl:
wiuuc
oi
rnp
Centennial
arcliitects,
Block, Exchange
The right to reject anv ward to attend the State convention t<
street, 1 ortland.
or all bids is reserved.
Bids may be a-t- be held at
Augusta June 28th, 1898.
dressed to the BUILDING COMMITTEE
Second—To choose a delegate fron
Knightville, Me.
may23d8t
each ward to attend the county conven
tion to be held at Portland June 16th
1898.
The delegates chosen by the severa
wards to attendjthe State conventior
will meet at the City Council Chambei
Tuesday,'June 7th, at 8 o’clock p. m.
for the purpose of choosing four dele
gates at large to attend the State con
1
vention.
Wj frequently hare oustomera 1 The delegates chosen by the severa
\ wards to attend the county conventior
come to m with eopy end say
will meet at the City Council Chambei
“
Put it fa attractive form and
Tuesday evening, June 7th, Immediately
after the adjournment of the preceding
; make the price reasonable*
convention, for the purpose of choosing
four delegates at large to attend the
1 In an<A cases the work is alwaya o
convention.
county
satisfactory and bring* wsoollent
The caucus of ward one wiil be held
) results.
at the Lnnt’s Corner school house, in
of at the ward room.
stead
THE THURSTON PRINT.
Per order Republican City Committee
•
PORTLAND, MB.
J. H. HUTCHINS, Chairman.
C. W. FOSTER, Secretary,
—

—

EVERY...

...MAN
TO 0IS TRADE.

j

|

|

|
jf

|

|

w*

-----

pating in the Memorial fDay exercises of
the town on Monday, May 80, 1898. Carriages for the veterans and their guests
will leave South Portland and Willard,at
8.30 a. m., for Knightville, there to ioiD
The proother teams in the prooession.
cession of teams will leave Knightville at
9 a.m. sharp for Brown’s Hill and Forest
City cemeteries, there to decorate comrades’ graves ana listen to exercises arThence the
ranged by the committee.
procession will prooeed by the nearest

The old clock
worthy of speoial note.
and spinning wheel, the antique chairs
wero sugand other household goods
Ago,’’
Long
Gone
of
“The
Days
gestive
Fisher bea vocal solo which Miss Agnes
aud
voice
tween the acts sang in true
e
t ear
with good expression. Miss Estel
well an
accompanied on the piano
enteradded much to the delight ot the
credi
tainment. The presentation was a
to all who participated and a success from
The operetta will
every point of view.
be repeated
deserves a packed
and
tonight

CASH CORNER.
The marriage of Mr. Elmer E. Rogers,

D.
Mr. and Mrs. R.
aDd
Miss
Eleanor W. Cash,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George W. Cash
of Cash
Corner, was solemnized at 8
o’clock Wednesday
at 9 Salem
C

street,
Rogers,

son

Jof

and a collation
served at immediate relatives of both parties were
Town hall. At 1.00 p. m. the line of the only witnesses of the ceremony, whioh
oarrlages will start for Mount Pleasant was performed by Rev. Hiram Mains of
Corner.
The
where the numerous graves of comrades Cash
house decorated
will le decorated with impressive cere- with potted plants and cut flowers, preThe
monies. After which the oomrades will sented a very pretty appearance.

,he^e Convention

Held
The State

|

UNiVERSALISTS.

Programme of

at

to

of the Maine Uniwith the Dover
June 6, 7, 8 and 9.

to the grounds of the Soldiers and
Sailors’ monument, where the veterans

of this town assisted by the veterans of
the town of Cape Elizabeth, will decorate

S’or

be beld

ic a

TUESDAY,

JUNE 7.

wil1 report.
Miss'aSSm*™
^omraiH03
“V88 Rlanohard
of Portland, secre-

r®Port for tbe Woman’s Univer-

Eslonary Society; Miss Mary
secretary, of Dextor, for the
v™™’
Young People's Christian Union: Rev.
oonuuary.

•^•—Opening
Miss C. E.
Angell,

sermon

Norway.

by Rev.

AFTERNOON.

I

wedding
SANGERYILLE DEDICATION.
the monument.
piesents were numerous and costly,
A special train will leave Dover and
Comrades having blue or oomplete G. among the number being a solid silver ifoxoroft at 4.30
p. m., reaching Guilford
A. R. suits will please wear them, other- service by Mrs. Rogers’s brother employes at 4.50, leaving Guilford at 6.20, arriving
in Sangerville at 5.25.
Supper at Sftngerwise any dark clothes may be worn. Let of the B. and M. R. R.
ville, and dedication, then the train
every veteran in town join us whatever
PLEASANTDALE.
leaves at 9.30 for Dover and Foxoroft.
he may wear.
A cordial
invitation
Miss C. Mabelle Rogers, teaoher of the lhe fare from Dover and Foxoroft ior the
will be 85 cents, and from Guilford,
is extended to all Sons of Veterans.
street trip
Intermediate class in the
Elm
10 cents.
Invitation have been extended to all school is confined to her home
by illness.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 8.
clergymen in town to participate with us
Mrs. R. W. Benson is still seriously ill
In making this day what it is
MORNING.
designed to at her home on Pearl street.
be.
Mrs. C. E. Turner and son Clarenoe of 6 “• m.— Praise and prayer meeting. A
The committee have arranged the folk°ur, conducted by ReV. C. E.
Knightville are the guests of her parents, ?u
lowing order of exercises to occur in the Mr. and Mrs. William Coolbroth, Ballard Lund, Orono. Subjeot, Spiritual Yearning.
North Chapel at 2 p. m.:
street.
m.—Praise and prayer meeting,
Opening Prayer,
Rev. Robert Lanton
Miss Cassle Apt has recovered from a led £y Rev. Donald Fraser, Old Town.
9.30 a. m.—Business.
singing,
Quartette OCIC1D 1UUDDO UUU ICOUIUOU UOl BVUU*um
Rev. ■William Wood
Oration,
Hinging,
Quartette the Elm street school.
Mrs. Clara Lyonsjwho has been passing
Remarks,
1.80 p. m.—Business.
Clergymen
Singing,
2 p. m.— Addresses. Our Cburoh and
Quartette some days in Portland has returned to
Roll of Honor,
Hiram
Comrade
Ellis
Education, by Rev. H. a Whitman of
Singing America, Quartette and Aadienoe the home of Mr. W. W. Morrison where
of Westbrook Seminary
^eSPre6ident
she will pass the summer months.
Benediction,
and Rev. B. F.
Eaton, Tufts College,
enterMr.
will
and
Mrs.
W.
Baker
J.
MEMORIAL SUNDAY.
MS8S’i ,'Jnr Church and the Sundaytain the members of the Elm street choir, school, Rev. H. A. Markley, Bridgton;
By speoial invitation to attend divine
Church and the Young People’s
at their home on Chapel Christian
service by Rev. Mr. Kimmell at Union Friday evening
Union, Rev. E. W. Webber,
street.
Rumford
halls; Our Cburoh and the
Opera House, South Portland village at
Woman 8 Universallst
Mr. John
of
W. Devine
Roxbury,
Missionary Society
3.30 p. m. Sunday, May 29, 1898.
ComMlSS R A‘
Wri«ht* Livermore
Mass., is quite ill at the house of the
rades will assemble at
2 p. m.
corner
Charles E. Hayes.
EVENING.
Sawyer and High streets, where the line
William B., the young son of Mr. and
7.30 p. m. —Addresses
of march will be formed and proceed to Mrs. Fred Jordan is paseiDg a few days
by Rev. W. H.
Gould,
at
the
Mr.
and
home of his grandparents,
Dexter, subject, Something about
the church.
Our iaith, and Rev. C. A.
Mrs. W. B. Jordan at Ligouia.
Hayden,
All veteran soldiers and sailors and all
Augusta, subjeot, Foundations.
Sons of Veterans are extended a cordial FRIENDS’
MEETING.
QUARTERLY
THURSDAY, JUNE 9.
invitation to unite with us on that day.
The Friend’s quarterly meeting will be
N. B. Knight,
MORNING.
held at the Deerlng meeting house near
M. A. Hanna,
prayer meeting, led
*£•
James H. Taylor,
Rev.
F.
F.
and Sunday. by
Riverton next Saturday
Eddy, Hallowell.
Committee of Arrangements.
—Praiee
,lnd
prayer meeting,
Services will be as follows:
’?,■
led by Rev. K. 1.
Nelson, Deering.
MEMORIAL SUNDAY NOTES.
Saturday, business meeting 10 a. m.;
9 a. un—Business
session
of
the
Woman s Universalis!
On Memorial Sunday in the morning regular service 2 p. m.
Missionary Society.
9.30
a.
m.—Publio
the South Portland Veteran Association,
meeting of the soSunday, Morning service 10 o’clock;
ciety. Mrs. E. S. Hobbs, of Augusta 3*
joining Bosworth Post No. 2 will attond social service 1 p. in.; afternoon service,2 the president will take
charge. Address- *£5
services at the First Parish church and o’clock.
es will be given by
Rev.
Miss M. M.
listen to a SBrmon by the pastor, Rev. J.
nelman, Meohanio Falls, Rev. Asa M.
COLORS
FOR
FIRST
our Pacific Coast missionREGIMENT.
Bradley,
lately
C. Perkins. In the evening
the
Corner.

The

lecture on Grant will be delivered by
pastor. Rev. Mr. Hack.
NEW

the

IRON MARKERS.

The Veteran Association of this town
have provided permanent iron markers
to mark the graves of the comrades in the
different cemeteries of the town. They
will also use for the flrst time the new
cadet flag, of fine linen, the same as that

recently provided by Bosworth Post, No.
8, of the city.
SECOND NIGHT OF THE FAIR.

f|Mr.

ALABAMA IN DOCK.

Philadelphia, May 26.—The battleship
night of the fair now in Alabama which was launched last Wedwas
nesday
today towed to League IslKnightvllle under the auspices and
she was
navy

The second

progress at
of Merriman’s band, was the occasion of
an increased attendance.
Interested crowds passed from booth to
booth and the sales were quite
liberal

yard,where
drv-dooked.
While in the dry dock the battleship will
have her twin manganese-bronze propeller
wheels keyed on. and her hull below the
water line well covered with a heavy coat
of green sub-marine paint.

while the refreshment room was by no
The guessing contest EX-SECRETARY SHERMAN TOURmeans overlooked.
is lively and there lo
the different prizes.
The attractions in

a

spirited

race

the entertainment
were Robert L.
Whit-

line last evening
comb with his humorous recitations and
stories, and Mr. John W. Barbour whose
musical turns on the harmonica, auto-

'Mansfield,

O., May 26.—Ex-Secretary

John Sherman and his wife have arrived
here. They will leave for Seattle on Saturday and from there will go to Sitka.
DENIED BY GEN.

WHEELER.
Tampa, Fla., May 25,—Major-General

§j

Wilton

%

Daghestans,
American Smyrnas,

j| thoroughly

|j

Axminsters,

%

%

Moquettes,

g

1

and lots of others.

g

and

g

1898 Summer

81 Franklin

St*

1

We have sold wheels for years and are
still selling the same lines.
WHV! Because they are reliable.
Highest quality. Solid guarantee.

Remington,

$50 and $75

Forest City,

8.

T.

SUITS.
We have made every effort this
produce a Blue Serge to sell

CO.

AND WOOD COMPANY

ft'or $13.00

On June 1 the Passenger Department
of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company
will issue the 1898 edition of its Summer
This work is
Excursion Route Book,
designed to provide the publio with

ARMS

THE DEERING COAL

season

that would prove superb* to any ever
put out by us and we feel confident that
we have succeeded.
We have Manufactured them in Regular Stout and extra long coats, so that
we are able to fit all
shapes.
If yon have never
tried? one of these
Blue Serge Suits, do so this season, and
you will find It the most profitable one
that you ever bought for the
money.
You can buy extra Trousers with the
Suit if you want them.

Ex-

DAVlT

193 MIDDLE STREET.
mar23an

to

Book.

#50

Falmouth,
§40
§35
Portland,
Portland Jr., (Juvenile)
$30
Jobbers of Bicycles, Bicycle Sundries
and General Sporting Goods.

BLUE SERGE

A VALUABLE PUBLICATION.
Railroad

IN 0. MURRAY,,

jp Reliable: Wheels!

St., Portland.

my26d3t

The Maine Central railroad, the Bangor
and Aroostook railroad, tbo Portland and
Rumford Fails railroad, will sell tickets
for one fare the round trip, good going as
early as June 0 and to return as Jato as
June 10. The Grand Trunk from
its
Maine stations will sell
tickets for one
fare to either Danville Junction or Yarmouth Junction, hut will issue the tickets to Dover, covering the one fare on the
Grand Trunk and the one fare on ths
Maine Central, which latter is $4.25 from
Danville ami $4.50 from Yarmouth to
Dover and back
The
steamer Frank
Jones will charge one faro the round trip.

cursion Route

represented.

1

JOHNSTON, BAILEY & GO.,

Practical Power.

Pennsylvania

ag

|

Come and See.

190-192 Middle

broken,

warranted

I

JLXJJLm sizes,

1.S0 p. m.—Final business.
3 p. m.—Addresses. Rev. L. W. Coons,
Pittsfield, will speak on Social Life In
the Church; Rev. E. B. Barber, Gardiner, on Religious Life of the Church; Rev.
F. E. Barton, Bethel, oil the Church as
a

I
have
received
this day one car-load
of
fine
Canadian
horses
weighing
from 1120 to 1600
pounds; also one carload
of
State
of
Maine drivers. These
horses are all young*
sound and kind and

g

sionary Sooiety.
AFTERNOON.

said an army official today,“that soldiers
The buildings will be open, allowing
who re enlist in the service and recruits
all to see the museums, laboratories,
who enlist for the llrst time may bo discharged on their own application at the workshops, greenhouses, barns, poultry
clo=e of the war. The enlistments are for bnilidngs, recitation and drawing rooms,
three years, but there is nothing in the
apparatus and other facilities for instruc“My Sweet law
Again Happy Days” and
to prevent soldiers received into the
Home”
charmingly
rendered. army while it is being organized to Its tion. The machinery of the Dairy buildwere
discharged as ing, the Eleotrioal Engineering and MeThroughout she appeared to excellent ad- war strength, from beingW hen
the war is chanic
soon as tho war is over.
Arts departments will be In opervantage. Maud Moore as Red Riding
determine
at just
over the officials will
ation.
Hood and Emma Anderson as Buttercup what
be
is
to
maintained
figure the army
There will be informal addresses
are deserving of great praise.
fn tho and I am sure more men will want to reby
will be room for.
The members of the
second scene their acting and singing us main than there
faculty In regard to the
regular branch are
ia the
enlistments
collections, demonstrations with some of
well as the chorus by eight “Blue Bells”
rate of about 1000 every
proceeding at the
called forth the warmest commendation. tm days so that some time will elapse be- the more important apparatus, exhibiMiss Finnerty as Rose was good, while fore the full war strength of 62,000 men is tion of improved agricultural machinery,
the operation of the
Mr. Tilton’s make up as tho Wolf was reached.
dairy building, and
the inspection of the
Mrs. Fred Cole made an
quite realistic.
of
barns, herds and
All the healing, balsamic virtues
excellent “Grandmother,” and the Wort- tlie Norway piue are concentrated in Dr. Uooks. The investigations in the Experiman found a fit impersonation in Frank Wood’s Norway Fine Syrup,
nature’s ment Station will be explained by those
[
The setting in the third scene is own remedy for coughs and colds.
engaged in the work.
Smith.
with vim and spirit, and in the first
as the
scene Miss Mary E. Thompson
She sang
“Mother” was very effective.
sweetly and her numbers “Como Onoo

RUGS.

ary, Rev. E. F. Pern her, Bangor, and
Mrs. C. A. Qulmby, the national
president of the Woman’s Universalis! Mis-

and other instruments were received Wheeler saw today the
despatch sent out
with marks of the warmest favor. The from Atlanta to the effect that he was
President
to appoint short descriptive notes of the principal
concert
urging
MoKinley
band gave its usual delightful
W. J. Bryan to a place on his staff. He snmnior resorts of Eastern America, with
and altogether the second night proved
denied that thero was any truth in the
to be a red letter one in the history of the statement. Gen. Wheeler seemed
the routes for reaching them, and the
greatly
uinuseu uy me puuucanon or
rates of fare. There are oyer four hunfair.
tiro rumor.
dred resorts in the book to which rates
Mr. Ray Ellis has returned home from
A SECOND BLANCO IN MANILA.
are quoted, and over fifteen hundred diffa short trip to Augusta.
Madrid, May 27.—Governor General erent routes or combinations of routes. It
Dr. Kincaid, corner of Kincaid and
August!, the Spanish commander at
Sawyer streets, is building an addition to Manila, seems to be following the tactics is compiled with the utmost care, and
his residence.
of Captain General Blanco at Havana, in altogether is the most complete and comCole Brothers are painting the interior sendirg out for the encouragement of the prehensive handbook of summer travel
news of repeated
alleged re- ever offered to the public.
of their store
which greatly improves Spaniards
verses to the Ameri ;an arms. A
despatch
It is bound in a handsome and striking
its appearance.
from Manila just received here, says:
“The United
States cruiser Baltimore cover, in colors, and contains several
William Gardinar, travelling salesman
ocfor E. T. Burrowcs is .at home on Broad- is disabled by an explosion which
maps, presenting the exact routes over
curred on board of her.
The Americans
whioh tickets are sold. It Is also profuseway.
to
land
arms and ammunition
attempted
Geo. T. Lee, who for some time past at Bluacayan and the Spanish troops who ly illustrated with fine half-tone cuts of
the scenery at the various resorts and along
has been at Bucksport, in the employ of occupied a good position permitted
Americans to land, when they fell upon
the lines of the Pennsylvania railroad.
the government, has returned home.
and
them
captured the arms and ammuOn and after June 1 it may be proThe old spinning wheel which was so nition.”
cured at 205 Washington street at the
effectively used in the setting for Red
SIGNAL MEN WANTED.
nominal price of ten cents, or by mail for
Riding Hood, is the much prized properSan
Francisco, May 10.—Captain twenty cents.
ty of Capt. Jerry York.
Thompson, U. S. A., in charge of the
OPERETTA OF RED RIDING HOOD. signal branch of the
FARMER'S FIELD DAY.
Manila expedition,
At the Union Opera House last evening has requested the
adjutant general to
A Farmer’s Field Day Meeting will he
submit the names of 55 men for duty in
the curtain was rung up on the pretty Manila.
hold at the University of Maine, Orono,
Thirty are to be telegraph
Maine, Wednesday, June 1, 1898. The
operetta, Red Riding Hood which was operators.
presented to a fine audience by the ladies
programme of the diy will consist of inof the Univereallst parish.
LENGTH OF ENLISTMENTS.
spection of the grounds, buildings and
voices
The chorus of thirty or more
Washington, May 20.—“It is not gener- appliances of the College and Experiment
made up of young girls and boys sang ally understood throughout the country,” Station.

harp

I

BUYING!

ING.

for

|E
p

Orientals,

|

Biddeford.May 26.—George A. Anthoiud
went to Boston today where he will purchase a flag to be presented to Col. L. TJ,
Kendall of the First Regiment.
The money for the flag was collected in
this city by subscriptions and over $125
was donated.
The idea of purchasing a
flag was broached shortly after the First
R 3giment had been ordered to go to the
front. Tho matter was talked of among
a number
of citizens and it was given
the best of encourageintnt from the start.
Anthoine
is expected to arrive
ome from Boston tomorrow.

|

%

I

joining

win set you

days

I

_

Post they will proceed to the Second Parish ohurch where an illustrated

and the prices we quote
on them for the next few

|

Falls

same

“WE’VE LOTS
OF THEM,

Reports

l.SOp. m.—The occasional sermon by
Renry R. Rose, Auburn,
bride was dressed in pale blue with white
,7;
communion service, conducted by Rev.
satin trimmings.
Refreshments were Manley B.
Townsend, Dover, and Rev.
served by Miss Georgia Cash and Helen R- H.
Aldrioh, Guilford.
Mains of Cash

Nervous

line
Stomach
Buy it and be cona

H#”T

MORNING.
of the convention.
“'-Opening
Address
eomeResponse by tbe
nresirton(°f
*’ J*6
Hon' E' °' Bean- Readfleld'

11

and

Tonic.
vinced.

JUNE 6.

BincbaPrd.V^r“f0?OI!jLndOV-

Sleeplessness,

Headache, Neuralgia, Sciat-

parish,
follows.

MONDAY,

CERTiN,

Ovor 38,400 Boxes sold in Concord
in 1897.

taken,

proceed

SAFE AND

Be

Dover,

lhe programme

ni,ltus

MIBCBXLAJTBOtng.

convention

versaimts will
ind hoxcroft

house.

evening,
route to Bay View, where after the cere- street, Portland, which had already been
monies of decoration are over, a short rest prepared for their future occupancy. The
will be

the

would announce to the citizens of Deerlng thaft
thev have Dhrchased the oronertv No. 815 Fort
Ave., (near tne depot at wooatoras) which
thejr have fitted up for a coat and wood yard1,
where they will keep In stock

est

A Full Line of Hard and Soft Goal.
We shall handle "Haddock^ Pl^hiouth Coal’S
which is the best the market affords for general
use.

We have ap extra quality of

BIRCH EDGINGS,
bright and clean, a good lot of cleft Hard Wood,
also Fine Slabs and Edgings.
We shall buy our stock direct from head,
quarters and thus be able to give our Customers
good goods and lowest market pflces.
We have ah office at

NO. 246 FOREST AVE.,

HASKELL & JONES,

(next door to the post office) also at the yard,
Telephone No, 8-17-3. All orders will pa
my23dlW
promptly and carefully filled.

Tailors, Manufacturing Glotfiers
And

Men’s Furnishings.

After yon have

Monument Square.

RAMBLER BICYCLE

may23dMon,'Wed,Fri

Von will

A PLAIN STATEMENT OF FACTS
JUST

AS

ARE.

THEY

bougfrt your

want a

CAMERA
We have them at prices from

$4.50 to

$15.

See the new TOURISM HAWK*
EVE, the latest folding camera
advantage of the “Woolen Market” to save the advance in at
S8.00 each
prices, we placed unusually large orders on piece goods for this Spring, thinking
We also have the plates and
the demand for Clothing would be tar in advance of ordinary seasons; but owing
and in order to films.
to the “Present state of affairs”, we find ourselves over-stocked,
In order to take

reduce the same, have decided to hold “A Grand Clearance Sale” for the next 30
days, and have marked our ontire stock without regard to cost for this sale.
It will cost you very little beside your time, to clothe Yourself and
your Boys, if you will call at our Wholesale rooms while this sale is in progress.
will
be glad to show you opr immense stock, and quote you prices to satisfy
We
you that wo moan business, and are honest in our statement of facts.

N. M. PERKINS & CO.,
HARDWARE DEALERS, 8 Free Sf.
niaysdtl

GASGO BAY STEAMBOAT 00,
WHOLESALE CLOTHIERS,
NO.

157

TO

161
OPEN

]When

KIDDLE
Fit 0.11

ST-,

7

2ND.

a. in.

TO

BELOW

DOOR
G

p.

THE

m.

POST

may20eO(lGt

you want school furniture, and the
best, get the

CHANDLER”
adjustable

165 Devonshire St., BOSTON.

apm

v

Special Notice.

OFFICE

Tu.Fri tf

and after may 11th (he
will be FIVE CENTS to
and from Forest City Landing,
Peaks’ Island.
Steamers leave Custom House
Wharf.
See time
tabic
in
another
column.
C. W. T. GODING,
Gen. manager
mylldtf
On

fare

x

ucciu,

■

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
—

MAINE STATE

FKESS.

Subscription Kates.
Daily (in advance) $0 per year; $3 for sis

months; §1.00

a

quarter;

50 cents

a

month.

The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra eharge.
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the
rate cf §7 a year.
Maim: State Press. (Weekly) published
every Thursday. SUM per year; 50 cents for 6
mouths; 25 cents for 3 months.
Persons wishing to reave town for
short periods may have lira addresses
papers changed as often as desired.

In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for jno
week; $4.00for one moD'h. Three insertions
or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other day advertisements, one third less than these rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 for ona
week or $3.50 for one month.
“A square" is a space of the width of a column and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one-third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less,
square eacli week.
51.50 per square.
Heading Notices in nonpareil type and classed
with other paid notices, 15 cents per line each
insertion.
Pure Heading Notices in reading matter type.
15 cents per lino each Insertion.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar advertirements, 25 cents per week In advance, for
40 words or less, no display. Displayed adverti'tmonts under these headlines, and all alvertise-Aents not Daid in advance, will be charged
at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
lor first insertion, and 50 cents per square for
tact subsequent Insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.
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buckram

the
insurgents
dwindle
on
closer incontinually
There
used
to
be
spection.
when the junta
was
iiO.OUO of them
knocking at the door of Congress for the
recognition of the republic, but Lieut.
Rowan was able to lind only 8,000 in any
s rt of condition to
fight. This number
! might do something around Santiago if
they were disposed to, but the probability
is that they ere perfectly content to let ns
do ail the lighting needed to free Cuba.

Cuba rests upon information from sources
of undoubted trustworthiness, though it
is denied by the department itself that it
has official information—by which
Is

of Martinique and was discovered there
the next day.
A
strict censorship is
maintained over all reports that go out
from Madrid, and only such as the censor

27.

revival of the talk of the immediate invasion of Cuba. The President, even, is
credited with insisting that
the troops

TlfiW

invasion

tfllbpri nf

ing that

fill A

ought

of Porto Rico

arffiimonf f

if Ka

oocupy it before the
war ends so as to have something to get
an indemnity out of.
wa

to

shall be sent to Cuba immediately and
sea.

body

an

Doubtless the President, like every
else, is anxious that the war shall

operations against the city, and it will
to

Indifferently

equipped

..nd

unseasoned

of men into Cuba, to contend with
a deadly climate and the long trained and
thoroughly acclimated Spanish soldiers
fighting behind strong defenoes would
mass

to be to court defeat, or at any rate
to sacrifice life unnecessarily. An exigency may arise perhaps where such a

seem

remain at Cavite under the
of Dewey’s guns until detachments which are to follow arrive.
T he
but there is
course will be justified,
rebels, who at one time were supposed to
no such exigency
now.
The
apparently
be strong enough to capture the city,
of the Spanish fleet removes,
havo, like the Cuban insurgents, petered bottling up
of course, the objection to an immediate
out, and probably Manila will remain in
invasion that the expedition was liable
the hands of the Spaniards until our
to be cut off from its base of supplies, but
troopa get ready to take it. This is not to
it does not eliminate others more serious.
be regretted.
The capture of the city by
the insurgents would probably be fol- It is said that almost every army officer
who has seen aotnal service In the field
lowed by massacre and plundering that
and knows from experience the dangers
Dewey would be unable to repress, and
and difficulties of campaigning in the
one result might bo to seriously complicate
is opposed to an imtne
ns with
tlie Powers.
Furthermore assis- enemy’s country
diate movement of the troops.
That
tance from the rebels would create
an
alone ought to be enough to prevent it, and
obligation on our part which might prove
we have little doubt, will be. Not until the
embarrassing when time for the final setcommanders of our army say
tlement of the status of the islands ar- responsible
that it is ready to move should it be alrived.
lowed to move. The clamor of civilians
It is said that an appeal will be made or of newspapers ought to have no weight
to Gov. Black of New York to remove whatever.
hava

protection

Mayor Van Wyck on the ground that his
recent monkeying with the polloe board
constitutes a violation of law of which
the executive nmy take cognizanoe. No
doubt Van Wyok has ignored the spirit of
the law, but he has stuck olosely enough
to the letter probably to make it impossible to frame an indictment against him
that will run the guantiet of the courts.
Van Wyck has not acted probably exoept
after consultation with legal authorities.
Doubtless his act is a piece of sharp practice unworthy of an honorable and conscientious chief magistrate, but nobody
expected him to be either. His mission
was to distribute among the

Tammany

boys

all the spoils that he could get hold
3f.
That was the understanding on the
part of those who voted for him and was
she reason why the most of
them gave
iiim their suffrages. It was as dearly unierstood also by those who divided
their
votes between two candidates and
by so
■ioing ensured his election. Their conduct hue produced the result there
was
■very reason to believe it would.
Before the war began the Cuban insurfents were represented to have a consideribie army in the eastern end of the island, and to have control of all the territory there excepting the fortified coast
towns. If these representations were true
the insurgents have now an exceedingly
favorable opportunity to render us signal
assistance and strike a telling blow for
free Cuba. Santiago is in the extreme
eastern end of Cuba, and in its harbor is
believed to be lying Spain’s powerful fleet
of armored cruisers aDd
torpedo boats,
while the entrance is guarded by our battleships. The approaches to the harbor
are so narrow that our ships oannot enter
to attack the Spanish squadron, without
great risk of destruction from mines and

CONCERNING

BOOKS-

there is one person conversant with it,
one hundred conversant with the mythology of the Greeks and Komans; the

Professor Rasmus B. Anderson once
wrote: “It would be an interesting work
to show how Norse and Greek mythologies respectively have colored the relig-

recognition,

with the assistance
which our fleet could give in battering
down the fortresses they could easily take

kiud will

that

happen.

anything

But we
of this

w. T. KILBORN COMPANY.

this writer have made one rather dread
to take up a new one lest one fall intc
bad oompany. One expects this writer tc
k

Ha err a a

ac

If

oKa

miners,

and it is all

called

“Master

ious, social, political and literary characof Greek and Roman peoples on the
one hand and Norsemen and Teutons on
ter

the other.

“Somebody
inspired

Bike the famous time be

undoubtedly
to

undertake

in

due

such

a

Provincial
Drafts drawn on National
of England, London, in large or
Bank
current
rates.
at
sale
for
amounts,
small
Current Accounts received on favorable

STEPHEN a SMALL. President.

RUG AND DRAPERY DEPT.

has but one lover after her
and while she misses the freedom of the California life and gets desperately bored with English politics and
society, she even declines to leave her
husband and go with Randolph to California. The utmost familarity she permits is bis mildly and platonically em-

bracing

her upon one oocasion, and even
hat she afterwards regrets, and continues to love her husband to the end of
the story.
There is really not a single
indecency in the whole book.
We must thank Mr. Nathan Haskell
Bole for his delightful work, “Joseph
Jefferson at Home” and the publishers,
Messrs. Estes & Lauriat, for the beautiful manner
in which the volume is
bound, printed and illustrated.
This charming monograph begins with
the birth of its object, and gives us

to

gratify

“a laudable
many to have a

desire on the part of
compact sketoh of the life, particularly
of the home life, of an actor who has
been so long before the footlights, and

Deafness Cannot Me Cured.

by local applications as they cannot reach the
diseased portion of the ear. There is onlv one
way to cure dearness and that is by constitutional remedies. neatness is caused
by an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the
hnstaehian 1 ube. Y\ hen this tube is inflamed
you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing and when It is entirely closed, Deafness Is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be
taken out and this tube restored to its normal
condition, bearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused
by catarrh,
which is nothing but an inflamed condition of
the mucous

Estate

:

JUNE

SALE
Great

AT

AUCTION.

Wo shall

sell
on
Friday, May 27, at 2
o’clock p. in, on the premises the valuable
property known as the Frederick W Clark
place, adjoining Union Station property In
the rear of 1008
Congress street, Portland,
consisting of a valuable lot of land of 37,466
sq. ft., with 2 tenement houses thereon and
2 stables.
These houses rent for $44 per
month. Also at the same time a lot of land
on the
northwesterly side of Portland street,
opposite ltice store, and containing about
8000 sq.ft., with
buildings thereon aiul
numbered 505 Portland street.
This is a valuable property and should attract the attention ot buyers for a profitable
investment.
For full particulars and
plan of property
Inquire of the auctioneers, 40 Exchange
street, Portland, Me., or of Frederick A.
Clark, 1008 Congress street.
Terms at sale.
may23
d5t

surfaces.

We will nlve One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cau
not be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
Send for
F. J. CHENNEYCO. &Toled.,0.
Sold by Druggists. 76c.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.

Theai
8, 1898.

Popular and Sympl
BY THE

Maine

Symphony Orche
under the direction of

WILLIAM
40 of

Maine's lies

R.

marha

FIRST NAT’L BANK BUILD’G.

ALLEN
u

FINANCIAL.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

CHAPM

Musiclem.

Grand Festival Chnrn.
Harriet A. Shaw, the Harpl.te
GwHyt" Miles, the Favorite Bar

«

_

Briiliant programme,
war
with flags of all nations;including
also the Filth
phony by Beethoven. Classical selectioi
overtures.

Evening concert at 8 o’clock. Matinee £
with change of programme.
Certificates exchanged at the box office
10 a. m. June 1st.
Evening prices *1.00, 75 and 50 cents,
noon prices 60 and 25 cents.
my26i
-

Fa:

■

Merrlman’s Band at Oasis Hall,

Salesroom 46 Lxobange Street.
C. W.

win
11

CONCERTS

NEAB UNION STATION

F. O. BAILEY

Stockholders’

Transacts
same care

W. T. KILBORN COMPANY,
t*r©G

l3tig

MEETINGS.

mar21dtl

M.

0._M.

THE special meeting of the Maine Charitable
A
Meohanic Assocltation, will be hold at Library Room, Mechanics’ Hall, THURSDAY
EVENING, May 26, at 7.30.
Per Order,
GEO. A. HARMON, Sec’y.
my24d3fc

ANNUAL MEETING.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Portland, Saco & Portsmouth Railroad
Company, for the choice of directors for the ensuing year and for the transaction of such
other business as may legally be presented,
will be held on the first Monday, the sixth day
of June, J 898. at eleven o’clock in the forenoon
in the Company’s lull in Klttery, Maine.
By order of the Directors,
F. R. BARRETT, Clerk of the Company.
Portland, Me., May 18,1898.
mayisdtd

MAINE MEOICAL ASSOCIATION.
THE
A
at

peror of Rusbia to weep on his weddin’
night, and made her gracious Majesty,
the Queen, bu’st out laughin’ at th e
funeral of Prince
Albert. He is the
bosom friend of the President of Amerikec, and the hidol of ’is Royal 'Ighness,
the Prince
of
Wales,” Mr. Jefferson
describes
the
scene
with delightful
humor.
The book is beautifully illustrated and
is full of agreeable matter; a charming
volume to read and to own.
A

and attractive volume of
Mr.
poems from Estes & Lauriat is
James Riley’s ‘‘Songs ofTwo Peoples.”
These verses have the true poetic touch
and feeling, and there are songs of New
England, and others of Ireland and her
people. There are many charming things
that one would like to quote, but there is
no single poem whloh is not too long for
the limits of a book notice, and it would
be a pity to break the silver thread which
runs
through each, and thus mar its

dainty

BONDS.
Blaine Central R. R.,
Portland Water
Merrimack

MAX 85 to 88<

Fine

Kniglil

Decorations

Booths In charge ol the ladies. Concerts <
evening. A good time. Don’t miss it.
Take Cape Electrics.
may23d

Saco,
Biddeford,

4s.
4s.

In

the

Daily

Meal,

or

The

Ordinance of the Breaking of Bread, is
tiny volume written by Norman Fox,
D. D. and published by Messers. Fords,
Howard & Hulbert.
The position taken
in this book is that Jesus bade his disci-

application.

lARRETT,

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
jy27dtt

&

and drink “in remembrance” of
not merely once a week, once a
month, occasionally, now and then, but
whenever they ate bread and drank wine
even in their own homes; a remembrance
of him even in the ordinary meal.
The author condemns, “close
communion,” and declares that the church
all
devout pershould invite to the table
sons, whether they have been baptized or
not, if they desire to unite in a rememM- B. B. VV.
brance of the Master.
eat

him,

EXPECTED TO

BOSE.

Hong Kong, May 26.—Captain Concha,

of the ill-fated Spanish cruiser Don Juan
de Austria, destroyed at the
battle of
Manila, says that the Spanish commanders wore quite aware that lighting
was
hopeless, but were forced to it by the
at
state of public opiuiou
Manila,
He
and other officers wished to steam out of
the harbor to meet the Americans but
Admiral Montejo forbade that move.
Captain Concha says the Spanish fleet
was in a disgraceful condition.
The onDon Antonio de
gines of the cruiser
the
Castilla was leakIllloa were broken;
ing and needed engines to keep the water
out; the Don Juan de Austria had only
two guns that could be lired, fhe Marquis
del Duero had only one gun, while the
Isle de Cuba and the Isla de Luzon hud
only their decks protected.
He declares, however, that had
the
Americans not withdrawn bv 11 o’clock
the Spanish intended to steam out and
die to the last man.

It’s folly to suffer from that
horrible

niKht> itching piles.
r>«8U>ts ointment
„;°£f th! cures
Doan
quickly and perAt
manently.
any drug store, 50 cents.

Portland Trust Co. Household Furnitui

Trust Go. Business.

lowing

interest on daily balances, and
issues demand and time certificates of

At AUCTION.

HAS REMOVED TO

deposit bearing interest.
On Tuesday. May 3lst at 10 a.m., we si
This Company is authorized to act as
sell at nouse No. 262 Spring St., a general
of Household Goods, consisting
sortment
Executor, Trustee, Keceiver and as Regsofas, chatrs, tables, carpets ana druggets,
istrar and Transfer Agent of stocks and
and enamelled chamber sets, bedding, spr
bonds for Corporations. Is a legal deposbeds, mattrasses, dining room lurnliure, ta
(Portland Sayings Bank Building.)
chairs, cooking ranges, kitchen furniture,
itary for Court and Trust Funds.
frigerator and many other articles. my27dt
Letters of Credit, furnished Travelers,
and Bills of Exchange drawn on the prin- Capital...$100,000
cipal cities of Europe.
Surplus.. 100,000
Carefully selected investment securiLiability
100,000
ties suitable for Saving Banks and Trust Stockholders’
Funds bought and sold.
Correspondence and Interviews cordially invited.
Capital and Surplus invested

No. 89

Exchange St.,

...

wholly

HENRY P. COX
President
EDWARD B-WINSLOW, I
Vioe
Pffsiden *
s
JANIES F. HAWKES,
) V'°e HffSld8n
HUTSON B SAUNDERs,
TreasurerCHESTER H. PEASE,
SecretarySETH L. LARHABEE,
Altorney.

in Government Bonds.
Securities

Investment

a

Specialty.

DIRECTORS.

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS.

HENRY P-COX.
A. S- HINDS,
EDWARD MOORE,
HUTSON B- SAUNDERS,
DR- E- E- HOLT.
ADAM P- LEIGHTON,
HENRY F. MERRILL,
ELISHA W. CONLEY,
GEO- W- YORK,
JOHN F. LISCOMB-

PRICES, 1898.

10 lbs. dully,
15 lbs. daily,
20 lbs. daily,

$1.50 per montl

2.00 per montl
2.50 per montl

Having consolidated with the Portland
FREDERICK N- DOW
CUT ICE.
Safe Deposit Company, the Portland
JAMES F- HAWKES,
5 cent;
Trust Company now offers its patrons
IO cents
THOMAS P- SHAW,
and the public unequaled facilities for
15 cents
DR- S- G- GORDON,
25 cents
storage of bonds, stocks, valuable papers
JOHN E- BURNHAM,
Customers can commence taking Ice at any
and silver ware.
time, and delivery will be continued till notice
AMMI WHITftiEY,
The security offered is the best in to stop is received
at the OFFICE.
A- R- WRIGHT,
Notice of any changes should be sent to OF.
Maine, and the location is the most cen- FICE.
Also complaints of any nature we PaR.
EDWARD B- WINSLOW,
tral and convenient in Portland.
T1CULARLY REQUEST to be informed of at
MWFtf
mayl3
The utmost privacy is afforded by sep- once.
arate entrances from the street, while
THE D. W. CLARK ICE CO.
the arrangement of offices of the consoliC. S BATES & CO.
WATCHES ON INSTALLMENTS.
dated company is such that all financial
Waltham and Elgin Watches. A large stock
BURNHAM ICE CO.
of new model Watches will be sold on easy pay- business can be transacted under the
All Styles.
ments at reasonable prices.
All
LIBBI & CO.
same
roof.
Prices. McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument
mayl6dMon,Wed&Fri 4w
dtf
mariedtf
mar31
Square.

MOULTON,

Cor. Middle &

Exchange Sts.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,
a

rTTTP n

n

np.

AnPiMT

ixncna ur uncuii,

FOREIGN DRAFTS.
dtt

fha
Ieb9

a

ples

ana

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctlone.

BANKERS,

beauty.

Christ

Co.,

County,

WOODBURY

Banking

SETHL-LARRABEE,
4s. W. H. MILLIKEN,

4s.

SWAN &

Gen.

By

Beceives deposits subject to check, al-

4s.

N. H.,

Prices on

a

$100,000.00
Liability, $100,000.00

OFFICERS.

FINANCIAL

Forty-sixth annual meeting will be held
City Building, Portland, on Wednesday,
bright and entertaining sketches of his Thursday
and Friday, June t, 2, 3. 1898.
life and experience from that day to this.
CHAS. D. SMITH. Sec.
mylldtjul
Mr. Dole tells us that his work has been
order

Real

Jefferson

BAILEY & CO. Grand
—BY
Auctioneers and Commission Mercian ta

TRUST COMPANY.
Capital Stock,

in selections
to procure new, artistic effects not
found elsewhere in Portland.
will show the

Lee

in

T

d'ur

Chapman. Director,

F. O.

marriage

done

IMPORT

for any performance

AUCTION SALES.

vanoed men and women, who like high
seasoning and can swallow the most rank
mental food without a grimace, their

circulars; free.
will

Interest Paid on
TIME s DEPOSITS.

(.onu

May

KHeeis.

lady attending.

1 7m. K.

mew

writing for the very modern and ad

days.

Night
Tonight
Maine Symphony Orchestra,
AUCTION SALES.

Bank.

Our assortment of NEW PATTERNS is replete with the latest
the
from
acceptable productions
looms of all the leading makes in both
English and Domestic Goods.
We make a notable feature of
SPECIAL and PRIVAVE designs in
the better grades, selected with great
care for retail trade.

.vSie'S11?1

Cabinet Photo of Miss Edith Reed

By F. 0. BAILEY & C'0.,?Auetioneers.

Correspondence solicited from IndividBanks and
others
Corporations,
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business
of any
this
description through

CARPETS, i

!1.i8v!JS»

June 8.

♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

English Husbands,” recently published
by Dodd & Mead. The other books oi

fn

liis merry company headed l V MISS ETTA REED,
presentin',
°
comedies and dramas. New pecialty NTCHOLS SISTERS
t-jt OX UHlJHSrRNOON Teu Nigllta in aParlBoom I Sat. Mat.
p
>o-MGHrf
Fast Lynn iSi*(-K,e.
Kathleen
and

Souvenir

uals,

I

*

„
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SUCCESSFUL COMEDIAN,

gagement.

terms.

their abodes; of Odin, Thor oi
Donar.
The Queen of Asgard-Asinges,
Lokl and his brood; the
giants and
dwarfs and Thor’s
adventures. After
this he gives us throe acts in the world-

"

Pretty Cosi u,,,es10c, 30c.
Commutation Tickets, 12 of ihe best seats if r $X.OO.

SCKFIl'S

BrotlOiyxg.

KAY BROS. & H«
TIIE IT RE.
'j Lessees and Ma.
rffc
^
R S E P A Y T O

UA riMii!, PRIChK

MILLION
dolurs.

and

ricmin

AND

A

ativ5«e?UoSll.Scenery-

1324.

ONE

many
Freya, of Thor. Baidur and Lokl, of the
Nornes and the Valkyries? “Yet the latter,” says Mr. Stern, “constituted the

A very lovely story is, “The Valley
Path,” by Will Allen Dromgoole, sad,
grateful for the service Mr. Dole has
picturesque and charming, but a dainty rendered
us, and the great pleasure he
This
is
sweet
and
idyl, very
pub- has
pure.
to the hosts of Mr. Jefferson’s
given
lished by
and Lauriat, as Is
Estes
friends and admirers.
another book for children by the same
Joseph Jefferson came of a race of
Author, called “Hero-Chums.”
actors, and is the third of his name. In
The former is of simple country life,
his early days, in common with his
a simple
people, among whom dwells
Jefferson encountered
all the
parents,
Doctor Bartholomew Boring, who seeks
difficulties that- accompanied his profesthe seclusion of the valley at the_foot of
sion, at a time when play
and
Seewanee Mountain, where he may rest flpfrtra vonafvarl nnfhimv H!-o acting,
tkn
his worn and weary heart after a life of
tenance, the encouragment, or ihe appretau experience in uie uusy
uuauiug wunu
ciation which they do at present and
of a big city.
their
in
wandering
experiences
drawn
charAnother wonderfully well
about the country, East, West, North and
acter of the story is Brother Barry, a
South, were varied, peculiar and most
and
lugubrious
praying, woebegone
interesting.
and the bright
Methodist circut-rider
Mr. Dole tells a funny story of Jefferparticular star is lovely Alicia Beams, son
when he was playing in Australia
the miller's granddaughter, who fills the
where he made a great Bensation, playing
old Doctor’s battered heart with love and
“Rip Yan Wrinkle,” “Our American
longing. A beautiful creature with a
CouBin,” “The Octoroon,” etc., for one
nature easily moved, a heart ripe for imhundred and sixty-four
consecutive
pressions, a soul thirsting for truth.
nights. One thing was quite too much
“Out of plaoe. as much out of place in
for him, and he was obliged to put a
that wilderness cabin, as the Doctor’s
stop to it by force. This was when, at
silver doorplate on his hut at the foot of
he was introduced to the
Castlemaine,
the mountain,” which
the neighbors
notice of the inhabitants by » town crier,
came from miles around to see, thinking
who, dreseed in a high white hat and
the “M. D.
meant mad doctor.
seedy black suit, stood on a barrel In
“The Valley Path” is the history of a
front of the theatre, cryiDg: “Oh, yes
soul, the soul of Alioia Reams, and
oh, yes! oh, yes! Step up ladles and
therefore Is a tragedy.
The story is not’
gentlemen; now or never is your honly
of
fun
and
without
its
element
however,
chance to see the greatest living wonder
humor which makes it all the more
of the hage,
Joseph Jefferson, the great
striking.
hactor from Amerikee. His powers of
“Hero-Chums” is a fresh, pleasant
producing tears at vun and the same
story, especially written for boys. It is time is so
great that ho caused the Emprettily illustrated, and the scene is laid
in Chattanooga, mong the mines and

which reinforcements could be sent. Assuming that the insurgents have anything like the army the New York junta
alleged when it was besieging Congress

have little faith

Incorporated
CAPITA!.

IVlAiNt.

EFFGRSOl
THIRD WEEK OF THE

1

PORTL.AND.

to

an
humble wreath at
the feet of one whom we all are proud to
honor.” We are duly and sincerely

about a little boy
whose
John”
great
friend and croney Is old Beverly Brewa.r
an
ex-convict, who tells John many
wonderful tales.

Santiago, Spanish fleet ami all.

-OF-

I

amusements.

S

r--y !

Casco National 6i nk

work.
The author feels that Norse Mythology
is familiar ground to but few. That

secondly, today

the shore batteries. It is not
believed
that there is a formidable force at Santiago and its fortifications are not specially
strong. There Is no rail communication
with Havana or any other
point from

for their

1»

“The'

ha

!

FINANCIAL

of Our Fathers:
Hods
entitled
A Study of Saxon Mythology,” an extremely valuable as well as interesting

be short, but
he
is
in
position tastes being “acquired.” We all know
to better appreciate the danger of a pre- what Mr. Zangwill gave as a recipe for
mature advance than anybody else with the modern drama—"a pint of sin, an
the possible exception of the
generals in ounce of sorrow, and a pound of chestSagasta is reported as saying that there
immediate charge of the troops, and there nuts;” and this rule has been adopted
is
no immediate prospect of a naval
can lie little room for doubt
that an by most of our modern novelists. But
battle in the West Indies.
That would
immediate movement would be premature lo and behold! A story first of two very
seem tg signify that Cervera did not infor various reasons.
The great bulk of good children, an English boy, Ceoil
tend to come out of his hole right away.
the troops are volunteers that have never Edward Basil Maundrell,— and Lee TarleIt would be interesting to know the seen active service. Many of them have ton, a Californian
girl of southern
origin of stories that are telegraphed daily never been drilled even. Furthermore parentage, who meet in San Francisco.
from the vicinity of Halifax telling of they are as yet poorly equipped.
A ’urge Strange as it may seem they grow into
mysterious war vessels in that vicinity, part of them are not inured to a hot and two highly respeotable adults in the
and what object their fabricators have in moist climate like that if Cuba at this hands of the author, —marry and behave
view.
time of year. To throw this undisciplined, themselves preperly for the rest of their
The first detachment of troops to relieve Dewey is expected to reach Manila
about the twentieth of June. Probably
its number will not be sufficient to begin

1338.

been beautifully
in a

approves get by. One can readily see that
the Madrid government would have a
drama; first the Golden Age of the Gods
strong motive for misleading us as to and Baldur’s
Death, the last act ending
the whereabouts of Cervera’s squadron, in the
Twilight of the Gods.
and nobody can say that that was not Its
I do not know where X have read a
purpose when it sent out the statement more
fascinating book, and I heartily
that it was still at Santiago. But the recommend it to
readers and students,
be alive to the
navy department must
young and old.
of
danger
trusting Spanish reports, and
bonce it is reasonable to assume that its
In contrast to the works already menconfidence in regard to the whereabouts
tioned comes Mrs. Gertrude Atherton’s
of the Cape Verde fleet is based on somenovel
latest
“American
Wives and
thing e’so.
Now that the Spanish fleet is assumed
to be “bottled up’’ in Santiago there is

Evidently Spain has not yet abandoned
all hope that the powers will yet help her
out of her trouble.
An immediate

lias

a*,

by Sir. Herman I. Stern
volume recently published by the Harpers
one

gospel upon which our pagan forefathers,
meant, we suppose, a report from Com- in the days of their unalloyed nationmodore Schley or Admiral Sampson. The
ality, fed their hearts and minds, while
only information that has reached the the former were
imported later along
public comes from Madrid, from which a with an alien civilization.” Gay and
while ago came the information in suoh
lightsome gods and goddesses were they
pudtivo and apparently trustworthy form of Olympus,
compared with tho more
that it completely deceived our ambassa- solemn
and grand characters of Norse
dor at London, that the Cape Verde fleet
mythology.
had returned to Cadiz, whereas at that
The writer begins with the formation
time
it
close
to
the
island
was
very
really
of the world, then tells us of the Gods

a

fc

This work

task.”
t

Iliad is known to thousands; the Edda to
It is reasonable to suppor,e that the bedozens. “Who is not famllar with
long or
lief of the navy department that the
of their
Venus, Bacchus, the Fates and the
Spanish fleet is shut up at Santiago do Sirens. But how
ever heard of
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And she has written a new vet sion of the { c
o!d sonS about the girl who is left beh'nd’ a version whi<* is a prose poem £ C
and in which there is more truth than c c |
fiction.
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BAB IS PATRIOTIC

PHILIPPINE WOMEN.
There are

strange people in the United
interesting than g
possessions in the

;

£ 5
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♦♦♦

SONS OF THEIR FATHERS.

II
I2
c

j

Tounger members of families which £ t
"'°u distinction in
the army and C

^

liave

navy, who are at the front in the present
1 hero are
war.
many of them in both
branches of the service.

FLEET.

Not the patrol squadron of the war
but the little pleasure craft which
will enter in the yearly battle for supremacy. It is something of interest to
the

yachtsmen.
♦ ♦ ♦

fHE WELSH WONDER.
How

Jimmy Miohael trains for his
large sums of money they

races, and the
earn for him.

What the little fellow
says about the amateur and professional
scorchers.
• •

♦

A GLIMPSE OF OLD PORTLAND.
Old time

scenes recalled in the busicenter of the Portland of half a

^

ness

£

century

f:

MOSQUITO

ships,

r
Ir \
c
v C

States but none more
^*le womeQ °f our new

distant Pacific.
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ago, with anecdotes of the men
were prominent in its affairs.
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Piano Tuner,
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at
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Congress
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Store 431
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REPUBLICAN CAUCUSES.

AT PEAKS ISLAND.

The
after

Republicans of Portland, hereindesignated, are notified to meet in

A C hat With Manager Douglas
of the
Gem Theatre.
respective ward rooms,
on
Monday, June sixth. A. 1). 1898, at
four o’olook P. M., to seleot seven deleMr. Byron Douglass,
manager of the
gates from each ward to attend the Re- Gem
theatre, arrived here on the Manpublican itate Convention to be held in hattan
Wednesday afternoon from New
City
all, Augusta, Maine, Tuesday,

in their

caucus

York with 14 of his
company, and proJune 98th, 1898, at eleven o'clock in the
ceeded yesterday to Peaks island.
Two
a
of
forenoon, for the purpose nominating
of the members have not
yet completed
Also to select
candidate for Governor.
their
engagements in other cities, but
seven delegates to attend the Republican
will join the
sometime next
company
be held at Recepto
Convention
County
week.
tion
City Building, Portland,
Hall,
Mr. Douglass was seen yesterday by a
Maine, on Thursday, the sixteenth day of
representative of the PRESS, and was
Jun3, A. D., 1898, at ten o’clock in the
profuse in his expressions of delight at
forenoon, for the purpose of nominating
the new
theatre. He thought that the
the
for
offices:
following
candidates
artistic finish of the interior made the
Four Senators, County Attorney, Sheriff,
structure a
veritable work of art; that
Clerk of Courts, Register of Heeds, Counit was perfect in its appointments and
ty Treasurer, one County Commissioner
would be a credit to any of the big citami a County Committee.
'The polls will be opened at four o’olock ies.
Ho
said that the stage manager Mr.
and will remain open until nine o’clock
Robert Eberle, is one of Mr. Erokman’s
P. M., and for suon further time as
any
well-known stage directors and that he
cancus may vote.
is now at work with an efficient staff
A cheok list prepared by the
Republithe scenes and stage ready for
cud City Committee will
be used in each getting
ward, and uny person whose name has the opening night.
Referring to his company, Mr. Dongnot been marked thereon as a
Republican,
is not included in this call and will not las remarked that they werequite as enthusiastic as himself over the beauties of
be allowed to vote or take
any part in
the “Gem,” and accounted it almost a
said caucus.
to be able to be here for
Errors or omissions in said list will be personal privilege
the summer.
corrected by the several Ward CommitHe thought himself fortunate in being
tees, who will be in session for this purable to get together so strong a company.
pose at Republican Headquarters, Brown
The ladies were among'.the'flnest dressed
Block, Ko. 537 1-9 Congress street, from
on tho American stage and noted for their
7.30 to 9 o’clock, on the evenings of June
1st to the 4th Inclusive; also at any time elegant stage presence.
Miss Rowan, the leading lady, is a reprior to 3 o’clock in the afternoon of
handsome young woman, demarkably
Monday, June 6th, 1898, but no correcclever, and will be 6een during
tions of any kind will be made after the oidedly
s number of very strong
hour above stated. Headquarters will bo the season in
A s Dora in Diplomacy,
open as above stated, when the cheok list impersonations.
our
will have a chance to see her
people
be
seen
and
examined by any Remay
in a character that will show her abilities

publican.

Republicans

All

quested

to

see

are

that their

earnestly
names

re-

are oor-

rectly marked on this list and to be present and take part in their respective ward
oaueuses.

Jfor the purpose of these caucuses each
person entitled to vote as above will vote
in the Ward wherein he was registered
for the city election, March 7th, 1898.
To accommodate those residing within
the voting precinct of Island Ward l and

Island Ward 8, the caucus for Island
Ward 1 will be held at Long Island, and
for Island Ward 2 at Peak’s
Island, at

delegates

3V
Several

8.00,10.00.

Lots
Our

of

Brown

and

sold for

$6.98,

see

have done.

Mixed and Plaid Suits for Business Wear TB[AT ARE WORTH and

were

Price..$5.98

We have Blue and Grey
Serges, also neat Checks and Plain Mixtures that are suitable for even dress wear, in prices
that for quality caunot be
duplicated, at
....
8.48 and 9.48

7.98,

$6.48,

To the GRAND ARMY VETERANS who are in need of a good
INDIGO BLUE FLANNEL SUIT substantially
made, G. A. R. Buttons included, for uniform purposes, can do no better than to purchase one like we sell for

S6.00,
100

FULLY GUARANTEED.

pairs Pantaloons of neat, fine

well made and worth $1.00 per

stripe,

Our

pair.

price

$2.69

BOYS’
Boys’ Long

IT

Pant Suits of

light

and dark colors, NO OLD

STOCK,

NEW, made in neat styles, that we sold for
So.00 and 6.00.
..SALE PRICE, $3.69
50 Boys’ Short Pant Suits, Fancy mixed and Plain Dark Shades that
always sell for $3.00 and 1.00 a suit. (QUALITY TELLS THE
STORY.).
SALE PRICE, $1.98
Boys’ Sweaters, 50 cents each.
Boys’ Shirt Waists and Blouses, dark and light, 21 cents each.

Aristooraov
will be billed. The
play Is a magnificent comedy and then
we are to have Shakespeare’s great com-

MUSIC AND DRAMA,

THE ANNEX CONCERT.
The Congress Square Annex must have
felt please i at the splendid audience in
City hall last evening to hear the concert

plain white Fancy Bosom and
dozen Suspenders at 8 cents per pair.

100 dozen

ard’s

50

but

The

Largest

One Price

35c Each.
Today

place on sale a lot of
Men’s laundered colored bosom
5©c Shirts with white bodies and
white neckband at only 35c each
we

berry’s cornet added greatly to the
cert.

Mr.

con-

Hankins’s

organ playing was
a
strong feature and Miss Jordan filled
the
arduous
role of ac'ompaniment to
great satisfaction. Mr. Taylor is entitled
to muoh praise for the results of his careful and scholarly drill, and the Annex is
to be
congratulated on the admirable
The only drawback was that
concert.
there were not half enough programmes.
CORSE PAYTON CO.

quality.

Our

HH

price

39 CENTS

25 dozen of Half Hose at 6 cents per

MENS’ 50c COLORED SHIRTS WITH GOFFS

pair.

At

Only 35c Each.

These nre regular warm weather shirts—bind
with which to wear white collars.
They are made
of percale and are laundered
ready for wear.

CO.,

OTHER BARGAINS IN THIS SALE.
Lot of men’s line Balbriggan Underwear—the
old 50c kind—at only 29c per garment.
Lot of Silk Bows and String Ties to be marked
down to 11c each. They sold at 23c, ISc and 14c

Clothiers, Hatters and Furnishers,

It.

“Lend Me Five Shillings” and “A Yankee in Cuba.” At the matinee today the
old favorite ‘Ten Nights in a Barroom”
and in the evening “East Lynne” will
be given. Handsome cabinet photographs
of Corse Payton were given each lady attending the performance last night.
This afternoon at the close of^the perMiss Reed will give another
tea for the children in the audience.
The last tea which was given to
the children was an immense success and
the one this aftern oon will be made even

formance,
□range

more

attractive.

M4TKU

The great
cert to be

SYMPHONY CONCERT.

popular ami symphonic congiven by the Maine Sym-

Republican Caucuses
Towns

Proprietor.

may27d3t

CAPTAIN CLARK AND OREGON.
Battleship Is at Key West Awaiting Orders.

Yesterday.
Key West, May 36.—Capt.

Fledges Its Delegates to Candl
date Bncknam, While Candidate Dressei
Increases His Strength In the Noitheri
Fart of the County.
towns

have

chosen

theli

ielegates to the Republican county

con

mention.

Yarmouth pledged Its sheriff

votes

t<

Buoknam,

Candidate

while Candldati
Dresser won the contests In the northeri
part of the connty.

BUOKNAM HOLDS YARMOUTH.
fSFXCIAL TC THE PRESS.!

Yarmouth, May 25.—Yarmouth helc
is Republican caucus tonight
This if
Deputy Sheriff Clarence L. Bucknam’i
active town, and neither of the
othei
sandldates had questioned his ability t(

swing the Yarmouth delegation.
Conse
juently, they let this caucus go by de

fault,
pledged

and
the caucus
unanimous!.!
the delegates to Candidate Buck

The delegates are:
Lorenzo L
Shaw, Harlan P. French, John A. Sea
bury, Edward H.Wilron, Horace G. Ross.
Delegates to the state convention wore alaam.

so

eleoted.

come off
will
on
June 6th. This will be one of the finest
concerts ever
given in Maine. The

(SPECIAL TO THE

Sebago, May 25.—At

PEESS.}
the Republicar

caucus, today, Henry W. Blake
and
Frank B. Ushor were chosen
delegates
to the county convention.
They ar<
pledged to support Walter H. Dresser’s
candidaoy for sheriff.
OTISFIELD FOR DRESSER.
IBPECIAI TO THE

Otisfleld, May
here

PHESS.J

25.—The

today

was

Republicar

not

laoklng

in

life, though tho Dresser faction far outnumbered the Despeaux element.
By f
vote of 81 to

83, the caucus pledged its
to Candidate Dresser. The delegates are H. M. Cushman, B. F. Skillings and Fred L. Knights.
delegates

HARRISON PLEDGED TO DRESSER.
SPECIAL

Harrison,

TO

THE

PEBWJ

May at).—The Dresser

con-

tingent won In the oanous here tonight
defeating their opponents by a vote ol
chree

to one.

HOW THE VOTE

Bridgtou,

Dresser.
fi
—

Brunswick,
Jumberland,
free port.
Harrison,

STANDS.

Despeaux. Bucknam,
~

y

—

"

—

—

1

_

a

~

Maples,
Mew Gloucester,

X
a

—

Yarmouth,

left there April 7, arriving at Rio Janerio on April 80.
The battleship reached Bahia on
May
8, and touched at Barbadoes on May 18.
latter place the warship wai
the
quarantined but she was only detained
*
one day.
The battleship arrived off Jupiter or
May 34, and tnence communicated with
Washington.
The Oregon pieked up the cruiser Marietta and the dynamite cruiser Nictheroy
between Rio Janerio and Bahia, but they
parted company with them after a few
At

hundred miles.
Capt. Clark said the crew of the Oregon had suffered muoh from the heat iE
passing twice through the topios.
“All the way along,” he added, “we
were
wondering where the Spaniards
wero and we never ascertained until wt
reached here."
“Do you know now?” Capt. Clark was
asked.
“Well,” he replied, “X imagine we can
make a very accurate guess.”
The
Oregon will remain here for orders. She coaled four times on her trip,

3
—

*

8
—

1

1
—

3

—

—

—

10

—■_—
sa

~

—•

—

—

aa

Uflllao. Santlv Point,

kin

.1

n.'irn

,.,I

f

Barbadoes, and reached here with plenty
of coal and water aboard.

SEBAGO IS DRESSER’S.

caucus

Char les E,
and other officers of the Oregon,
cauie ashore at 10 o’clock and reported
all well on board and the ship in good
condition.
The Oregon left San
Francisco on
March 10,
arrrived at Callao, April 8,
Clark

nt.

and both the artists sang with a
The management of The Jefferson have
feeling
with iuke-warm or cold and
Mo. Yarmouth,
grace that was delightful. The other arranged
to give an orange tea to the i
water, washes clothes soloists, Miss Mattie Hawes and Mary ohildren who attend the performance Jtisiield,
joarboro,
almost without wom- Hall, and Messrs. Herbert Coffin and
given by Corse Payton this afternoon. febago.Portland,
south
an’s help.
Arthur Mackie,
are
to be highly com- This evening will be souvenir
night and .Vest brook,
each lady attending will be given a handsome cabinet photograph of Miss Reed.

Held in Foui

Furmouth

phony orchestra,

ORANGE TEA AND SOUVENIR
NIGHT.

Red low,

Lot of cotton Bow Ties (summer kind) to be
marked down to 2c each. Nobody ever sold such
Tics so cheap.
Lot of Men’s and Ladies’ fine Coroln, and
twilled Gloria Silk $1.25 Umbrellas at
only 95c
each. They all have steel rods and cases and tassels.
Lot of Men’s laundered white Shirts,
nearly all
short linen bosoms, at only 39c each
during this
sale. Sizes from 13 up to 3 7, Some of them have
been laundered quite a while, but not
long enough
to show much.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

....

DESPEAEX STILL IN THE LEAD,

Four more
The third week of this popular troupe's
engagement at The Jefferson is fast drawing to a close, but the audiences keen up
wonderfully well. At the matinee yesterday “Two Friends” and “Is Marriage a
Failure” were given, and in the evening

was

mended for their good work in the selections in which they appeared. Mr.
May-

Cash

Spot

_€has.

day—a

by Hoffman, “I feel Thy Angel Spirit,”

50c

...

each.

the

thoroughly enjoyed by the audience. With Mr. Taylor she sang the duet

Fancy Shirts,

26 AND 28 MONUMENT SQUARE,

great festival chorus of three hundred
excellent picked voices will alone be worth going
Taylor
control and they shaded their music most miles to
hear. It has been
drilling for
effectively. Perhaps Keller’s American several months under the baton of that
hymn took with the audience as well ns remarkable conductor Mr. W. R. Chapanything, for as Mr. E. C. Swett threw man of New York. The orchestra of forty
the views of the flag, the Maine, and Adpicked Maine musicians will repeat their
on the scene the applause
miral Dewey
musical success of last winter. Mr. Miles,
and cheers of the audienoo almost drowned the
great baritone who carried away the

it

all

IRA F. CLARK &

singers’ voices The Lost Chord was great audiences at the October festival
Whig.
another number that delighted, for be- will
sing, and Miss Harriet A. Shaw,
sides the soloists and chorus, Mr. F. L. Maine’s
A LUCKY PURCHASE.
favorite harpist, will render sevRankin presided at the excellent organ eral solos. The war
songs will be a great
R. M. Lew.-<
Mr.
has just returned
that stood at
one side of the stage, and
feature illustrated by flags of all nations.
from New York, wl.-.u ha purchased the
Miss Margaret Jordan gave the piano ac- The
fifth symphony of Beethoven will be
Btock of garments of one of the largest
companiments. Rossini’s “Infinmmatus” a strong drawing card. The matinee will
manufacturers at about 50 cents on the
closed the concert in grand form.
be giveD at 2.30 o’clock and the evening
dollar, and he is now going to give the
Miss Marcia Craft never appeared to
ladies of Portland and vicinity the beneconcert at 8 o’clock. Certificates can be
better
recall
an ocThese goods go an
lic of bis purchase.
advantage. We do not
exchanged at the box office after 10 a. m.
sila this morning at 8.30 o’clock and bar- casion before when the tango and
large- June 1st.
gain seekers will surely take advantage of ness of her voice were so
apparent. When
Kee advertisement
his wonderful offer.
NOTES.
a young artist attacks
Wagner she is exfor particulars and prices.
of Mr. Peter E. Mofriends
The
many
But
Miss
tremely venturesome.
Craft
Cullum will be pleased to learn that he is
in the nobility and to
gave
great
pleasure
old
his
the biggest help
position at tho door at
ocoupy
dignity with which she gave “Elizabeth’s McCullum’s theatre this summer. This
bar of Greeting to the Hall.” In fact the hearer will make his tenth consecutive season
on wash
with his brother.
was so
impressed by her rendering of'the
On Monday morning at P o’clock the
number that when she was recalled and
sale of seats for the
opening week at the
gave the ballad” Waitingfat the Stile,’’the Gem theatre will begin at the Casco
Buy
song seemed weak and trivial although line ticket office, Custom house wharf.

)

us

STS

fying.

PELS* CO., PBi LABEL, Pill A.
Of grocers,

we

visit

will

whioh is a strong so

which
was given
under their auspices.
A gentleman from Montreal is now in It was true the house was
not crowded,
this city to perfect arrangements for the but there were few
empty seats either in
establishment of a cold storage plant, to the
galleries or on the door.
be used in connection with
the Grand
The
advertisement announced
that
Trunk road and its trans-Atlantio busithere would be 400 voices in the chorus
ness. The project invo’ves the erection of
bl three story brick hi; iding, 120 feet
by filled the entire stage and rote tier on
60.
The proposed site
which will
be tier above each other at the rear of the
leased by the Grand Trunk road at
a
The women were all in light
platform.
nominal rental, is on the easterly side of
dresses, the men in dark clothes, and
India street, iust northerly of fh« Grand tboir
appearance reminded one strongly
Trunk oassenger depot.
It Is thought of the great October festival chorus in
that one-half or more of the
The
necessary the Auditorium.
quality of the
capital^jan be obtained in Montreal and voices was fine. They were young, sweet
the remainder, it is
hoped, will be raised and well-trained,
and in unison they
here.
swelled out in a volume that was electriTHE CHURCH MILITANT.
had them in
Mr.
A Dewey Tea will be
given Saturday
afternoon end evening at the
Central
churoh vestries by the
Daughters of the
D regiment, a recently organized circle of
King s Daughters.
A title party will be
among the attractions, and the orchestra
in the evening will surely add much to
the pleasure of a visit to the
The
camp
proceeds will go to the Cuban relief fund
The admission will be ten cents.—Bangor
s

everybody who

the effect of what

Confusion, a bright
sparkling comedy.
During the third week Bronson How-

Chairman.

COLD STORAGE PLANT

of

cause

come

large

Secretary.

Against HIGH PRICES for the

and

to each convention.
Per Order Republican City Committee.
GEORGE H. ALLAN,
Thos. A. Bowen,
May 26, 1898.

Beneficial Bargains

be put on with
attention
to
scrupulous
details whioh marks their presentation
in the metropolitan stage.

Diplomacy,

—___

and

care

After

BY

i

productions which will

oiety play, will

BOMBARDM E NT
—---

and forcefulness as an aotress.
It ii the intention of
Mr. Douglass to
give at least three or four very heavy

edy “As Yon Like It.” with Miss Rowan
four o’clook P. M. on the day
appointed, as
Rosalind, which Is said to be one of
and continue open as above stated.
the best Qn the American stage.
A plurality of the votes cast in
any
1 his piece will be produced with a
caucus will be required to nominate canstage
setting never before equalled in this
didates for office.
The official ballot to be used at the country. Mr. Douglas bas the right to
two new
pieces that have never
several caucuses
will be prepared and play
been played in this country and a large
printed by the City Committee, and will
people from the theatrical
contain the names of all known candi- number of
world of New York are planning to come
dates for delegates to 6«id Conventions.
Names of candidates for said delegates to Peaks island to witness them.
There is another Portland boy besides
will he placed upon these ballots upon
Mr. Douglas, who will play at the Gem
said
to
be
made
to
the
request,
request
this summer.
Mr. Lewis Morrison was
Chairman of the City Committee on or
boru in Portland and spent his boyhood
before twleve o'clock noon of Saturday,
June 4th, 1898. Any other written or days here.
Yesterday afternoon Mr. Douglas reprinted ballot, excepting imitations of
sumed his rehearsals and active work
the official ballot, will be received and
will progress from now until the opencounted os cast.
The Chairman and Secretary of each ing night in the preparation of Diplocaucus will make a record of the names macy.
Many of the company have been playing
of all persons for whom ballots are cast
with him in Secret Service, so that they
and
the
number of votes
cast for
are familiar with each others methods,
and
deliver
the
each, and certify
a faot which lightens in a great measthe
check
with
at
same, together
list,
ure the burdens
of rehearsals.
Republican Headquarters, immediately
At present the company are quartered
after tne adjournment of the caucus.
at the Peaks Island house but later on
The delegates selected to attend the
distribute themselves at the
will
Stats Convention will meet at Republi- they
different cottages adjacent to the theatre.
can Headquarters at four
o’clock P. M.,
Mr. Douglass is accompanied by his
Wednesday, and the delegates to the
mother who will remain with him on the
County Convention at 4.30 P. M on the
island during the summer months.
to select five
same
at
day,

B I G

back of them, mountains
towering into
the clouds on either side.
Moreover, they
were
in
the land of icy winter.
For
more than a month they had been sailing under tropical skies and now the
blasts of December whistled among the
crags above them and the ice at night
lay on the decks. IBut the Oregon did
lag.
Capt, Clark had no idea of giving
the Spaniards,if they were there,a chance
to oatch him napping. If the great battleship was to be caught it should be a
catch on
the wing. The engines were
warmed up to their best work and wherever it
was safe and possible tho
Oregon
bowled along at 15 knots an hour. The
machinery worked well and on occasions
the speed was Increased three knot3 in a
few minutes.
A stop of three days was made at
Sandy
Point where coal was taken on and other
supplies secured.
The
Oregon’s 35 officers and her crew
of 425 seamen were well and
happy when
the battleship cast anchor off Sand
Key
lighthouse at half-past six this morning. The Oregon is in first-class shape
and ready
for another cruise as long as
the one just ended.
The excellent condition of the men after their 66 days’
voy*
is
even
more
age
perhaps
remarkable
Throughout the entire trip thore were
no cases
of serious illness on board, and
the men are as eager for immediate activas
if
ity
they had just come from a vacation in the mountains.

JUBILANT OVER “GOOD NEWS.”
The

Madrid Press Is Rejoicing Over What
and Porto Rico.

It Bears From Cnba

MorlpiH

Ma it OA _-TV* a T.rmrlnn
-—

— __
a

KJ1.

May 11, have caused much merriment in

Madrid,

they nearly all contain articles
to the effect that Spain had “Thrown
up
the sponge,” based upon the supposed return of the Spanish squadron to Cadiz.
as

WE SHALL HAVE OTHER BARGAINS FOR
TODAY AND TOMORROW.

RINES

BROTHERS

Should America refuse intervention, il
is further alleged, the powers referred tc
would send a fleet to put Cuba under international
rule, similar to the aotioi
the island of Crete until thi
taken in
withdrawal of the Spanish forces and thi
constitution. of a regular local govern
ment.
It is further said that these powers
look upon their intervention as beinj :
justified on the ground that the wai
threatens the general peace of Europe.
The Star’s Information is not regarde'
seriously here.
The Pall Mall Gazette says: “All tht
talk of assistance from Europe is moon
shine. Neither
France, nor any othe:
power is likely to turn its lingers witl 1
chestnut.
the Spanish
Senor Castilo,
the Spanish ambassador to France, most
has a good deal to do in Paris
ut it is of a financial nature.
]

Erobably

CAPE

(ELIZABETH.

The Republicans of Cape Elizabeth are requested to meet at Grange hall on Thursday,
June 2 at 4 o’clock p. m.. for the purpose of
choosing two delegates to attend the county
convention at Portland and two delegates to
the state convention, also to choose a town
committee.
PER ORDER.
think that the men of the second National
Guard regiment will not promptly reWe shall have
no
spond to the call.
trouble in organizing a second regiment
in

this state, the equal of the one which
into the United

has jnst been mustered
States service.”

■

ACCIDENT

DROWNING

NEAR

ROCKLAND.

|

1

Jan

CAUCUS.

EUROPEAN “NEUTRALITY.’’

The first news tho officers and crew oi
Gibraltar, May 25.—Information ob
the Oregon had of the Manila victory was
tained hero from a
trustworthy sourci
at Hio Janerio,
.where* Capt. Clark resays that a consignment of forty Krup;
ceived a telegram from Washington.
These papers reached the capital the guns suitable for forts or battleships
On leaving the Barabdoes, the Oregon
have bean sent from Eslen, Germany, tc
sailed almost directly north, going to same day that the arrival was announced
and are now on their way tbrougl
the north of Porto Hico, about 150 miles. of the Cape Verde squadron at Martin- Cadiz,
Crmln
Th in cniri that. thav rtnconH fltennol
The northerly course was continued until ique.
the German, French and Spanish enston
was
the Bermudas
sighted, when she
The Madrid press today is jubilant over bouses as “kitchen furniture.”
for the east coast oi
sailed northwest
Florida. Capt. Clark explains that the the offioial “good news," received from
QUEEN URGED TO FLEE.
reason for
going to Jupiter instead of Porto Rico and Cuba, the result being
May 26.—There are renewei I
London,
West
at
was
in
to
Key
enable the that the determination is more fixed than
putting
sinister predictions of on impending revo
Oregon to he ready to go either to Key ever to carry on the war to the bitter end. lution in
Spain, contained in a speoia
West or Hampton Hoads in short order
Mr. Chamberlain’s speech has gone far
despatch from Madrid today.
after getting official information from to strengthen this determination since
Emperor Francis Joseph of Austria
Washington. Capt. Clark hud no official it is concluded, should Great Britian join
to have strongly advised the Queei
'knowledge of the situation after leaving the United States in an alliance, Spain is said to
prepare to ll.v and her mother
Regent
Hio Janeiro on April 50.
During the will not be long wanting active friends who
is now in Madrid, is reported to hav >
entire trip the crew expected momen- among the great powers ot Europe,
her the same advice.
In a general war it is claimed Spain’s given
tarily to meet the Spanish. Only once,
But, it is added, the Queen Regent i s
fate will depend upon larger issues than
however, was there a call to arms.
to remain.
determined
This was shortly after midnight on her relative strength or weakness as comContinuing, the despatch says- “Th
leaving Hio Janeiro. As the Oregon was pared with that of the United States. defeat
of tho
Spanish fleet, wliioh tin
ploughing the black equatoriul sea, a Consequently today there is a marked best informed people
regard as only ^
dark object
was discovered ahead, apbrighter appearanoe on all faces in the
a fow days, is
of
bound to nro
question
parently giving chase. The call to gen- Spanish capital.
cipitato an outbreak.”
eral
St. Isidore’s feast, an occasion
quarters was sounded; the men
when
rolled out of their berths with the enthu- the country people are in the habit of
siasm
REGIMENT TO BE CALLEI 1
of boys on a circus day morning flocking to the city for merry
making, SECOND
and almost
instantly every gun was occurred today. It is a sign o’ the seriMay 26.—In reference to thi
Augusta,
her
course
left
and
ous
manned.
in oountry districts
The Oregon
poverty ruling
for 73,00 )
circled around her black pursuer, only to that but very few have found the means call made by tbe President
hud it a
bark iustaad of a of giving themselves their annual
harmless
more volunteers, Adjutant General
Join
outing
this year. Scaroely have a dozen
Spanish warship.
"I have not yet re
quaintly T. Richards, says:
Back to their
the
men
dressed peasants
been observable in the
berths crept
with mutterings of disappointment and streets.
ceived any official information as to tin
disgust-.
Not
only are the country folk hard number of troops which Maine will bi >
At Rio Janeiro
Capt. Clark was told pinched, but the town people are also required to furnish under the new call
that the Spanish
torpedo gunboat Teme- suffering.
rario
Upon the basis of the first call this stab
was
This gave MORE TALK OF EUROPEAN
following him.
INTER- would he obliged to furnish 730
interest
to
the
men, bu
the
for
day
neY
trip
VENTION.
n'kht; hut at the next port of
I imagine the government will make it
call he was
informed that the Temerario
London, May £6.— The Star claims to full regiment.
Whether
infantry o
had gone into
dry dock at Hio Janeiro have information that the French miniswill be asked for I cannot say
just utter the departure of the
cavalry
for
ter
M.
foreign affairs,
Oregon.
Hunotanx, is
ihe cruise
but I think it will be tho former. I hav
through the straits of Magel making great efforts to stop the war.
was most
It says that Russia,Austria, and France no doubt that the second Maine regimen
interesting. It was at this
of
tlje American hem
are endeavoring to induce Germany and of the National Guard will he at once re
the crew
lsphere that P?int
expected to receive Italy to join in a iepresentation to Presia visit
from tho
Iu man; dent McKinley, declaring that the powers called to Augusta, and that the men ii
Spaniards.
Wtts very narrow am!
will induoe Spain to grant the indepen- that organization will be made the basi 3
crooked with hidden
bays and covers anti dence of Cuba.
I have no reason t )
for a new regiment.

i'U

CO.

May 26.—Robert Tarr,

Rockland,

the
of Charles Tarr of this
city, was accidently drowned tonight at
the North cove.
The body was recovered
about seven o’clock having been in the
seven

year old

water

about

son

two

nours.

MARRIAGES.
In Wilton, May 19, Daniel J. Murray and Miss
Minnie O. Bubier, both of Jay.
In Edgecomb, May 17. Frank L. Trott and
Miss Lillian S. Ames.
In Orrington, May 19. Jesse F. Rogers of
Brewer and Mrs. Sarah E. Harvey.
In Bath, May 19, Matthew Sexton and Annie

Ellaperman.

j

In Woolwich. May 11. Meivin Dickinson and
Miss Emma E. Lake, both of 'Wiscasset.
In Georgetown, May 18, Alfred Gray and
Miss N'ettie Harley.
In Poitsmouth. May 18. James E. Johns and
Annie B. McDonald, both of Bath.
In Calais, May IS, Michael Daley and Miss
Annie Corbett.
In Buxton. May 11, Fred W. McCorrison and
Miss
Smith.'
In East Kumford, May 4, Bert Ellis and Misi
Bessio Tvvitchell.

kuby

_________

I
DEATHS.
In Ligonia. May 26. Isaac Leigh, aged 60 yrs.
[Funeral Saturday morning at 8.30 from his
residence. Ligonia.
[Requiem high mass at St. Dominic’s Church

late

at 9 o’clock.
In Willard, May 24. Elizabeth J., wife of
Janies E. Nason, aged 48 years, 2 mos 9 oavs.
[Funeral services Friday afternoon at 2 o’clk
at her late residence, Preble street. Willard.
In Yarmouth, Me., May 25, Mrs. Julia P,

Baker.

[Funeral from her late residence in Yarmouth
at 1.30 Friday. May 2/.
In Belmont, May 12, Lewis E. Murch, aged
28 years.
In Salem. Mass.. May 7. Julie M.
Hutchinson.
formerly ot Belfast, aged 40 years.
—

[The funeral services of the late Horace Pres,
Ladd will bo held Friday afternoon a/ 8,30
o’clock at 7 Carroll street.
ton

------

THE SNAKES OF THE

SOUTH.

Harmful Ones Seem to Have

Stronger

Faugs.
Tlie

Grouud Hauler, Which Doesn’t Rat-

tle,

Is

Oae

of

Few

the

Dangerous

Snakes—Look Out for the Kind That
Has

a

Slender Neck—Poisonous Insects

—Queer Things about Them.

(New

York

Sun.)

Boforo the jars of pickled snakes in the
weak
Museum of Natural History last
lounged a tall, slender man, who surveyed the specimens with interest and

knowledge.
“Isn’t it hideous?” appealed a young
vilwoman, indicating with a shudder
lain of a water snake coiled lifelike in
his bottle of alcohol.
“Hideous, madam, but
less,” answered the tall,

perfectly

harm-

slender
man,
assigning the appoal to himself. “Do you
notice what a short, thiok neck and small
are
head the fellow has? Well, if
you
ever alone in Held or forest and observe a
snake in your path with a neck as fat as
this one’s and as slender a
head, don't
scream or faint or run away, for you’may
rest oertain he is powerless to injure you.
All harmless snakes have just suoh long,
slim heads attached to short, coarse necks
nearly as largo as if not larger around
than their head*.
“But when you find a serpent with a
head diamond or heart shaped, keep clear
of him, for he Is sure to be polsonouB.
The harmful snakes differ in this way
from the harmless ones. Their jaws, too,
and
are better indicated and are broader
Stronger. Likewise there is much differatuia

in t.hfl nfinkfi. whir.h. in

nnsA

of

long and slender.
poisonous snakes,
“There are very few varieties of poisonous snakes in this
country,” continued
the tall, slender man, as others grouped
around him and asked for herpetologioal
enllghtment. “The really deadly snakes
are

ore

the

cotton

mouth

and

highland

tnoocasins; the rattlesnake, called in some
looallties the diamond back; the tiny
ground rattlesnake, which differs from
the big rattlers in that he is vastly inferthe end
ior in size and has no rattles at
of his tall, a%d tbe elapse, which is more
often called the thunder snake or calico
snake, the latter name being given him
because of his brilliant colors.
“The ground rattlesnake and the elapse
are found in the extreme South, where I
oome from, and the bite of the latter is
After he strikes,
his victim becomes drowsy and lethargio,
like a man under the influence of an
opiate, and loses consciousness,the continuation of which is invariably fatal. The
gronud rattlesnake is poisonous, although
not quite so dangerous as the big rattler,
whioh is no doubt owing to the small
size of his fangs. They capnot penetrate
to the depths reached by the fangs of the
big rattler, “and therefore do not distribute the poison as surely and as quickly, for fangs are simply hypoderm io
syringes, and the deeper in they go the
greater the victim’s peril. This is one
reason why the bite Of a snake in the
bouth is more serious than the bite of the
The fangs of
same
kind in the North.
the bouthern serpent are larger and are
set in stronger jaws.
“Various snakes have enemies whioh
they dread and avoid. The rattlers fear
the little king snake, a small green reptile which hunts for rattlers and strangles them when
found. Otters fear tbe
unromantic ‘razor-back’ hog, whioh, by
the way, is a very much underestimated
creature.
He is more conrageous than
vaior
many quadrupeds of accredited
and runs about the bouthern swamps in
search of snakes, which he destroys and
eats by the wholesale.
He has a preference for rattlers and moccasins, to whose
poison he seems invulnerable. No one
ever heard of a ‘razor-back’ sucoumbing
to snake bite.
“But the common and most implacable
enemy to all snakedom is the industrious
ant, whioh esteems snake flesh a choice
'dainty. When a snake is out or braised
he sloughs his skin, and then it is goodhy
to him, for the voraoions ants soon over
Wheim him and devour him alive. Even
a
perfectly sound and healthy snake
whioh hat oome In contact with a dead or
injured member of his tribe suffers a
eimilar fate if the ant gets wind of him.
The reputed wisdom of the Berpent is
a delusion.
He has ittle or no brains
and is a natural born fool. He learns
nothing from experience and is powerless
to resist or overcome the wiles of his enemies. He does not attack man and rarely offers combat to other serpents or to
animals. The great majority of his kind
are tUnid and cowardly.
It amuses me
to read stories told of the lierco manner

exceedinlgy dangerous.

;ak.

VU

--a.u

_._

have fought with men—how they hare
•prong up and struck at the breasts, neck
or heads of assailants.
A rattler cannot
strike much above his coils, and with
few exceptions all Enake bites are confined to exposed places near tfie knees or
on tbe arms or hands.
“Down South the darkies are great
snake hunters. There seems to be an irresistible fascination about the sport and
many prefer it to any other
form of
amusement. It is in the marshes
and
bayous that the colored people hunt their
whioh
is
game,
caught by means of long
poles with forked ends and string slip
nooses.
Many are captured for the sake
of their oil, which is supposed
to be a
line remedy for rheumatism and other

SEVEN

SUTHERLAND
SISTERS

v

Hair Grower and
Sealp Gleaner
Far Over 14 Years
Ask j

out'

druggist about it.

ailments to which the flesh of the darky
is heir. Again, lire snakes are
used in
the mysterious
ceremonies of 'Voodoo',
and the several uses to whioh they are put
and tbe tortures whioh they are often
forced to undergo are supposed to annihilate witohes, remove ‘spells’ put upon the
darkies by malicious persons and to insure the presence of good luok.
When
one of the snake
banters is bitten be
treats it as a light matter. Locating the
wound, he whips out his jnckknife, enlarges it until the blood flows, and drains
it with his lips. It is seldom one of them
dies of snake bite.
There Is a great deal o? unnecessary
mystery exploited by stories of the poisonous insects of tbe extreme South, such
as the tarantula.
Certainly, If the blood
of a victim is out of order, a tarantula’s
bite may be fatal, bat a wasp sting under
the same circumstances might bo just as
dangerous. Persons bitten by that insect
if otherwise in health, seldom, die. A
great many of the Southern spiders arc
poisonous, but hardly more so than those
of the North.
Their yirulence is greater
in some years than in others.
“One of the most singular of our Southern spiders is found on the borders of tbe
Everglades. He is large and yellow, and
builds a hammock-shaped web between
two points on each side of a
path or
oleared spaoe. This airy fabric of his
spinning is broad in the middle and
tapers at each end to a fine point. So
brilliant Is tbe coloring of the yellow
spider that one would naturally think it
would insure his destruction by the birds
and animals whioh prey upon insects.
When he rnns upon the
white sands of
the Everglades his form is strongly outleaves
over whioh he
lined, and the dark
soampers afford him no better protection
from the keen eyes of woodland foes.
But be knows very yvell how to conceal
himself when danger threatens.
“If yon oome along without unnsual
noise tbe little yellow spider will suffer
you to stop at a safe distance and examine him as he sits sedately In the center
of hie silky web. But if you should make
disturb him. presto I
a motion as If to
both spider and web disappear as if by
magio. However, If you are patient and
willing to await developments, in a few
moments you will deteot a slight, hazy
blur in the place where the spider and
web vanished. Next yon
will become
oognizant of a glancing ball of yellow
wnjun

gradually

uusuives,

ana in

he sets the web In motion until the vibrations beoome too numerous for the eye to
follow, and be is lost to sight. As the
vibrations become slower you notloe the
blur, and then the yellow ball, whloh is
caused by the dancing web, and whloh
continues before your eyes
until the
silky hamjnook Is nearly at rest.
“What do you think of a crab which
trusts to the birds to feed him!1 Sounds
like a fairy tale, doesn't ltf Bnt it Is a
fact, for all that. This son of Cancer,
whloh It large and quite blue in
color,
lives among the heron rookeries In the
lower part of Florida, where he digs a
house in (the sand under drift logs or
large Stones. It Is not often that he ventures abroad by day, but at
night he steals
forth in rsearoh of something to eat.
Something to eat with him means the bits
of fish left in the birds’ nests by
the
young gaplings, or, if there Is not enough
of It to appease his ravenous appetite and
the mother of a brood is absent, he will
help himself to a nestling. But woe betide that orab detected by a bird mother
in the act of robbing her nest.
Her sharp
hill soon beats through the
marauder’s
brittle shall and his flesh is distributed
among those very gaplings he had fondly
hoped to feast upon. When the plume
hunters make their annual predatory incursions into the regions of breeding
herons and the parent birds are driven
from the nests, the blue orab comes forth
in swarms and makes the slaughter complete by devouring all the yonng.
“India has flshe6 which climb trees and
migrate from stream to stream In dry
season.
Florida can match her with a
great snail which ollmbs trees and feasts
on the young birds, like his fellow robber, the blue orab. The shell of this snail
Is oaline, and almost as transparent as
glass. Its Shape Is odd and handsome.
This snail is edible and not nnlike those
found on the coast of France and which
are go muoh in demand in the markets of
Paris. In some places they are so abundant that a shake of a tree will bring
down a bushel of them.
A CHANGEWROUGHT BY THE WAR.

Buoyant Confidence Succeeds

the

sion of the lait Five Tears,

They

Depres-

Reports,

Bead

Nominate

Discuss

Cases and

The

WESLEYAm

Calliopean

SEMINARY.

Society

on

Wednesday

sions pertaining thereto.
is Dr.
Among the new members electod
Josiah L. Wright of Durham, president
of the Maine Ecleotio Medical society.
T’hess delegates to state conventions were
chosen:
Maine—Dr. Henry Reny, Biddeford.
r.
Wilbur
New
Hampshire—Dr.
Templeton, Manchester.
Vermont—Dr. Henry J. Potter, Ben-

following Prog™.,.,

Philhannonio tepj,
lua

Qr°*th
°PCLiberfyddreSS~The
Granville
My

Torrington.

Darius

Rhode Island—Dr.

S.

Hodge,

L. Powe,

Providence
The committee on nominations has prepared the following list of officers, which
will undoubtedly be elected at today’s

a.

of

Treasurer

and

t1}^' ,new

street, 2d house from Pine, one
minute’s
walk from all
electrics; every convenience,
pleasant and roomy.
at
the
house.
Apply
O. E.
26-1
proprietor.

BENNETT,

‘•ssss'sss, ;rss,«»«

LET—The
'fO
X land and
Dost
at 45

Affirmative—Henry C. French
Negativo-Sidney B. sBSr
^

Librarian—Dr.

H. N.

Waite, JohDson, Vt.
Censors—Drs. Percy L.
Templeton,
Montpelier; Frederick W. Abbott, TaunDarius
L.
ton;
Powe, Providence; T. J.
"RofcholHar

ATnf'Vtiua

■

A

TPnl-w...

Waterbary; WUbar F. Templeton, ManChester.
The convention will conclude today.
WEDDINGS.

—25-1
TO

5----

A very pretty wedding took place at St.
Paul’s church, Boston, at 11 a. m. Wednesday, when Mabel Seldon Earl of Boston and Harold Cbanning Burnham, son
of Perez B. Burnham, of Portland, were
united in marriage by Rev. John Lindsay, D. D. The bride, oharmingly attired
In white mull, wearing a largo white hat,

ffliBVMLLASEOUa.

$
0)
The Best Tapioca in the World.
buying any other. It’s

Do not think of

%

and Strongest.
J article for dainty desserts.
NO SOAKING, and cooks in
is. Don’t let your grocer sell
j else in place of the genuine

BBest

ite

&

Gelatine.

and carrying bridal roses, and leaning on
the arm of her brother, Mr. Noble Earl,
of Boston, was met ^at the
altarjby the
George
groom and his best man, Mr.
Burnham. After the oerem ony a breakfast was served at the Parker house tothe
relatives and intimate friends from New

Wholesale

AND

WISDOM

York, Connecticut, Boston and Portland.
RED CROSS OF CONSTANTINE.
At a meeting of Maine Conclave No. 1
Knights of the Red Cross of Constantine,
held at Masonic hall last evening the following officers were elected and appointed
for the ensuing year:
M. P. Sovereign—Millard F Hicks.
Viceroy—Charles L Higgs.
Senior General—Henry P. Merrill. M.
D.
Junior General—Albert H. Burroughs,
M. D.
High Prelate—Rev. Joseph B. Shepherd.
Treasurer—Marquis F. King.
Recorder—Samuel F. Bearce.
Prefect—Warren C. King.
Herald—Samuel S. Boy den.
Standard Bearer—George M. Stanwood.
Sentinel—Winslow E. Howell.
Prior—Frances E. Chase.
Captain of Guard—Frank L. R. Gould.
First Lieutenant—Herbert W. Robinson.
Verger—Joseph E. Henley.
Harbinger—George D. Loring.
Warden—George H. Owen.
Finance Committee—William N. Howe,
Waldo Pettingill, Oscar R. Wish.
WILL GO

Mr.

Anbury Feppers.
“I see,” said the musical boarder, “that
they have arrested those flat thieves.”
“That ought to bo no surprise to you,”
said Asbury Peppers. “You oouid not expect a flat thief to be sharp.”—Cincinnati

Enquirer.

_
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When

Baby

When she
When

was

was a

sick,

gave her Castoria.
she cried for Castoria.

we

Child,

she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
Children, she gave them Castoria.

When she had

"Ay, sir, there are a crew of wretched souls
that stay his cure.”—Macbeth, Act IV. Scene I
This refers to the people who offer “some
thing just as good” as Pond’s Extract

A LIVELY BLAZE.
taking In connection with the trip to
There came near being quite a fire at
Pennsylvania an eight days’ excursicn
That a change of a radical character
under the auspices of
the Raymond & the residence of Mr. Charles Foster, 85
has passed over the American people in
The fire had
Whitcomb concern. Among the points to Park street, Wednesday.
the last few weeks must be obvious to be visited are
Niagara Falls, Philadelphia been allowed to go out in the furnace,
every one. We suspect, however, that the Gettysburg, Harper’s Ferry, Pen Mar and and as some Are was needed to dry off the
The party will leave
real nature of this change has not been Washington, D. C.
dampness in the house, a quantity of
fully appreciated. The signs of general Oct. 8 and return Oot. 15.
wood was put into the furnace and
business activity are not more marked today than they have been a number of NEGRO SHOT TO PIECES BY MOB. lighted.
Pretty soon it was found that
times in the last five years, and yet, as
the soot pipe was sending out flame, and
i May
26.—Garfield
Md.,
Salisbury,
regards the feeling of practically every- King, a negro, aged about 18, was taksn
investigation showed that the hot Are had
body, there Is a great golf between to-day from the jail here
early this morning, set the soot on fire. Word was sent to Enand a few weeks ago.
There have been
to
a street and shot to pieces. He
hanged
times when business in certain lines was
The
was awaiting trial on the charge of shoot- gine 4, and a quick response made.
unusually aotive, but there has never ing Herman
Kenny, a white boy. The flames were extinguished with trivial
been an occasion when the improvement
occurred
Saturday
last, and damage.
has not been attended by more than a shooting
KennyQ died
yesterday. This morning
1-—_1__ {■__l_is_
lurking fear that the existing conditions ol-nii*
were
msrely temporary. The distin- in
parent’s neighborhood, rodo
lUlIJMcr at sixty.
guishing feature of the situation today is intoKenny’s
town and demanded the keys to the
the removal In very large part of this apcomfort and happiness in adwhich
Dashlell refused to
Sheriff
Serene
jail,
prehensivenets recording the future. surrender.
The lynchers then broke the vanced
are realized
me onange m tbs situation Is strikingly
years
by comparajail doors down, forced open tho cell in
illustrated by the
few women.
indifference of the which
tively
and
confined
was
dragged
public at this time to the wild declara- him King
Their hard lives, their liability to seout, the negro all the while fighting
tions of otir Congressmen. Not many
and pleading for mercy. A light clothes rious troubles on account of their
pecuweeks ago snch propositions as those to
line
about his neck, thrown liar
“coin the seignorage" and to emit $150,- over awas tied
organism and their profound ignolimb and the unfortunate body was
of
have
thrown
would
000,000
greenbacks
und he fell rance concerning themselves, all comthe business interests ef the country Into strong up. The rope broke
After laying in
bine to shorten the period of usefulness
the profoundest glOom. As a matter of seemingly unconscious.
this condition
for a few minutes he refact, these suggestions have been abso- gained his feet and made an effort to and fill their later years with suffering.
Mrs. Pinkham has done much to make
lute'y without effect, so confident has
His
captors shot him through
been the feeling lately that conditions are escape.
women strong.
She has given advice
the body and beat and kicked him, then
going to be such from now on as to pre- placed the
and
to many that has shown them how to
rope around his neck
clude the necessity or the possibility of
time.
As
he
second
dansuch legislation. So expectant is every strong him up
disease and retain vigorlged in the air at least 50 pistol bullets guard against
one of a great fature for this
country were fired into the body which was left ous health in old age. From every corand for Its various industries, that such
in the air while the lynchers ner of the earth there is constantly commeasures as we just referred to are re- dangling
ing the most convincing statements
garded by the people as a whole as absurd dispersed.
anachronisms.
from women, showing the efficacy of
TRAGEDY.
AN
ALASKAN
Economlo conditions have unquestionLydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Combeen
at work ever since the panic of
San Francisco,
ably
May 20.—A
Cal.,
in overcoming female ills. Here
pound
1893 to put the country In better financial Chronicle
from
Skaguay, Alaska,
special
is a letter from Mrs. J. C. Orms, of 220
condition than it was in for many years under date of May 20, says:
“A tragedy that may be the forerunner
previous. The preolpltatlng cause of the
Horner St., Johnstown, Pa., which is
present optimism was, however, our ot an Indian outbreak took place last earnest and
straight to the point:
naval victories. The high price of wheat, Monday
which
on
McClintock river,
Deab Mbs. Pinkham:—I feel it my
and factors of a similar nature, would no empties into the lower
of
end
Lake
doubt have produced a marked effect upon Tagish.
duty to tell all suffering women that I
our fortunes had there been not a shadow
While poling a boat down the river,
think jour remedies are wonderful. I
of war; but there Is every reason to be- two white
and
Wiilium
Fox
men, Thomas
had trouble with my head, dizzy
lieve that the old apprehensiveness would Mahan, an old time Yukoner, were fired
spells
and hot flashes. Feet and hands were
still have remnlned to detract from onr on by Indians with rifles.
At the first
of
was
mind. The war has accom- discharge Mahan toppled over dead with
peace
cold,
very nervous, could not sleep
plished great things for the oountry, in a bullet in his heart. A second bullet well, had kidney trouble,
pain in
removing that depression of spirits that entered Fox’s left breast above the heart,
ovaries and congestion of the womb.
has hung like a pill over the entdre Badly wounded as he was Fox reached
Since taking your remedies I am better
American people for the last five years. the shore
making his way to a settlement
Our naval victories have
The Indians were tho
My head trouble is all
given ns new by Lake Tagish.
every way
visions of national greatness. Our feelSticks and Fox thinks
Hoolallnqua,River
have no pain in ovaries, and am
gone,
ings have been so elated that it is impos- there were about 80 in the band. Most of
cured of womb trouble. I can eat and
sible for ns to view even dry economio them
appeared to be armed.”
facts any longer with apprehension.
sleep well and am gaining in flesh. I
When the present situation, therefore,
MAINE PENSIONS.
consider your medicine the best to be
is studied in its broader aspects there is
Washington, May 10.—Pensions havo had for female troubles.”
every indication that the financial *nd
The present Mrs. Pinkham’s
commercial Interests of the United States been granted to the following
Maine
experiare about to enter
ence in treating female ills is
upon an era of pros- people:
unparalperity such as, perhaps, we have seldom
for
lelled,
years she worked side
witnessed.
ORIGINAL.
by
Lagging energy will be
side with Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, and
stirred to new activity, the American InJohn R. Bell, Kennebunkort. $6.
tellect will be a keener Instrument for
for sometime past has had sole
charge
RENEWAL AND INCREASE.
soma years to come, broader views regardof the correspondence
department of
ing markets and methods will prevail.
Eben Andrews, Willard, $2 to f0.
her great business,
In short, the pent-np energies of the peotreating by letter
as many as a hundred
ORIGINAL, widows, etc.
ple of this country are bound to assert
thousand ailing
themselves with lorce.
women during a
Mary A. Dow, Saco, $8.
single year.

(United States Investor.)

send 25 cents and

23-2

MONEY TO LOAN on first mortgages of real
L'A estate at 5 and 6 per cent. Real estate
for
tale, houses rented, rents collected, care ot
property a specialty; prompt attention,
25
tears in the business.
N. S. GARDINER,
1761 -2 Middle St., Room 1.19-2

STERLING $75. STORMER $50,
ROCHESTER $50. YALE $50.
CRAWFORD $50 & 35. PENNANT $40.
ELMIRA $30. JUVENILES $20 to $30
WE CARRY ALL PARTS
of our leading wheels in stock. Our
line of Sundries and repair Goods is
or

Cyclometer give

L,JL

mortgages

flist and second

real estate at

on

as

low rate of

merest as can be obtained in Portland; also
loans made on stocks, bonds, personal prooerty or any other good securities.
Inoulre of A.
LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange.
may!2-4

lot of rugs which
cast off olothlng,
exchange
being ladies’ dresses,gentlemens clothing and
childrens’ clothing. I pay cash for them if
is preferred. Send letters or postals to MR
or MRS.
D’UROOT, 76 Middle street.
a luce

1 will

us

call.
REPAIR DEPARTMENT.

for

____may7-3
WANTED—All persons in want of trunks
”
lind bags to call on E. D.
REYNOLDS,
Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and
can
therefore
bottom prices.
give
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
We frame

We have a large Repair Department with experienced machinists. If
you puncture a tire, break a riui,
or meet with any accident to your
wheel, we can remedy the trouble.

THE

MONEY TO LOAN—On

VOTICE—I have

a

JAMESlAILEY

204 Middle St.,

TO LOAN on first and second mortgages on real estate, life insurance poliand notes or any good security.
Real
sstate bought, sold and exchanged.
48 1-2 Kxihange street. I, P. BUTLER.apr28-4
:ies

503

pictures.

CO.

Monument Sq.
AGENTS. Walter V. Knight, Westbrook,
J. H. Edwards, So. Portland,
Hancock Clark Co., Gray.
dtf
apr22,M.W,F, Sat
near

PARTNERSHIP.

L. Pierce will continue the business, collect and
pay all bills for or against the firm.
A. L. PIERCE,
A. C. FERNALD.
may26d3t*

After

IT MAY

May 20th, 1898,

no

CONCERT
permits

more

to

bring cows or other cattle into this State from
Massachusetts, or other New England States,
under the pretense that they are for beef or to
be turned to pasture, will be issued by our
board until lurther nottce.
Animals lor breeding purposes that have
been properly tested and approved, will be admitted as heretofore. By order of the Cattle
Commissioners.
JOHN M. DEEKING,
President,
FLAVIOUS O. BEAL,
Treasurer,
GEO. H. BAILEY,
Veterinarian.
dlwteodlm
may24

j]_3

■WOTICE—We will pay the highest cash prices
for household goods or store fixtures ot
any description or receive the same at our auctrooms for sale on commission.
GOSS &
WILSON, Auctioneers. 18 Free St.
ID-3
MONEY LOANED on first and second mort1
real
Kages,
estate, life insurance policies,
notes, bonds and good collateral security
Notes discounted; rate of interest 5 per cent a
year and upwards, according to security. W. P
CARR, room 6, second floor, Oxford building
185 Middle street.
mayo-4

TO MUSIC TEACHERS.
I ♦»»»»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
THE LATEST.

OF

~

are at all

PRODUCTIONS

SUMMER

RESORTS.

BALDWIN, ME.-Pine Grove Cottage, one of the most desirable summer
resorts in Maine, charmingly situated in a
grove
of fragrant pines, elegant, large airy
sleeping
rooms, pure spring water, fine drives, on the
M. c. R. R„ fine fishing and gunning. Address

WEST

S. P. MUKCH.

24-2

CiOR good country board iu a fine locality for
fishing, gunning, rowing, fine views, pleasdrives and plenty of shade trees.
Broad
piazza. A quiet place for rest and comfort.
Address, .1. B. and F. W. PLUMMER, Raymond. Me.
Mayl4-4
A

ant

M AYMOND SPRING HOUSE-Select board"
(near Poland Spring) on line of Maine Cenrailroad. Good boating and fishing. Send
circular.
Address C. E SMALL, North
Raymond, Me.
may4tf
aa
tral
for

our

stock,

orders by mail or telephone will receive
prompt attention.
Our discounts to the profession are the most
favorable to be obtained and everything will
ne aone to make it an
advantage ana a pleasure
to deal with us.
»
Full
Assortment of
*arrV

^STUUMENTS and MUSI®^®CUANDISE of every descrip-

FR1EJBURG, MFs,
The “Oxford” will be opened for the season
June 6th, 1808.
The high standard heretofore maintained at
this popular hotel will be continued, and no
pains will be spared by the management to
promote the comfort and eutertaiument of the
guests. For circulars, rates, etc., address,
F. L. MARK. Proprietor,
may24d2w
Fryeburg, Maine
LOST AND FOUND.

Sieinert & Sons Go.
T. C.

McGQULDRIC,

Te*i 8*8-2.

of

In

money
clearing up
after
FOUND—A
hosiery sale of Friday. EASTMAN
& BANCROFT.

BROS.

Manager.

517 Congress St.

Friday

LOST—On

CAUGHT IN THE

ACT.
trifle

lame
and asked
for a small bag of fancy crackers.
Mr.
Jacobson, the clerk, started out to
tho
other end of the store to put them
up for
the
leaving
woman
her,
standing near
tho soda counter.
When he returned he
handed the bag to bar, and she proceeded
to get her pocket hook for the
change. In
doing so she lifted her cape higher than
and
Mr. Jacobson
she expected,
saw
calmly reposing on her arm one of the
silver glass holders,
| “X see you have something that belongs
on the counter,” said Mr. Jacobson.
a

of six rooms,
gas and Sebago,
Apply to EDWARD HASTY, No. 12
Green St.
24-1
rent

TO LET—Furnished rooms

suitable for gentleman and wife or two gentlemen; board
references
required. 766 CONn uSSa J?£use:
1,,

trAiJ.bb bl.

24-1

BflTTLESHIP¥fllNE SOUVENIR SPOONS
.Prettiest Spoon ever put on the
McKENNEY, the
Monument Sq uare.
marl9dtf

market
Jeweler,

Call and see it.

LET—June 1st at 84 Green street, a very
T°
■
pleasantly located rent of ten rooms and
bath room on first floor, electric bells.
At 35
Pearl street, nice rent of five
rooms, bay window m each rent, sunnv
exposure, modern improvements. J.DUMPHY.
21-1

rents tor $40 per
price suitable for
investment.
IV. H. WALDRON & CO., ISO
26-1
Middle street.

street west of Park street,
month, handy to electrics;

SALE—Grocery and provision store,
little money
FORgood
established trade;
the
must
a

owner
buys it;
be sold at once as
has other business out of town,
inquire of
A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange street.

26-1

FOR

TpORSALEOR

RENT—To close

an

estate,

walk of

electric cars; satisfactory terms. Particulars real estatn office.
First National Bank Building, FREDERICK S.
VA

ILL._

25-1

L'Olt SALE—A thirty acre farm situated in
the centre village of Brownfield, Me. well
divided into tillage, wood and pasturing’ lots
buildings nearly new, twelve good rooms in
house, large stable near the house, running
water in house and stable.
Will be sold at a
bargain if applied for soon.
ELI B. BEAN,
Brownfield, Me.
may25 4
*-

SALE—Two light buckskin colored
ponies, about twelve hands, well matched,
good drivers and city broke to single, double
and tandem driving, with double set of custom
made harnesses and extra parts for single and
tandem, also two small sleighs and one two
wheeled cart. Cash price ?200, F. O. B.. Montreal. For further particulars apply to MR. J.
S. ORR, 83 Federal St., Portland.
25-1

FOR

SALE—Horse, carriage,
|70R
1
robe,

harness and

Horse safe for
(complete turnout)
to drive. As I have two such teams, with
Address. M.
w«u,cr, io ©nerman street *25 i use for but one. will sell chean.
and water; second flat 44
24-1
Myrtle street, 7 k., rress omce, Portland Me.
rooms, bath, hot water, $20; lower rent, 7
rooms, 83 Federal
S15.
SALE—First
can
be
class
street,
COLESdriving mare,
WORTHY’S BOOK STORE,
seen at Matthews & Huston’s mill, Kenne02 Exchange
street.
bec
St.
W.
T.
24-1
HAWKES.
‘2\-l

fTK)

LET—New house, second floor, 8 rooms.

lady

—-

pOR

mo LET—Lower tenement 6 Laural
street, 7
815.00. Lower teuement
135 Brackett street. 7 rooms and
bath, $17.00.
Salem street, 86.60. Inquire of A.
W1™”*
|° CO.,
v,. bus is
<&
42 1-2 Exchange street. 20-2
rrtO LET—Furnished or unlurnished
upper
A
tenement at 357 State street.
Possession
given at once. Apply on premises.
mayl9dtf
mo LET-Rent, No. 5 Fremont place,
upstairs,
a
of 9rooms; also cottages on Long Island
Inquire of E. PONCE, Granite Spring Hotel,
Long Island.
lg_2
mo LET—Presumpscot Cottage; summer of
a
1898; nature’s summer home, beautiful
land and sea views, elegant water, situated 31-2
miles from Portland. Inquire at residence of
E. M. LANG, Falmouth, Me, or 51 Kennebec
St., city.
_ic-2
LET—Two and half story brick stable,
rjlO
A
rear
of Congress square.
Apply
to
GEORGE R, SHAW, 106 High street.
16-2
mO LET—You have good soap In exchange for
a
bone3 and grease. Drop a card or telephone. PORTLAND RENDERING CO.. Telephone 115-2.
may6 4
mO LET—Rent 125 Franklin street, between
A
Cumberland and Congress.
Sun ail day.
In iirsi-class repair; hot and cold water, nice
bath room and steam heat.
Will let to small

family.

MAINSPRINGS, 75c.
The beat A merican Mainsprings, made by the
Warranted
Elgin and Waltham companies.
for one year.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler
Monument Square.marl9dtf
OK SALE—Elegant musical instruments
music boxes,
just
received.—pianos,
reginas, violins, mandolins, banjos, guitars,
harmonicas, cornets, cases, violin Dows, superior violin and bapjo strings, popular music,
music books, etc.
Please call.
HAWES, 414
Congress street.
myl8-4

salesman
WANTED—Position
road
office
work of
any
as

on

the

yestorday,

Without a word of apology she quicklv
laid it on
It from her arm,
the
counter and hurriedly left the store.
Her arm was black and blue where she
bait struggled to force her hand and wrist
through the small bracelet, and on the
hack of her hand were several streaks of
blood.
Ti e name of the woman was not
learned, and Mr. Jacobson decided to let
the matter drop inasmuch as the property
was returned.

pulled

filE AUCOCiSGO“ON’PAtroxT”
The Aucooisco yesterday was chartered
to go on the harbor patrol In the place of
tho Geranium,
whose boiler gave out
The
and will begin the work today*
Sylvester Ward did patrol duty yesterday*

no

family

VJ
an English training, would like situatiou
as
coachman. First class references and willing
to go anywhere.
Understands four-m-hand
work. Apply to 321 Congress St.
24 i
^

ANTED—Situation as housekeeper by a
woman of
first class ability and
character. Good reference. Address, E. M
GROVER, P. o. Box, 3725 Boston, Mass'.
23-1

yi
T t

WORK

WANTED—By

young man 23
Has a good education and
years old.
writes a good hand. Uses neither
liquor or
tobacco. Address “C,” P. O. box 1384, City.
a

_21-1
situation
house work,
WANTED—A
Bradford street.
ply
in

a

as

cook,or general

small

family.

Ap-

21-1

WANTED.
Situation by a young man who understands
bookkeeping and is willing to work Two
years’ experience.
Graduate of Gray's Portland

Business College.
Good references furnished.
Address CHAS. F. ALLEN, Skowhegan,
Maine._ aprlod7v\»
WANTED—Situation by a first class meat
”
cook of 17 years’ experience in 1 rge
hotel
Wages moderate for year round job.
Strictly sober. Willin'* io work for interest of
the house.
Address K. !L. care Hilton House
YYiscassett, Maine.
!y_2
'-'A

>

—

U

,u.!J

11'ANTED—A pattern maker on wood work
must he first class workman. THOMAS
LAUGHLIN CO., H3 Fore St.
27-1

words Inserted nndor this
heed
weolc for US cent*, cash in advance.

capable girl for general house
WANTED—A
*»
work. Apply at 48 DEERING ST. 2o-l
TTT ANTED—An experienced capable girl
YY
for general housework to go to Old
Call in forenoon,
Orchard for the summer.
at 490 1-2 Congress street.
Up two flights
23-1

WANTED—To

WANTED—Two

ANTED—Any party wishing to secure
a good
paying business ch ;ap to call
and see what we have to offer. Room
16, 085
Congress street.
21-1

The great remedy for nervous
prostration and
all nervous dis-

such

as

Nervous

or refund the money,
box- 6 boxes for Jt5.00. DR.
u?vrTtu^fi"™por
IIOTT’S
CHEMICAL COMPANY, ClcvcUnd, Ohio.
For sale by J. E. Goold & Co.

guarantee to

euro

one family, contains 8 rooms, with
all the
modern improvements heat with steam and
hot air combined.
There is a good sized lot
with same. For full particulars inquire of
A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange street.
23-1

SALE—The two story house containing 11 rooms and bath, fitted with all
the modern
improvements and centrally
located at No. 215 Newbury 6treet.
A very
pleasant and desirable house and a good
sized lot of land with same.
Inquire ot A.
C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange street. 23-1

FOR

SALE—2 1-2 story house containing 13
finished rooms and bath in first class
condition
heated by steam, has cemented
cellar and set tubs; situated No. 47 Melbourne
street, lot 40x90. For iurtl er particulars inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange
street.
23-1

FOR

T^OR

SALE—2 1-2

story

house

containing 17

modern improvements,
situated on new
Gray street, price reasonable. Inquire of A.
C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange street.
23-1
SALE—The first class brick house No.
44 Carleton street, containing 11 rooms
and bath, with ail
the modern
improvements. Very pleasant and sunny.
Inquire
of A. C. LIBBY
42 1-2 Exchange
& CO.,
street.

FOR

SALE—House
Hampshire street,
Ij^ORtwo
families, perfect repair, pleasant
If
all
for

SALE—One

combination

tandem

FORbicycle,
new, will be sold very
good
Also all kinds of household
as

cheap.
consisting

goods,

house
Franklin street,
SALE—On
of 9 rooms and bath in perfect repair;
hot water heat throughout; set tubs and
lavatories with hot and cold water, large
stable with nearly 5000 feet land, best bargain
in Portland.
Price
$1700. W. H.
21-1
WALDRON
CO., 180 Middle street.

17JOR

oOCO

SALE—Fine building lot,
FOR
Neal street, between best and
feet,
Pine
29 Exchange
about

on

steets.

street.

Apply

at

No.

_21-1

SALE—Valuable real estate consistof 4 1-4 acres land 1 1-2 storv house
with L and large barn connected; located
to
at 1192 Congress street on line ot
JOI*.L)AN,
Stroud water. Apply to J. M.
491 1-2 Congress street.

I.SORing

entries

_

SALE.—Parsons Lowdown wagon,
large size suitable for one or two horses
built to order for provision and grocery business, used a few times, taken
^
13KAULM A/
claim; will be so'd low.
21-1
SMALL, 35 Preble street.

FOR

MARRY ME, NELLIE,

I will buy you such a pretty Ring at
McKenney’s. A thousand solid gold Rings,
Diamonds, Opal-Pearls, Rubies, Emeralds and
all other precious stones. Engagement and
Wedding Kimis a specialty. Largest stock in
city. McKENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument
Square. __mar22dtt
And

n

■

M A William.
Ointment

Indian Pllr
In

a

sure cum

PILES. It absorbs
Ifef
Si S= ^ for
tumors. Stops Itching.
W* P P
HI
reuw' sc*.
fa
Ibb8hwoivi!8
'»
ard !#1_

AtDrogcis!;.
For sale by J. E. Goold& Co,
luned&wlr

isiso

or
Opium, which lead to Consumption and
Insanlty. w ith every S3 order we give a writion

FOR

nil

’Prostration,

Failing or Lost
Emissions,YouthManhood,Impotency,Nightly
ul Errors,
Mental Worry, excessive use of Tomcco

200.000 feet of pine timber. About two miles
from Bethel village, and known as the Edward
A. Capen farm; will be sold on favorable terms
or may be exchanged for Portland
property.
MISS SARAH BIDEN, No. 135 Oxford St.,
Portland, Me.niar9-tf
SALE—Or lease, a lot of land at the West
End, corner Forest and Congress streets
containing about 4,224 feet Apply to E. HAK*
LOW, 919 Congress St.jan25dtf
OR SALE—The
desirable
house
very
located <No. 125 Emery street, fitted tor

||&

eases of the generative organs
; of either sex,

and after

SALE—Farm in Bethel, Maine, 120 acres
pOR
1
good land, 2 i-2 story house, shed and two
barns, all in good condition, good orchard, and
well supplied with wood and water; also about

of chamber sets, dining
furniture, stoves, etc. Will be sold very low for
cash or installments.
Rcoin 5, 185 Middle
21-1
street.

BOARD

iiEioRK

ment and Wedding Kings a specialty.
Largest
stock in the city.
McKENNkY, the Jeweler,
Monument Square.
raarlOdtf

OTEL WANTED—Wauted to lease a desirable ami strictly first class hotel.
One
located In a lively town preferred and fully furnished and up to date.
Address, with full particulars, WM. T. HANLEY, Lynn, Mass.

WANTED—Canvasser

_____

A THOUSAND RINGS

on

of

VVANTED—Partner. A good reliable man
to manage branch house for wholesale
Immediately; salary pork and sausage company. Must have trom
and expensos from start paid weekly, $3000 to $5000 and references.BA splendid busi$10 outfit free, best references required. ness opening for right man. Address A. H T
Choice of territory if apply at once.
Lake 31 State St., Lynn. Mass.
25-1
Ontario Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. my26-4
purchase seeond-haud candv
making machines and candy making
Salesman wanted to sell first
tools; also machinery for manufacturing popclass line in assortments to Dry Goods corn. Name full
and lowest price
Unusual
trade.
and General
inducements Address WM. T. particulars
HANLEY. Lynn, Mass 24-i
Entire time required.
iind liberal terms.
No
novice
need
western
WANTED—In
apDly.
part of city
High commission.
for four adults, together or separately
21-t
ELYS IAN MFG. CO., Detroit, Mich.
with furnished or unfurnished rooms. Private
SALESMAN WANTEL—In every district we family preferred. Terms must be moderate
o handle reliable goods, new season, not Address, “BOARD.” tills office.
24-i
LUKE
samples, new plan of engagement.
or three Jersey or
grade
BROS., Montreal.apr32d M&F,3in
cows,
good milkers,
Jersey
butter
fat at least 4 per cent, coming in the early
fall.
Must he young and in good condition
Address with lowest cash price,
HENRY
MAYBERRY, North Gorham.
23-1

DR. MOTT’S NERVERINE PILLS.

■

home, sun
you are looking
day.
an investment or home it will pay you
to
Address
J.
E.
B. Press Office. 23-1
investigate.

WANTED—By

family

HELP WANTED.

Restored Manhood.

business; ill bea(the cause of selling; a grand
chance to engr. : i the laundry business: will
bear
the closest investigation.
Address
LAUNDRY, Press office.apr2!W

three adults, an
upstairs rent of five or six rooms with
modern conveniences, In western part of
city. This party would be a desi rable tenant. Inquire of HENRY S. TRICICEY,
Real
Estate Agent, 121 Exchange street.
26-1
a

_25-1

SPECIALTY

LAUNDRY-One of the best payin
STEAM
in New Hampshire; fully equipped, good

_23-1

WANTED.

Forty

SALE—New house on Pitt St., Oakdale.
fOR
J
Contains seven rooms and bath, hot and
cold water, wired for electric lights, connects
with sewer, has large lot, and will be sold on
easy terms. Apply to CHARLES C. ADAMS,
No. 31 Kacbange St„
Portland._may5-4

select from.
Diamonds, Opals, Pearls,
Rubys and all other precious stones. Engage-

under this head
week for 25 cents, cash In advance.

/'tOACHMAN—English, marri’d,

and banjos excel,

at HAWES’ music store. 414
Instruction books of all InCongress street.
struments.
Pianos let. A number oi 50 cent
music books (damaged) at 25 cents each.
Superior strings for Instruments.
my 18-4
■*

To

s.

Forty words Inserted
one

Fairbanks mandolins
npHE
examine them

23-tf
WAS1EU— SITUATION

WAJ,'TED--1 r.MALU. HELP.

aP15___M.W&Ftf
A woman who walked
entered La Parisian,

T° LET—Desirable lower
f- good yard, good cellar,
S12.

23-1

afternoon,
between
Federal street and the Portland ComTlie finder
pany a dark overcoat.
will
please return the coat to WILSON’S stable,
and be suitably rewarded.
21-1

one

M.

new.

on

tenant,

suburban residence, heated by steam,
Urge barn, hennery, etc., with35 acres of laDd;
within hve minutes

rent of 7 rooms at No. 9
Adams Place; price $15 per month.
Apply to No. 28 BRACKETT ST.
24-1

our

All

S?1
tion*

house

SALE—Two

TO LET—An upstairs

at 18

sum

EV13RT DESCRIPTION

times to be found in

St._

lamily
nearly
hot and cold water, bath for
IjSOR10 rooms, set
each
tubs, located
desirable

SALE—Second hand milk wagon,
hangs low; rack for forty cans.
Light
market wagon, used but little. Good
strong
express gear and wheels, one and one-halt
inch.axles.; BRADLEY at SMALL, 35 Preble
street.
26-1

kind.
Auditing accounts, &o., by a thoroughly
competent person. Post Office Box 1076. 26-1

on

MUSICAL

BICYCLES

East Deering
One
.■/.story and a half French roof cottage on
East
G
St.,
rooms,
Deeriug.
bebago
judder
water, stable, one half acre land and fruit trees;
ienns $io month and water rates;
possession
given after June 2nd.
Enquire of MRS. WHYl-EY, 8 Grant St., Woodforas.
25-1
at

or

The copartnership heretofore existing between A. L. Pierce and A. C. Fernald under
the name of Pierce & Co., Clam Healers, has
this day been dissolved by mutual consent. A.

TdlWHOM

LET—House

are of various
grades, tlie ranee
is from the "Imperial” down, “Imperial”
stands at the head; price now $r,o, formerly
S100; the Ames at $47.50; Progress $30. a flua
wheel; Vim Special 325 and 30. BAILEYS
GUN STORE, 263 Middle
27-1

-■

the largest East of Boston.
If you
need new Tires,Saddle, Haudie liar.

Pedals, Bell

jlf ONEY

The

“Fennywiggle tolls
helped him to get out

TO PITTSBURG.

The committee on the Masonlo excursion
at the time of the triennial conclave at
Pittsburg, Pa., has reported, and Portland Commandery will attend in a body,

daily on health, business or
aratly matters at ll Brattle St., secondprivate
door
lom Portland St., and about
live minutes walk
rom Preble.
24-i

X 150X 1438.

CIS SOLUTION OF
Important Fart.
me that his wife
his last volume of
I didn’t know she was literary.”
verses.
“She’s not. All she did was to persuade
her father to stand tho expense of the publication.”—Indianapolis Journal.

F.IkLIAN AKVILLE—Magnetic Clairvoyant.
“Sittings

property without removal or inconvenience
“Private Party,” v>'
Easy repaying basis.

Fac-simti.ii
is

signature of CHAS. H. FLETCHER
the wrapper of every bottle of Castoria.

Idences for hair dressing,
shampoobe3t tonic3 used.
MKS.
Pean St.
25-1

sla IB, no

Retail MONEY

»<

3.80 p. m.~ Receptions in tile Society
halls. Art Exhibition in tne Studio.
5.30 p. in.—Chapel Exoroises.
8.00 p. m.—Annual Concert Music De-

WIT

oj;™-

get one
jVrOTICE—Call
LI
of Detective
Blake’s little books of
mowieclge. It is worth $50 to you
Everv
man and woman should have
one’. No 0
Chestnut street, city.
23-1
LOANED—Don’t borrow money
from your friends and have them remind you of it hereafter.
I will loan on
otner
y oui immune, piano, or
personal

University.

4.00 p. m.—Business Meetings of the
Honorary Branches of .the Literary Societies.
8.09 p. m.— President’s Reception.

-ranee test and business
medium; office hours
® P- m- Raymond
house, 60 Five St.,
Portland, Me.
27-1

or

June 8th.

Thursday, June 0th.
9.00 a. m.—Commencement Exercises.
2.00 p. m.—Commencement Dinner.

Frank C. Pierce, magnL^J5yPYiAN^Y--IR;
netic healer, and Mrs. Nellis B.
Pierce

a

by the
(p
irocery Co., Orange, Moss.
Manufacturers of the f
'ated Minute

inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

with A. Simon[A°I HAIBDBESSEB-Late
Y- would like
few customers at

Tapioca

actured

Torty words
>ne

u

J not the cheapest, but is warranted to be

0.00 a m.—Class Day Exercises.
2.00 p. m.'—Annual Address bv Rev.
W. B. Huntington, D. D., of ‘Boston

partment,

:

i

Problem,

Wednesday,

TO LET—Between Trefethen’s

Evergreen Landings, Peaks Island.
$4010 $t>5, including water. Inquire
"ei\«’
L. STERLING, Peaks Island, or
Renj. Thompson, 85 Exchange St„ Portland.
p

finn

BURNHAM-EARL.

store, corner of CumberWashington streets; one of the
locations in Portland for trade.
Apply
Free stree..
20-1

PLOTTAGES
and

Arthur W.

8.00 a. m.—Annual Examinations continued.
5 30 p. m.—Chapel Exercises.
5.00 p. m —Prize Speaking.
Tuesday, June 7th.
9.30 a. m.—Field Athletics.
2.00 p. m.— Meeting of Board of Trustees.
3.80 p. m.— Art Exhibition
in the
Studio.
5.30 p. m.—Art Chapel Exercises.
8.00 p. m.— Physical Culture Exhibi-

27-1

at “The Langham,”
TpL«ROOMS
apartment house, 118 Winter

G. Blaine
Lester C. Gilman
Visit to Kent’s Hill in ioM
Walter C.
Brown

Palmer
Spring Song,
w
Adelphia-Mathean Glee Club
Violin Obligato, Louis B. Morse
Closing Address—An Imminent

_27-1

—

prock
k'

Joseph C. Chase.
The programme of the Comencementbusiness session:
exercises follows:
B.
Munn,
President—Dr. Stephen
Friday, June 3d,
Waterbury, Conn.
Vice Presidents—Drs. W. F. Templeton,
Annual Examinations begin.
Manchester, N. H.; Henry J. Potter, BenSunday, June 5th,
nington, Vt.; Henry Reny, Biddeford.
2.00 p. m.—Baccalaureate
Recording Secretary—Dr. William C.
by Rev o
W. Gallagher, D. D., of Lassell SemHatch, New Sharon.
Assistant Recording Secretary—Dr. E. inary.
F. Townsend, Boston.
7.30 p m.—Sermon before the Relio-Corresponding Secretary—Dr. Thomas ious Societies.
S. Hyde, Torrington, Conn.
Monday, June 6th.
G. B. Hatch,
Newbury,

^Auditor—Dr.

0 LET—At No. 100 Oxford 8t., lower rent o*
6 rooms, all In good order, plenty of sun
rent reasonable; also at No. 28 Boyd it lower
rent of 7 rooms, very convenient and "in first
class order, plenty of sun, no better ren' In tlia
city for the money. Apply at No. 28 Boyd it.
E. DYE11._
27-1

St.

kn,°w

Vocal Solo—Jerusalem,
nt'„Parker
Merton W. Pierce
Frederick W. AbOration—The Spanish in America

S. Massachusetts—Dr.
bott, Tan neon.
Connecticut—Dr. Thomas

URNISHED ROOMS TO LET at 110 Bi ackV
1
ROOMS TO LET—Wanted, the public to
1 have taken the house at 215 Cumoerjana St., where I have a
large front parlor to
let, nicely furnished, with mantle
bed; also
rooms from $i to S3
per week with use of bath.
Apply at MRS. SHAW’S, 215 Cumberland St.

M0rztlorf

Invocation,
Reading of Records,

Topic—James

FOlt SALE.
Forty wo,4, lM»rt,d under this head
on* week for 25 wnn, ca»h *n
advance.

ett

‘
Speculators—Two

The

TO MET.
inserted under this head
one week for 25 cents, each in ndrance.

Forty words

Officers.

England
Th. jeoond day of the New
meeting,
Ecleotio Medical association
held at the Preble honse, was passed very
much as was theWpening day, in listendiscusing to reports of speoial cases and

US

place U the spider, swaying upon his
trembling web. Move toward him again,
and the strange disappearance is repeated,
for jnst as soon as his safety Is imperiled

MAINE

THE ECLECTIC DOCTORS.

STEPHEN BERRY,
and (?aid
fflcokj

Job

Wdrde^

No. 37 Plum Street.

WkUUlWG

KING&I

hundred to select from.
Two
All weielits
and sizes.
10, 14 and 18 Kt. Solid Gold. AlcKENNEY. tho Jeweler, Monumont Square.
mariodtl

WESTBROOK.

FINANCIAL ANDC0M1ERG1AL

Northern

|

"We are expecting and making arrange
rruount ol
tnents to handie the usual
resorts,
passenger traffic to the seashore
this summer,” said a prominent railroad
"It may he that the wai
man

yesterday.

cottages and

of

tho letting
of permalessen somewhat the number
but I do not
nent guests at the hotels,
will show
believe the transient business
off.
any noticeable falling
and the Canadian
The Grand Trunk
differences in the
Pacific, owing to tbeir
rate war, havb been unable tc
will affect

and rates for these trips out of Toronto,
but whether the Grand Trunk will un
noi
dertake to meet the competition has
been disclosed.
An effort is being made to induce the
theii

put

assemble

G. A. R.
hall, Monday, May 30th, at 8.8U in full
white
uniform,
gloves, hat and belt. The
line will be formed and
ready to start at
9 a.m., in the
following order:
Platoon of Police.
Chief Marshal and Aids.
Presumpscot Band.
Wade Camp No. 19.
Sons of Veterans.
Cloudman Post, No. 100, G. A. R.
Carriages with Disabled Soldiers.
City Government,
Clergy and Citizens

with those at
article is trans

which the bituminous
ported. The proposition is not a new one
l uc it is said that the operators intend tc
push it with more vigor than herotoferj
so that they may be
placed where they

oompete with the hard coal men tc
better advantage.
Eight train loads of cattle and sheep
hare recently been shipped to Nebraska

can

be fattened before being forwarded tc
the East. It is stated that a continuatior
of the war will make besf a vory dear article next fall, and cattle raisers are looking forward to a realization of splendid
profits on their investments.
to

By command,
W. K. DANA, Commander,
WM. H. HOLSTON, Adjutant.
Many of the lots in the old Saccarappa
cemetery ate being put in condition for
•HwuivxtH*

-mo

touietory

ni mis

biuic

looks as well
items of Interest Gathered

If not better than it has for
several years.
Lot holders that have not
attended to the fixing up of their lots are
req nested by the cemetery managers to do

by Correa

pondents of the Press.

before Deooration day.
The ladies of Cloudman Relief corps
will meet this and tomorrow afternoon at

so

GRAY.
Dry Mills, May 26.—Ten of the parents,
with the superintendent visited the Dry
Mills school last Thursday. They reported the sohool very satisfactory.
John M. Dolley, of Rumford Falls,

G. A. R. hall to prepare wreaths and do
other floral work preparatory to Decorations day.

All members are urged to be
present on both of these occasions.
Bev. Wm. G. Mann of this city is to
occupy the pulpit of the Baptist church

H. L. Morse’s Sunday night
The Shepley Post will attend churoh
at the Free Baptist honse at Gray next

stopped

at

Sunday, May
There

was

Sunday afternoon at three o’clock.
The regular meeting of the council of
Daughters of Liberty, was held last evenThe gentlemen meming at their hall.

on

29,
a

social

dance at the Pa

vilion, Dry Pond, last Friday night.
Miss Sarah Holmes of Portland

wa

>

visiting

las

<

at Mrs. Charles

Thompson’s

week.
Mr.

■

bers of the council were the entertaineri
upon the oooasion of the sociable and enA
tertainment held after the meeting.
pleasant time is reported by all.
At the close of the meeting of Minnehaha oounoll held Wednesday evening the

Stephen E. Doten of Portland was
at H. L. Morse’s Monday.
The caterpillars are doing their leve l
best to spoil our orchards. They are mot * members
eDjoyed a delightful entertaintrouble to us than the whole Spanish fleet
of the sunflower chorus
Rev. Mr. Childs spoke at the Dry Mill | ment, consisting
and tableaux.
Refreshments consisting
sehoolhouse last Sunday afternoon.
of cake and fruit punch were served.
NEW GLOUCESTER.
A hard pine ceiling is being placed in
Intervale. May 26.—Herbert Jordan hai
Waterman's store in Gage block
and
the
bouse
to
to
work
al
gone
bottling
other repairs are being made.
Poland Springs.
The Grand Trunk Railroad has been
Rev. and Mrs. George E. Leighton
repairing the bridge over Royal Rlvei formerly of this oity, but now located at
near Cobb’s bridge.
Mrs. Georg*
Spiller’s mother, frorr Skowhegan have been in Westbrook this
Augusta, has been spending a few dayi week visiting old friends and acquainwith her, and Mrs. Spiller’s sister, whi 1 tances.
has been spending several months witt
Frank Bonina, better known by the
her, has returned to Augusta with he:
citizens young and old as
“Frank Peamother.
nut,” died yesterday morning at about
POWNAL.
three o’clock. Mr. Bonina was a man of
Pownal, May 23.—Planting in this 59 years and was born in Italy. He came
vicinity is now nearly completed. Thi
acreage planted this season is very small. to this country many years ago and for
Farm ers do not seem to go about theii twenty years he has run the peanut stand
work with the enthusiasm of some year: on
Bridge street, west of Warren block.
ago, and it is not to be wondered at, foi
the actual value received lor the majority Mr. Bonina served three years during the
"of farm products seems far from satisfy civil war as a private m a Massachusetts
ing. The fruit trees are blossoming fairly regiment. He has been unwell for over a
well, but unless immediate attention is
troubled
with
heart
given to the worms which are now mas year now, being
His death was due to a sudden
ing havoc with both foliage and bios disease.
soms of the apple trees in particular, thi
attaok of pneumonia.
He leaves a wife
coming season’s fruit crop will be ruined, and two ohildren, a daughter aged
IS
We know that it is hard to light thesi
The funeral will
pests, for there are so many negligem years and a son of 16.
farmers and abandoned farms that oni occur Saturday morning from
St Hyahas to not only clear thsir own, but a 1st cinthe’s church.
continually guard against invasion fron
The Sacoarappa team have arranged for
neglected orchards adjoining one’s own.
Dr. Vosmus is recovering from his ill. a game
Saturday afternoon at three
ness.
o’clock at Warren park with the
PreThe Ladies’ Aid Society will hold then
On Monday afternoon at the
annual strawberry festival in Mallet Hal- sumpscots.
on Friday evening,
May 27. All are cor- same time and place the Saccarappas
auu&
dially invited to extend to the society wijj yinj a game miu
ui
their help and patronage on this occaLigonia.
sion.
The cages in use at the city farm
as
Miss Elizabeth Wright, from Ohio, is
now the guest of her cousins, Mr. and police cells were removed yesterday and
Miss Chapin. Formerly she passed several
put in their new apartments in Warren
years with them, and during that time
block, where the police station has been
mads many friends here, who will
gladly established.
weloome her return.
1

SEBAGO.

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES.

Sebago, May 26.—Carrie P. Jewell
visiting relatives in Cornish.

been

Edwin L. Poor has

has

bought of Mrs.

Jane Wentworth her share in the Wentw“rtfl -arm. Mr. Poor now owns the
wbole farm.
There was some fine
fishing on Poabodv
Pond last Saturday. J. R.
Haley caught
wme red
spots, one weighing
four
pounds. Charles Davis and Reuben L.
sP°ts and a salmon,
the salmon
weighing eight pounds and
measuring over two feet. The aggregate
weight of the seven fish was 211-4

S??1—?ugbt slx,r15j
pounds.

RUMFORD.
Kumford Falls, May 20.-Ever since
the
PRESS informed the Knights of
Pythias
of this section that a momber of Metallus
Lodge had been el9cted Grand Chancel
lor, the committee appointed have beer
perfecting arrangements to give him
fine reception upon his return home, anc
tonight Hon. Waldo Pettengill was giver
a reception that he will long
remember
Fraternity Lodge of Bryant’s Pond wen
with
a
brass
here in a
body
band; alsi ,
members from Oxford Bear Lodge o !
Hanover, and Cabot Lodge of Andover
Mr. Pettengill was escorted to the hal
by the band and a large delegation o
Knights. A royal good time was enjoyei I
by the large company.
Speeches wer 3
made by Hon. Waldo Pettengill, H. C
Dunton, F. O. Walker, George D. Bis
bee, Gardiner Grady, James L. Booker
J. E. Stephens, J.
L. Hoyle, G. W
Stearns, Elisha Pratt, C. R. Dun hat 1
and others. A fine collation was fur
nished by Caterer Harriman.

THE MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE

JUDGE ROBINSON.

Judge Robinson
session

held

a

shor t

very
at

th
morning
charging Charles B

yesterday
Municipal court,
Stewart $3 and costs for intoxication, am
sentencing Maggie W. Stewart to thirt;
devs in jail for the same
offence.

...ao

NEW yens, May 28.
call was steady lffilVi per cent:
Money
a^t loan —: prims oierosutile paper B%@4Va
er cent. sterling exchange steady, with actual
Justness In bankers bills 4 S6l/i®4 86% lor
lemanaand 4 84*4 84% lor sixty daysppostid ra.es at
Commeiciai bills
t6*tt7%.
4 83%.,
Bllver certificates 67% @58%.
Bar Silver 67%,
Mexican dollars 45VA.
Government Bonds strong,
State bonds dull.
Ra'lrtad bonds Arm.

'•

snew

...

r(inland market—cut loaf 7; ctatatlon a \
be: pulverised Bo:
powered, u, ir».,u.ahlJ
coffee crushed 6c: yellow
6%

Steamship Europa—2600
p

8 Malcomoon.

I'ortlsna

Princeton,

Anderson to

Amherst and Woodford to Trinity.
Of the young ladies Misses Chase, McGiauflin, Winslow and Alioe Libby will
Pierce
Vassar
enter
Misses
Smith,
and Misses Peters

Holyoke.
On Wednesday
was

and

Stevenson

Mt.

Miss Franoes Woodw ard

ohosen to write the song.

HEAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
These transfers

are

reported:

Alfred G. Prentiss of Saoo to Frank C.

Deering, land in Scarboro.
Edward W. Cox to Edward T. Burrowes, land in Portland on West street.
The conveyance is made on condition
that no building or
structure shall be
erected upon the said
lot nearer
the
northerly line of West street than the
of
the grantor.
buildings
Katherine C. Chandler et als, to Chas.
P. Chandler, all of New Gloucester, land
in New Gloucester.
Mark & Earle of Portland to Melville
W. Kent of
Deering, land in Deering on
Glen wood avenue.
William H. Deering to Frank C. Doer■n8>. both of Saco, land in Scarboro.
Cornelia A. Andrews to Mary M. Dver,
both of Otlafield, land at Otiefleld.
H was almost a miracle. Burdock
Blood Bitters cured me of a terrible
breaking out all over the body. I am
very grateful.” Miss Julia Filbridge,

West Cornell, Conu.

16?

tns

Wa,.i.,»„ stint-

Floor.
v;i irons
A
low grades.6 OOJ65 26
iprlng Wneat Oakers.ei ana st6 25*650

firolo

Corn car
d
lots ..
Meal Dag lots
Oats, ear Jots
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lets
Wheat... 7 76*0 00 Cotton

“bag

44B46

‘.id
44E45
117k? 38
40 *
A 41

J

Mail.i.V.'.’.V.

»7%

Paelfio
27%
Patman raiace.189
dsgar common.187%
Western Union.
9114
Southern Rv pfd....
Union Pacific...

Ig9%
137ys

Co,°rnltlg
in, T

EXCB*troP.

ruoua.

soring patents.;6 76S7 76.
Spring, ctearlaua straight. 6 2Efe7 00.

winter, patents. 6 76*7 26
Winter, olsariand straight, 6 0007 00
Extra and Seconds 00.
Fine and Supers —.
Chicago l.ive stock Market

®5 00: Western fed at 4 oo@t 8u:sfockers and
feeders —.
Hogs—reeeipts 35,000; better demand; packers 4 06(84 20; butchers at 4 06*4 36.
Sheep—receipts 11,000; active: poor to prime
at 3 25@4 85; lambs 4 00@i6 06; Spring 6 00
<*7 00.

packages: shade weaker and less active.
Fiour quotations—city mills patents at 7 353)
7J50; winter patents 6 60@6 SOsolty mills clears
at 6 30(46 60; winter straits 6 26(36 45; Minn,
pats 6 IK)(£7 36: winter extras 4 6046 00 ;Mlun
bakers at 6 30*6 65; winter low grades 2 90@
3 00.

p. m. From
From Central Wharf. Boston.
InPine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Freights for the West by the Penn. B. B. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Bound Trip $18.00.
Passage S 10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight orpassage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
line
are
All goods shipped by this
covered against war risk by open policies
issued to this company without expense

DISPATCHES

(Br)>

Fame Point May 25, steamer
(Br), Braes, Glasgow lor Montreal.

oan

Doten

&v.?rpo°l May 26th. steamers LaurenrF°rksbire, Montreal. Devona

T,ut,Moul?ea"May26'S‘eamer

shipper.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State St, Fiske Building, Boston,
ocl22dtf
Mass.
lo

Manito-

Memiirsmlii
Augustus

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Beginning April 1st 1898, steamer Aucoclswill leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily, Sundays excepted, as follows:
For Long and Chebeague Islands, Harpswell,
Bailey’s and Orr’s Island. 2.30 p m.
For Cliff Island, Mondays. Wednesdays and

railway for an overhauling before enf“e Rovernment service,
barque Olivo Tliurlow. now loading at
Baltimore tor Key West, has been chartered to
oar*y coal to the warships In the Gulf.
Auckland, NZ, April 10—Barque Evle Reed,
irom New Vora. arrived
18th and reports had
heavy we,'her soon alter leaving, during which
considerable damage was done on deck by
heavy seas which broke n board, and after
deckhouse was at ivoln.
Norfolk, May 25-Tug I J Merritt has returned
from sen Eugene
Hall, which was wrecked on
Hog Island bar while on file voyage from Red
Beach for Norlolk, witl, material sirlpp d from
the uessel. Her hull is a total loss.
Stonlngton, HI, Mav 25-Scb Laurel of Franklin, Me, Sprague, with 150 tons paving blocks
for Newark, struck on Oalum Reef, Fisher’s Island, at 2 a ni. She Is full of water. Watoh Hill
life saving crew assisted In
stripping the vessel.
Crew of three taken Into Stonlngton by steamer
Amagansett. Vessel and cargo were valued at
$1,500. upon which there was small Insurance.
Bath, May 26—The hull of the torpedo boat
Uahigtenln the plate Glop of the Bath Iron
Works Is completed and ready to receive the
engines and boilers. Her sister, the Craven,
lying near by. is not as far advanced In construc“?n- Work on the two boats has been pushed
ahead remarkably fast
by busy crews working
night aim day. One ol the boats will be launched
in about two months and the other a little later.
Many of the castings have been received and

Fridays.

Island Route.
after Monday, May 23, steamer
Vivian
will
Pier
leave
Portland
for Great
Diamond
Island, 7.00, 8.30,
10.30 a. m.; 12.10, 2.15 and 5 p. m.
Returning leave Diamond Island at 7.30, 9.00, 11.0C
a. m.; 1.00,
2.45, and 5.30 p. m.
CASCO BAY EXCURSION CO.,
m23dtf
E. A. BAKER, Manager.
On and

The Horatio Hall at 6 p. m., the Manhattan ai
5 p. in. for New York direct. Returning, leaves
Pier 38, E, E., Tuesdays, Tliursilays and Satur
days at 5 p. m.
These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger travel and afford the mosl
between
convenient and comfortable route
Portland and New York.
Fare: one way. $5.00; round trip, $8.00.
Goods carried are Insured against WAR
Rl'K, under the terms of the Company’s Opei
Policy, without additional charge to shipper.
J. F. L18COMB.General Agent.
oet4dtf
THOS. M. BARTLETT. Agt.

Sarr-iSSS'S^-S®

qaout-

Mexican Central .. 62%
Atchison, Top. St Santa Fe. K, new. 12%
Boston * Maine..
dopfd
Maine Central.127
Union Pacific. 23%
Union Pacific pfd.58%
American Hell.266
American
Sugar, common.137%
Sugar, old....
Cen Mass, pfd.
do

common

Flint & Pore Mara.
X|nor,»tion» stnoai ana Bondi
(By Telegraph.)
The folloing ware to-day's closing quotation!
af Bonds
May 25,
May 2(
New 4s. reg
.21%
121%
121%
do coup,
121%
1 Os %
•-’6W
4’s
reg.108%
[few 4'e coup.lluVa
110%
.enrol
& it. G. 1st.106%
106%
71%
Erie gen 4s.
71%
Mo.K&n. & Texas 2ds.61%
61%
Mo
Kansas & Texas pfd....
Kansas pacific Consols.
Oregon Nar. lets.112ya
112%
C using quotations of stocks:
May 25. May 20
Atchison. 12 %t
12%
Atchlsonpfd... 31%
31%
Mew Tsrk

Central;
CklOfla <S
Chicago
do

iSya

Pacific.
OtllO •■••• ••••••e»eak21/t
dt Alton.169

Erie,new...12%

prefer
35%
Illinois Central.103%
Lake Erie* West. 15
Lake Shore.189
Louis * Nash. 64%
Manhattan Elevated ..105%
Mexican Ceutral.
4%
.to

1st

Michigan Central.106%
Minn dt St Louis. 27
Minn * 8t Louis nf. 86%

Missouri Paelflo. 34%
New jersey central.,..,,,, 93%

Navarre.New York. .Havre_May
Vancouver... .Montreal...Liverpool.. May
Umbria.New York. .Liverpool .May
Havel.New York. .Bremen.May
Chester.New York..So’amuton. May
Pretoria.New York. .Hamburg .May
Trave ...New York. .Bremen.May
Sallust.New York.. Montevideo May
Westemland .New York. .Antwerp ..Juno
Teutonic.New York.. Liverpool.. June
F Bismarck.. .New York. .Hamburg..June
K Louise.New York. .Bremen.luue
State Nebraska New York.. Liverpool.. June
Mobile.New York.. London
.June
K.Wilhelm II..New|York. .Genoa.June
Bourgogne.New York.. Havre.June
Lucanla.New York. .Liverpool. .June
Patria .......New York. .Hamburg ...June
City of Borne. ..New York. .Glasgow. .June
Sootsman.Montreal... Liverpool.. June
Numldlan
.Montreal...Liverpool,. June
Servia.New York. .Liverpool.. June
Kensington ..NewYork. .Antwerp. ..June
Britannic.New York.. Liverpool.. .June
...

...

Victoria.New York.. London.-.-June
Massachusetts.New York. .London-June
Saale.New York. .Bremen.June
Touralne.New York. -Havre-June
Liverpoo ..June
Laurenttan
Montreal.
....

Yorkshire_Montreal...Liverpool..June
....June

Fulda.New York. .Genoa..
Tartar Prince..New York.
Maasdam_New York.

14

Rcfijn

21%

Aug victoriaParisian

169

Pfd

Uhleaee* Burlington * QulneylOl%
Delaware* Hudson CanalCo. 107
Delaware.Lackawana & Westl62
Denyer * Hie Grande. 12

...

102
108%
162
33
12%
85%

in.,*
35'
189

66%

lO&s-.

■

So’ciniptoii. June
.Liverpool..June
York. .Hamburg.. June
Liverpool..June
Montreal
■-Liverpool..June

vftW York.
Netvv York.

nIw

Dominion:.* i!Montreal.

..

!!
H

11
lfi
16

18
16

MINIATURE ALMAS AC.MAY 27.

^imghwatorj:;;: tj ^
t““r'3e,3.V;
rises!OOP! Height.0 0- ui
Moon

\TaRIN^:
PORT

OF

THURSDAY, May
Arrived.

Steamer Europa (Br), Martyr, Sicata, Sicily,
sulphur to Me Cent RR,

and

Last

PORTLAND and SMALL PQSST
STEAMBOAT CO.
Daily

round

trip (Sundays excepted) between

Portland and Cape Small Point.
On anu after April 4tli. I39<s.

Steamer

“Percy
HOW!
Portland

CAPT. CHAS. II.

Will leave
Plor, Portland, at. 2.00 n.
for Lowell’s Cove, Orr’» Island; Card’s Cove
Quohog Bay, Poor’s Point, East HarpswellAshdule, Horse Island Harbor, Water Cove'
Small Point, Ecbasco, Phippsburg and C indy's
tn.,

RETURNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
6.00 a. m.; Phippsburg, 6.15 a. in.;
Aslulale, 6.30
a. m.; Water Cove, Small Point, e.4i a. m.
Poor’s Point, 7.00 a. m.; Card’s Cove, 7.to a. m
Lowell's Cove, Orr.3 Island, 8.00 a. m.. arrive in
Portland at 10.00 a. m.
t or further particulars apply to

J. H. MCDONALD. Pros, and Manager,
46-3.
158 Commercial street.

Xelephole
apr4

dtf

arrival

of irain leaving Boston at 7 p. m., for

Rockland, Bar Harbor, Machlasport and intermediate landings. Returning leave Machiasport on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. m., arriving In Portland 6 a. in T”esdays and Fridays.
Passenger and freight rates the lowest, service the best.
GEO. F. EVANS,
General Manager.
marisdtf
OCEAN

STEAMSHIPS

7.20

Dally I.lnc, Sundays Excepted.
THE NEW AND PALATIAL

BAY STATE AND

STFAMFK8

PORTLAND,

alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portland. every Evening at 7 o'clock arriving in
season

points

for

connection with earliest tra Ins for

beyond.

wuvcu

JU1

rroviaeut1),

Lowell,

Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning leave India Wharf, Boston, every
Evening at T o’clock.
J- B. COYLE, Manager.
is
,Pn
h
J.F. LISCOMB, Gen-Agt.
Sept 1.1397.

Eastport, Lubeo. Ca'ais. SL Jo 'n.M,B.,Hafc, N.S-

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
favorite route to Campobello and St Andrews,
N. B.

Summer Arrangement
On and
will leave

after Monday. Mavr:9th.
steamer
Portland on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays at 5.30 p. m.
Returning leave SL John and Eastport same

p.

QUEBEC lo LIVERPOOL.

Steamer.

From

Liverpool.
April
•'

May

14
21
28
5

From

From

Montreal

Quebec

9.00

a. m.

6.00 p.

Saturdays
so Apr
April

Scotsman

Yorkshire
Labrador

May

Dominion“

7
14
21

May

m.

LIVERPOOL

VIA.

3C
7
121

TO PEAKS ISLAND FOR 5 GTS.
Str. Island

Boston.
June 2. tTIo a. n>
June 16,
Canada, June 30, 5.30 p. m
June 30, New England (new), July 14, 7.00 a. m
Steamers.

Canaoa,

BATES OF PASSAGE.

Keturi
Cabin, $50.00 and upwards.
Sico and upwards according to steamer and ac
commodations.
second Cabin, to Liverpool, London. Lon
donderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50. Re
turn $66.75 and $78.40, according to steaniei
and accommodations.
London
Hieerage, to Liverpool. London.
derry, Glasgow, Queenstown and Belfast
$22 50 and $25.50 according to steamer.
Apply toJ. B. Keating 51 1-2 Exchangi
street, T. P. McGowan, 420 Congress street
Ashton’s Ticket Agency, 931 1-2 Congress Sc.
& Co.,
or Daria Torrance
general
agent*
Montreal.
may2dtf
First

ALLAN LINE
|

(Capt H.

B.

Blc2§e,

Townsend.)

From

Liverpool.
May 18,

_ROYAL

MAIL.

Montreal and
From

at

Johnsbury, Newport

Sher-

a. m.

NllM>AY TIIALYS.
Paper train for Brunswick,

An

IN

PORTLAND.

From Montreal, QueDec, Fabyans. Bridgton
8.25 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.3S
a. m.:
WaterviUe aud Augusta. 8.35 a. m.
Bangor, and Augusta daily and week days fron
Rockland, 12.23 p. m.; Klngfield. Phillips. Farm
ington, Bemis. Rumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.31
p. m; Lewiston and wav stations 3.25 p. m.; St.
John. Bar Harbor.Aroostook County,Moosehead
Lake and Bangor. 6.45 p.m.;Rangeley, Farmington, RumfordFaUs, Lewiston, 5.65 p. m.; Chicago
and Montreal and all White Mountain points
8.10 p. m.; daily from Bar Harbor, Bangor.
Bath and Lewiston. 1.40 a. m. daily; Halifax.
St. John. BarHarbor, WaterviUe and Augusta. 3.50 a. in., except Mondays.
GEO. F. EVANS. General Manager
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P.&I4
pAwflnvwl

A

1,,

nnrolriil

1DDO

Portland & Rumford Falls

R’y.

(is effect may 2, 1898.
DEPARTURES.
From Union Statlor
8.30 A. M. and 1.10 P. M.
for Poland, Mechanic Falls. Buckflelcl. Can
ton, Dixnela, Rumford Falls and Bemis.
8.30 a. m. i.io and 5.15 p. m.
From Union
Station for,Mechanio Falls and intermediate
stations.
Through cars between Portland, Rumford
Falls amt Bemis.
Connections at Bemis for all points in the

Rangeley

Lakes.

Tiit-ougU Tickets

on

Sale.

BRADFORD, Tiafflo Manager,
Portland. Maine.
E. L. LOVEJOY, Superintendent.
Rumford Falls. Maine.
jel8 dtf

R. C.

Boston & Maine
In effect Oct.

R.

R.

4th, 1897.

leave Union
Station, for Scarboro
m.. 6.16, 6.20 P.ra.; ScarboBeach, Pine Point, 7.00, 1C.00 a. ra.. 3.30,
6.16, 6.20; p. m,; Old Orchard. Saco, .Biddeford, 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a. m., 12.46, 3.30,
6.16, 6.20 p. in.; Ken nobunk. 7.00. 8.40 a. m.,
12.45.3.30. 6.15 ,6.20 p- ra.; Kennebunkpert,
7.00,
8.40. a-m.. 12.46, 3-80, 6.1b p. m.;
Wells Beach 7.00.8.40 a. m., 3.30. 6.16 p. m.,*
North Berwick, Souierswoi th, Dover,4.05,
7.00, 8.40 a, m.t
12.45, 3.30, 6.16 c. m.?
Rochester, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.45, 3.SO p. m.;
Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.
12.45,
3.00 f), m.; Northern i>iv.. Lakeport, Laconia, Plymouth, 8.40 a. m.. 12.45 p. m.;
Worcester, via Somers worth, 7.00 a. m.;
Manchester.
Concord, via
Rockingham
3.30
7.00 a. m.,
Junction,
p.
in.;
Junction, Exeter, HaverRockingham
hill. Lawrence, LowelL Boston, U 14.06,
m..
18.40 a.
12.45, 8.30 p. m.
17.00,
Arrive in Boston, 7.2o, 10.16 a m., 12.50,
4.22. 7.25. p. m. Leave Boston for Portland, 5.69. 7,30. 8.00. 8.30 a. m„ 1.00, 4.15,
Arrive Portland,
10.13, 11.00 a.
p. m.
m., 12.00, 12.20. 6-00, 8.00 p. m.
Trains

Crossing, 10.00a.

ro

QUEENSTOWN,

From

m.

For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
for other information, at Company’s Office.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street
J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
marisdtf
H. P. C. HERSEY Agent

BOSTON
TO

8.30 a. 111. For Danville Jo. (Poland Sprlngsj
Mechanic
Falls, liumford
LewFalls,
iston, Wlnthrop, Oakland. Beadtield. WaterLivermore
Falls, Farmington aud Phillips.
viUe,
11.10 a.m. for Gray. New Gloucester, Danville June.. Auburn anti l.ewiston.
1L20 a. m. itxprets lor
Yarmouth, FreeBath.
port,
Brunswick,
Augusta, Wat irville.
x-ittsfield.
Bangor,
Bucksport, B.vr
Harbor. Greenville and Aroostook County,
via
B. & A. K. K. for Houlton. Woodstock!
Bt. Stephen, ant! St. Andrew! via Vanoeboro
aud St. John.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Falls. Rumford
Falls.
Bonus, Danville Jc., Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
Farmington. Kinglield. Carrabasset. Phillips
and liangeley, Wiuthrop, OaklauO.
Biugluun
Waterville aud Skowhegan.
1.15 u. m. For Freeport. Brunswick.
Au
Rockland a ,d
Riista.
Bath.
Bootbbay
all
Knox
tlio
aud
stations
on
Lincoln division, Waterville. Skowhegan, Belfast, Hartland, Dover aud Foxcroft. Green
ville, Bangor. Oldtowu and Mattawamkeag,
aud to Bucksport Saturdays only
5.10 p.
Lisbon
m. For Brunswick, Bath.
Falls, Richmond.
Gardiner.
Augusta and
W atervllle.
5.15 p. in. For New
Dauvllle
Gloucester,
Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanic Falls,
Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00p.m. Night Express, every night, for
Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor, Moosehead Lake.
Aroostook
county via Old Town. Bar Hamor, Bucksport.
Bt. Stephen. St.
Andrews, 8L John and
Aroostook County via Vaneeboro. Halifax and
the Provinces. The
Saturday night train does
not run to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
tr heyona
Bangor. Sleeping cars to St. John.
White Mountain Division.
8.45 a.m.
Bor Bridgton Fabyans,Burlington
Lancaster. No. Slratford. Colebrook, Beecher
Falls, Quebec, St iohnsbury, Sherbrooke Montreal, Chicago, St Paul aud Minneapolis and
all points west.
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake. Cornish. Fryeburg,
Bridgton. North Conway. Fabyans, Lancaster,
No. Stratford,
Colebrook, Beecher F'alls,

gusta, WaterviUe and Bangor.
12.50 p. m.
Train for Brunswick. Lewiston
Bath. Augusta, WaterviUe, and Bangor.
11.00 p. m. Night Express with sleeolug can
for all points.

days.
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
to destination. Jgg’-Freight received up to 4.00

DOMINION LINE.
MONTREAL ant

Bucksport.

brook, Montreal and Toronto.

“Prank Jones.”
Beginning Saturday, April 30th,1898, will leave
Portland Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4 a. m„
on

ftooklana,

Augusta. Waterville. Skowhegan. Lisbon Falls,
Lewiston via Brunswick. Belfast, Bangor and

Lunenmirg,

Commencing Wednesday. May 11.1893. steamwill leave east end Portland Pier lor Bay
View landing.
WEEK DAYS.
5.50,7.00,8.00,10.15 a.m., 12,00.Bl., 2.00, 3 00
5.00, 6.13 p, m.
Returning leave Bay View landing 6.20. 7.20
8.25, 10.40 a. m., 12.25. 2.25, 3.25, 5.25, 6.30 p. m.
SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland Pier §.00, o.oo, 10.15 a. m.,
12.00 m., 2.00, 3.00,5,oo p. m.
JOHN TEMPLE, Manager.
maylidtf
er

Quebec to Liverpool.
Prom

Liverpool Steamship_Montreal
12 May.
California.
28 Ma’
TO Muv
Knniliilan
t.
a

26
2
9
16

SUNDAY TRAINS.

FALMOUTH FORESIDE S. B, GO.

Landing

STEAMERS.

v

Scarboro
Beach, Pine Point, Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk. Wells
Beach, 12.55. 4.30 p. m.; North Berwick,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence. Lowell, Boston. 4.05 a- m.. 12.65, 4.30 p. ra. ArOn anti After iUay 26,
rive Boston, 7.25 a. m.. 5.28, 8.45 p. m. Leave
Steamers leave Portland Pier for Falmouth, at Boston for Portland 3.45 a. ra., arrive Port7.00 and 11.00 a. in., 3.00 and G.lu p. m. For land 7.10 a. m.
Cousen’s Island and Gt. Chebeague, Sunset
at 7.00

a.

m.. 3.00 p.

m.

RETURN.
Leave Falmouth at 6.00 and 9.00 a. m., l.oo and
5.00 p. m.
Leave ‘Ihebeaeue. Sunset landing at Ann a m
and 4.00 p. m.
Leave Cousins Island 8.15 a. m. and 4.15 p. m.
For Prince’s Point, Yarmouth, at 7.00 a. m.
and 3.00 p. m.
Return leave Prince’s Point 8.30 a. m. and
4.30 p. m.

Laureutittu,
May.
ll jun( ,
June.
Parisian.
18 Juni
June.
Carthaginian.
25Jum
June.
Cantornian,
30Jum ,
Steamers sail from Montreal at 9 a.m., con
Sunday Time Tabic.
Trunk
with
trains
Grand
necting
leaving Port
Str. Madeline will leave Portland Pier for
laud the previous evening.
Falmouth, Chebeague and Cousin’s Island and
Laurentian carries cabin paseenge.s only.
Prince’s Point, Yarmouth, at 9. a. ill. and 2 p. in.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passenger:
Return leave Chebeague at 10.00 a. in. and 4.13
only.
p. m. Cousin’s 10.15 a. m. and 4.25 p. m. Leave
Saloons
and
are
in
The
Staterooms
the
cen
Prince’s Point 10.23 a. m. and 4 35 p. m. Leave
Watts. Boston.
where least motion is felt.
Elec Falmouth at 10.35 a. m. and 4.45 p. m.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 28th, sells Jas Boyce tral part,
the ships through
for
is
used
tricity
lighting
Jr. Kennebec; Sarah Wood. Lanesville.
BENJAMIN M. SEABUEY.
out, the lights being at the command of thi
Cld, schs Frank T Stinson, Boston; Lizzie 1 ! passengers at any hour of the night. Mush
General Manager.
may25dtf
Dennison, Portland; Augustus Hunt, Bangor
on
the
Booms
Booms
and
;
Smoking
promeuadi
Mt Hope. Salem: Josie It Burt. New London
and staterooms are heated
deck.
The
Saloons
John W Linnell. Boston; Allred W Fisk, Salem
by (team.
Kivita J French. Kendrick, Portland.
Bates of passage *52.60 tol*70.00.
a r,
Ar 26tli, sch Everett Webster. Kennebec.
Cuction is made on Bound Trip Tloketa.
Custom House Wluirf.
Sid 25,h. brig H B Hussey. Warr, Jackson
Seoond Cabin—To Liverpool, London ’an<
vilie.
Londonderry, $34.00 and $36.26;
return
Marcus Hook—Passed down 25th, sell Alfrei 1
$66.76 and $69.00.
W Fisk, for Salem
Steerage—To Liverpool, London, Glasgow WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
PORTSMOUTH, NH-Ar 25th, tug F B Dal Belfast
or Londonderry, including every re
with
S
R
barge
Meade ii 1
zell. irom Portland,
for the voyage *22.50 and $23.60.
quisite
tow; sell Alice J Crabtiee, Crabtree, Pkilade!
For tickets or further information apply u
Commencing Thursday, April 2S, 189S.
T. P. McGOWAN. 420 Congress St., J. b
26th. sells July Fourth, New York fo
KEATING. 6lVi Exchange Bt., ASHTON’S I For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island, 5 45,
Saco
for
J
If
I
Miller,
New York; A
Boston;
6.40, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 m., 2.15, 3.15,
TICKET AGKFOY, 9311-2 Congress St.. B
Boynton, ltockport for do; Metropolis, Vinal & a. ALLAN, Montreal, 92 Stalest. Boston
5 00. 6.15, 7.30 p. m.
haven for do.
For Cushing’s Island, 6,40, 8.00, 10.30 a. m., 2.15,
and 1 India St., Portland.
JlySldu
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 26th. sch Mark Gray
3.15,5.00,6.15 p.m.
and Great
Diamond
Machlas; Mary E Crosby, New Bedlord.
Islands,
For Little
Sid 26th. sell? Menawa, Kimball. Bangor
Trefethen’s,Evergreen Landing,Peaks’ Island,
RAILROADS.
Helen Augusta. Portland.
6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a. ill., 12.00 m., 2.00, 4.20,
“5.30,
1
PORT READING—Sid 26th, schs Mary Ant
“6.16. 7.30 p. 111.
McCann, Gales, Bangor; Annie Lord, Kendall
For Ponce's Landing. Long Island, 5.30, 8.00,
do.
I
10.30 a. rn., 2.00, 4.20. 6.15 p. m.
ROCKLAND—Ar 26th. soli Jennie G Pills
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.
bury. Pillshury, New York.
m., 2.00 p. m.
ROCKPORT—Sid 26th. schs Fillmore, Addi
RETURN.
son; Ethel Merrlam, Newman, Boston.
Leave Forest City Landing. 6.20, 7.20. 8.30. 9.30,
Station Foot of Preble St.
THOMASTON—Ar 26th, sch Druid, Hutch
10.50 a. rn.. 1 oo. 2.35.: 3.45, 5.30, 6.30, 8.20 p. m.
Ins, New York.
On and after Monday, Oct. 4. 1897, Passencw
Leavo Ponce's Landing. 6.03, 8.50, 11.20 a. m.,
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Sid 25th, sells Jaeol trains will Leave Portland;
2.50, 5.10, 6.55 p. m.
M Haskeli, Addie Fuller, Henry L Whiton, am 1
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer J unction, Nashua
Leavo Cushing's, 7.05, 8-15. 11.05 a. m„ 2.45,
Margaret.
Windham and Epplng at 7.39 a. m. and 12.3 I
3.50, 5.20, 0.40 p. ill.
Passed by, schs Sadie C Sumner, Sumner, Bos
p. in.
Leave Little Diamond. 6.30, 7.20, 9.20 a. m.,
ton for Brunswick, Ga: Willie H Cnild, Giles
For Manchester. Concord and points North a I
12 00 rn.. 12.25. 3.30, 5.35, 7.20, 7.50 D. 111.
Satilla for Boston; Dreadnaugllt, Allen, Phlla
7.39 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond, 6.25, 7.15. 9.15, 11.55 a.
Uelphia for do.
For
Kochester. Springvale, Alfred, Watei
12.30. 3.25. 6.30, 7.15. 7.55 p. III.
rn
Passed 26th. steamer Pottsvlile. Portland fo
boro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 am I Leave Trelethen's, 6.20, 7.10. 9.10,11.50 a. m„
Philadelphia, wiili barge Hammond; sch
6.35 p. m.
3.20, 5.25, 7.10, 8.00 p. ill.
12.35,
Henry Edmunds. Kennebec, bound west.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. m., 12.30, 3.00 1 Leave Evergreen. 6.15, 7.05, 9.03, 11.45 a. m.,
WASHINGTON— Ar 25tli, sell Jennie ]
6.36 and 6.20 p. m.
12.40. 3.15, 6.20, 7.05. 8.05 p. 111.
Klghter, Crossley, Kounebec.
For Westbrook. Cumberland Mills, Westbrool i Leave Marriuers Landing, Long Island, 11.30 a.
Junction and Wocdfords at 7.30, 8.45 a. in. 1
m., 3 00 p. m.
12.30,3.00, 6.35 and 6.20 p. m.
Foreign Ports.
Saturday night only, 9.30 p. m. for ail landings.
The 12.30 p. nu train from Portland connect
Evl ,
KZ.
18,
barque
April
oAria™A^,an(1at
"Hoosac
Junction
with
Sunday Tim© Table.
Ayer
Tunnel
Route'
1ler» New York (to load for N York) for the West and at Union
Station, Worcestci
Trinidad. May 3, barqu J for Providence and New
vuSiff «rL®Paln* New
via “Providenc i For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island, 8.00,
York,
York.
e,ftiKrew,
9.00. 10 30 a. 111., 12.15, 2.15, 3.15. 5.00 p. 111.
Line” for Norwich and New York, via ”Noi
Geor6e * Ma,: wlcli Line” with Boston and Albany
R. R. j0 ; For Cush lig's Island, 9.00, 10.30 a. m, 12.15, 2.15,
son,
3.15. 5.00 p. ill.
!
and
the
New
with
York
the
all
West,
rail vi 1
26, barq'le B°nny D°0t
and Great, Diamond
For Little
Islands,
“Springfield.”
Trelethen's and Evergreen Landings, 8.00, 9.00
Trains arrive In Portland from Worceste
8c!is Sadle Wllcat'
10.30 a. m., 12.15, 2.00. 4.20 p. m.
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m., 13
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00, 10.30
and 6.52 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40, 8.30 am
a. m„ 2.00, 4.20 n. m.
10.50 a. m., 1.30, 4.15. 6.52 p. ill.
For Marriner’s Lauding, Long Island, 10.30 a.
tickets tor all points We3t and South at!
For
0fI Cape Lookout, SC >
id., 2.00 p. m.
to T. If. McGILLICUDDY. Tloket Agent
Nasl1’trom «03Wri H«r 5 1 ply
C. W. T. CODING, General Manager.
Portlond, Me.
for
J. W. PETEBS, Supt,
jeSSdtl
apr27dt£

EASTERN DIVISION.

For Way
Statious, 9 a. m.; Biddeford,
Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn,
t2.00, 19.00 a. m.,
1.00, 16.10
Boston,
P. m.
Arrive in Boston, o.o7 a. m., 12.50,
m.
Leave
for
4.15, 9.26 p.
Boston,
7.00.
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
Arrive Portland, 11.60 .a. m., 12.15.
p. in.
4.30, 10.20 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS,
Portsmouth.
Biddeford.
Newbury*
port, Salem, Lynn. Boston. 2.00 a. in_ 1.00
m.
Arrive in Boston, 5.57 a. m.. 4.15 p, ra.
save Boston for Portland, 9.00 a. ra., 7.00
10.30
Arrive, in Portland, 12.25,
p. m.

£.
p.

ra.

iConnects with Rail Lines for
South aud West,

New York,

fpaily cxcept.Monday.
Through tickets to ail points for sale at Union

Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. & T. A., Boston.
GEO. H. THOMPSON. Ticket Agent. Port
land.

1

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

l>*Ar

PORTLAND

&_WORCESTER

rORTLMD & ROCHESTER R. it.

■

■

VlTPiinfV1’i

Cimcker^San^’ran’clsco*116
ISTJEWi BwgeWfSew
York5*
Wasson*, Ihiladeip^Pa.26lh’
26.

PORTLAND.

L"

104%
28
87
851.

28
28
2r
28
28
2.8
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
1
1
2
2
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
7
8
8
11
11
11
11
11
11
11

South Bristol

inar24iltfALFRED RACE. Manager

Str.

—

FOR

Saturdays

Portland, Mt. Desert and Machias Stbt. Cc

..

FROM

Harbor,

isoomoay.

R. R,

Jr. effect April l". m:i8.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath,

ARRIVALS

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
Steamships alternatively leavb Frankllr
Wharf Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturday

p35Sr: :1 SSS8 R S3U8R.fggSe

Cadfornian.Montreal... Liverpool... May
Vancouver.Montreal... Liverpool.... May
Wera.New York. .Genoa.May
Anchoria.New York.. Glasgow
May
Amsterdam.. .New York. .Rotterdam .May

Boothbay

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.

—

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

Penmquld.

New York Direct Line.

JW8*£gj?

24%

»„Let,v8.,'?I!TI'ANU

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

S._I,

24V,

V1"

Harbor.

Great Diamond

U,*!665®8

eiTr."?:*

DAMARISCOTTA for PORTLAND, Fridays

at
touching at East Boothbay, South
Bristol and Boothbay Harbor.
GOING EAST.
at 7.0D a. m. Tuesdays
Harbor, Sou;h Bristol, East
Boothbay and
Leave Portland Thursdays at 7 a. m. for
Boothbay Harbor. South Bristol, East Boothbay and Damarlscotta.
Leave Portland
at 7 a. in. lor

m.

Keturn for Portland-Leave Orr’s Island, by
way of above landings, 7.00 a, m. Arrive Port
land, 9.30 a. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS. Geu’I Mgr.
dtf
sepll

Rye dull—No 2 Western *6@67o.
Wheat—receipts
612.460 busb: exportsA4>288,BOO h«al,
coin. A O AA AAA
AAA

—

„„

co

2.30 p.

tol-

GOING WEST.
EAST BOOTHBAY for
PORTLAND, Mondays at 7.15 a. lm. touching at
Bristol, and boothbay Harbor,
I L111 for PORTLAND.
Wednesdays
at b.OO a. in., touching at above
landings.
T,

Palmer, which

by the Government to curry
”r?i
Baltimore to Key West for tue United
n,,,ni’.i"aia,ui):1' arrived hero Tuesday and will

1 lie large steel cargo steamer Winifred, which
loom* up in the Iron Works shin yard, will De
riien. strain_
ear lets .00 on,'*2* no
to make her maiden plunge Into the Kenready
IWI uu
iiino. .... W
o
Dag lots 0000*24 00
Dush spot; spot steady; No 2 Ited at 1 84Vi 1
0
nebec In three or four weeks. The launching ol
elear do.. .6 66a6 75 Sacked Br>*
b afloat export grade.
the huge vesselwlll be a
-tLouls sfai
grand sight, and a memear lou. 17 00*18 00
Corn—receipts 261.076 bush; exports 229.427 orable one. It being the first
6 7oiR7 00
steamer of the kind
reli«r«..
bair lovaOO oOdci& <10 bush; sales 888,000 bush; spot weak; No 2 at ever
constructed in America.
76 Middling 81700018 00 S9V» lob afloat.
wntfrwbeai
bag ots. .too* 18 00
Oats—receipts 247,800 bush: exports 126,Domestic Ports.
pateali. 7 00*7 75 Mixed feed.... 3 8 50 026 bush; sales
bus;
busli spot: futures
niD»
NEW YORK-Ar 26th, sells Lizzie B Willey,
(lftffna
spot dull; No 2 at 33V«c; No 3 at 32c; No 2
(Buying* selling pnce) Kto,roasted
Rivers,
Feruaiidina; Charles H Trickey, Parll@i6 write at SeWc; mixed —c: track white —c.
Beef steady;iamily —; city extra India Mess sons, St John, NB; Helena, Nicker sou, Bangor
50*476
annio P Chase, Ellis, do; M B Malioney, Pick
eit, do; Miranda, Flvnn, Bath: Henrietta A
Lard easy: Western steam 6 45.
Pork quiet: mess 11 75®12 00: family (13® Whitney, Woodward, Ellsworth; ChasKScliull
Johnson, Kennebec for Philadelphia; Clara
tl-.
Butter firm; Westorn creamy at 14@18Vic: Leavitt, Lomberd. Portland; Mall, Belatty. Sul•“
livan via New Bedford; George Bird, Gray,
Amoy..
factory do 1101; Vic; Klgms 16 Vac: state dairy
B(B1.
8®14c
Rockland; Island City, Nelson, do.
VmBOUS" ee...25*50 12®16c;docrem lSVhSiewo.
Cld, sells J Frank Scavey, Portland; Hume,
Penn
at
State
aud
120i2Vic; do;
Eggs Arm;
Henry May, South Gardiner.
Western fresh lao.
SPl, soli Fred Jackson. Norfolk,
Tallow
steady.
Ar
Iatko as
k
26th, ship St Franciss. Winn, Plymouth, E.
StandardQran
5 466
Petroleum dull.
proauce
Ar 26th, sens Charlie Buckl. Two Rivers, NS;
Ex dine auality 6 465
Rosin steady.
Belle Hillsboro, NB; Jacob M Haskell,
Carrie
Oave cranberries
ExtraC....
6 ob
Spirits Turppentlne dull.
» crate.. 3 60*3 60 Yellow iitra
do; Hariy L Wlillun, Richmond, Me; Clara £
Rice flrm.;
C....4%
Port Grevllle, NS; Joe, South Gardinei
Rogers.
Maine.
0 00
gM<i
Molasses steady.
via Westerly; Mary L Crosby. Bath; Seth E
Pea Beans.l 6B«i 75 Timothy.
8 6508 75
to Liverpool dull.
Freights
Silver Spray, Advocate, NS; Wtr
Todd,
Calais;
Yellew Jtves.1 06*1 76 Clover West •H«0
CHICAGO—Cash quotatlons;
Dal Pea,... I 66®1 76 do
Rice, Rockland via New London.
M, T. 864*10
Flour
unsettled.
steamer
quiet,
Cld.
Horatio Hall, Portland.
0
Petari.ons
00»l oo Alsike,
lo«10V*
Wheat—No 2 spring wheat 1 20: No 3 do at
BOSTON—Ar 26th, schs Hunter, Kelson, New
do, bDC
O
Hed lop.
ibJit
1 10@1 30;No 2 Red at 1 6901 70. Corn—No 2 York; Chllde Harold, Sweeney, Philadelphia.
Sweets Jersey326@3 76
rrevUiena.
Oats—
at 84Vs@34V4c: No 2 yellow at 34c.
Cld, sells Grace E Stevens. Stevens, St Ste
do Norfolk o 00«
Perk—
No2 at ;7Vic; No 2 white 31o; No8 White at pben, NB; Victory, Stiles, St George, NB; Ada
lo Vineland,4 6o®65
16 60 29ViS30o; No 2 rye —c: No 2 Bariev at 40® Herbert, Getchell.Tlvert n;
heavy
Henry Wlthlugton
9ni°na. Ber 2 00@2 10
medluml4 60015 00 6io: No 1 Flaxseed at 1 31 ;prlme Timothy seed Crowell. Kennebec and Baltimore,
do Egyp n 3 26@3 60
shortcut and
2 7602 86; Mess pork 11 66011 70. Lard at
Ar 26th. steamers Peruvian (Brr, Glasgow
Chicken*...,
dear
14@15
6 2006 26; short rib sides at 6 86@0 20. Dry John Wise. Greens Landing, with barge Mar
rurkevs.wet. 180i6e Beef—UghtlO 2601076 saltea
meats—shoulders at 606V4 ; short clear gery; F’red B Dalzell, Portland, with barge S £
Northern ao....l6®l7
heavy,..11 6o«i2 no sides 6 30.
fowls...
134*14
BniestsVfaoi 6 760
Butter Arm; eremry 12@16Vio; dairy at 11®
Cld 26th, sch S G Hart, McLean, St Simons
Apple*.
Lara, tcs ana
18o. Cheese easy—cream 508V4C.
Ga.
Eating appl’sS 60®4 6n y, bbl.pure 7%as
APALACHICOLA—Sid 26th, sch Morris W
Eggs steady; fresh at 10c.
do common *2@S 00
do eom’na. 4% ®o
Receipts—Flour, 8.600 bbls; wheat 109,200 child, Portland.
Baldwins 3 6004 00
palls.comnd 6H0564 bush;
corn 478,400 bush; oats';»72.000 bush;
BALTIMORE—Ar 26tb, soli Henry J Smith
tiwP a
io®iivse
pails, purs SV*28su,
6.400 bush; barley 26.600 bush.
rye
Adams, Port Tampa.
Unw,
purallf
8?aj»8y«
sell Edward E Brlry,, Ross, Portsmouth
16,200 bbl*;wheat 462,700
Shipments—Flour
8 0084 00 Hum.,,.
Cld,
Uessma
9
<»ui%
B
V
V
bush; corn 622,400 bush; oats 274,400 bush; NH; Bertram N White, Fauikingliam. Ke;
California
3 50@3 76
sooov’ra
AVest
rye ooOV bush; barley 3.0o0 bush.
ortuee.
Oil.
BANGOR—Ar 26th, schs A K Woodward
Clorlda
0 0080 00 Kerosenel20ts
set
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat—May at 1 66;July at
Calliorma, 3 60@4 00 Llgoiua. gZZ 1 64V4 ; Septat87%c; Nol hard 164; No 1 Treworgy, Boston; Right Away, Kendall, do
Active (Nor).-.
lo seedmgs 2 76@32 6
barque
Centennial. ay. Northern l 62.
Sid, schs Charlie A Sproul. Lloyd, Boston
Bess.
Pratt's Astral ..lo^
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—Arst patents 6 900
Eastern extra..
Trask, Trask, New York; Aetna, Chip
©13 In hall bble le ait™
Melissa
7 00; second patentsfat 6 75a.ti 85: flrst clears
(TeshWestern..
man, do.
@12
at 5 £006 60; second dears at 4 SO a 4 60,
Raisins.
126th 'echs Henrietta Simmons
BATH—Ar
Held.
Musotl.60 lb bxs6©6V»
DETROIT—Wheat-No 1 White at 1 16i No2 New York; Myra W Spear, Boothbay; Wlllian
Bnttei.
London iay*rll 76©20C
Red cash l 30: May l SO.
Bostou.
CreameryJnoy.. 18*19
Mason,
0«m.
Corn—No 2 mixed 37V»c.
Slit Luce Vr’rnt. ®18
Sid, schs Marlon Draper, New York; Unison
Retail—delivered.
Oats—No 2 white 31 Vic.,
Choice....
Cumberland 00004 26
Boston; Break ot Day, Vineyard-Haven; Lewi!
Rve—No 2 at 60o.
K Cottlngham, Philadelphia; Young Brothers
Cheese.
Chestnut.,,.
@6 00
S. Y. tcrrv 9 @10
TOLEDO—Wheat— No2 cash and May at 1 38 Washington; Charles B Hall, do; James B Jor
Franklin-..
8 00
Feruont... 9 @10
dan, do; Annie Alnsley, Richmond, Va; Anna I
Lehigh...,
*600 bid.
13 Pea..
J Morse. New York; Oakes Ames, do.
Sac*..
Corn active, weak—No 2 mixed at 36Vic.
4 60
BOOTHBAY—Ar 20th, schs Alba, River Her
Oats—No 2 mixed 25c.
bort. NS; Utility, Hillsboro, NB; Wildron
Grain Qaoiau«@t,
Rve—No 2 at 61c.
Holmes, Addison.
Cfoverseed—prime cash —.
CttICAGO BOARD OP TRAD3
Sid, tug Spnnglilll, towing barges No 1 and 6
Wednesday’s quotations.
Parrsboro. NS; schs Pemaquld, Boston; Wins
Cotton Markets.
low Morse, do; Catalina, Salem; Prince Leboo
WHEAT
(By 1'elegrapn.i
Portland.
MAY 26, 1898.
May.
July.
CALAIS—Sid 26th, schs William Todd, Nev
Cotton market to-car
Jeenmg.
NEW YORK—The
110
Haven; Hannah Grant, Boston.
losing....170
11214 closed dull; middling uplands 6Vse; do gulf at
CAPE HENRY—Passed out 26th, barque S
CCB.V
6Vsc; sales 2921 bales.
Katherine, Matthews, for Vancouver (from Bal
Cotton
market
timore).
CHARLESTON—The
to-day
May.
July.
Cld 25th, sch Mattie A
CUKKABELLE
3'n‘ln».
344b was nominal; Middling 6%c.
Boston.
Cpeiung. 34
34Y4
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was Franklin.
KEY WEST—Ar 16th. sch Rebecca F Lam
Arm; middling 6 16-16c.
OATS.
din. Brooks, Baltimore.
Cotton
market
to-dav
was
MACH IAS—Ar 26th, schs Alaska. Salem foi
51MEMPHIS—The 6c.
May.
July.
Sand River; Cora Ella, Grand Mauan.
Cpentng.
24% steady; middlings
Sid, schs Abbie G Cole. Pembroke, NS; Sarab
Closing. 27*4
25
NEW OSLEA SS—The Cotton market to-oay
Boston.
PORK,
steady; middling 0 l-16c.
MOBILE—Ar 25th, seb Harold J McCarthy
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-day 35 Progreso.
rJuIy.
Cpenlng.
1177 quiet; miudling 6VsC.
Sid, sch Gertrude A Bartlett, Sproul, Cartha
os.
jiOSing* otsese
H 8Jfi
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market to-day wbi vena.
'Thursday’s quotation*.
NEW HAVEN—Sid 26 h, sob Cumberland
Arm; middling 6%c.
Norlolk.
WHEAT.
NEW LONDON—Sid 2oth. sch Kate B Ogden
European Markets.
May
July.
Wilbert. AUvns Point lor Baltimore.
/uun,.
313
(By Telegraph.)
NEWPORT NEWS—Sid 26th, sch Geo Bailey
175
Jpenlag.... .......
no
LONDON. May 26, 1898,—Consols closed at Providonce,
COBS
and
111
11-16
for
xntiSKA—Passed west 26tli. tug Gladiator
for account.
111% money
May.
July.
LIVERPOOL, May 26, 1898-Cotton market from Portland tor Philadelphia, with bargn in
84
Jostling.
American inidling at3%d: sales dian III dee.
33 y*
lluslng... •
33% unchanged—
NORFOLK—Ar 20th, sch Jonathan Sawyer
8,000 bales,) lnoluding BOO bales for speculaOATS.
Saco.
tiou and export.
26th. sell May O’Neill
PASCAGOULA-Cld
May.
Julv.

See”.

Saturday.

Philadelphia every Wednesday and
Saturday.
3

From

co? Ropel!’ KreBer' ooal port-J s
ten Ura “Co?1'011' head™ks’ Wluterport-Do-

sell
,,„AJ i?Ai?,uL*Dmte(l
‘tere(*

Market.

From Boston every Wednesday and

\vmsiow&

Star- Hawes, Calais

RAILROADS.

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as
lows:

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LISE.

Henderson. Brunswlmc1 Ga'to
‘1 m„Ija,naeE>,°11.
for Providence—Chase, Leav-

am

STEAMERS.

Portland and Boothbay Sieamooai Co MAINE CENTRAL

Railroad, Simmons, Friendship.

rph

1808—The following are
to-day's quotations of Provisions, etc.:

STEAMERS.

Tr.hr, NB.
vii
John,

itt & Co

1

QBOSTON. May 28.

Si
»t

FLtscomb.ManbaMa'b<'Pennett. New York-

o,j
*

Maine, °01°Y>
Colbv

Percy V, How,
Phipsburg via Cundy
Enterprlse> Race. South Bristol and

Portsmouth.
lei! J
Pembroke.
EftS
HI Hoy'uir)
y
Gllchrist, Fredericton. NB, tor
Salem

til,

48

PORTLAND, May 26.
Flour very dull at unchanged prices.
Wheat
it Chicago was higher for
May at 1 76, while
Oomcstlo Markets.
shows
a decline of 2%c. and
July
Sept a drop
(By Telegrapio
)f 2 Vs c. Corn and Oats easier.
May S6. 1898.
Evaporated
NEW YORK—The Flour market—receipts
ipples firm ana higher. Sugar firm.
23.41! |bbls; exports 12,037 bbls; sales 8.000
a™
ways’ Wholesale prices of
Provisions. Groceries: ate

Boothba?

48

Ontario.

Produce

^Steamer

Graln

1J 0

■CHICAGO, May 26. 1898_Cattle—receipts
10,000: fairly good demand; beef steers at * 00

Imports.
Lloata. Sicily.

1J/*

s. Express. 41
Peoples Gas. 97%
Homes take,
48

..

brimstone to A

714
<*

American; Express.128

Boston

following quotations represent the paying prices In tills market:
Cow and ox hides.7o p lb
Bulls and stags. 6c
Ccalf skins, trimmed,.lCc
do
untrlmmed.. 9c
Lamb skins.50 to 80a each
The

Jii?

Adams Express.100

Hides.

Retail Grocers

14BH

Minn, tt Mann.137
Toxaa Pacific. 11%
Union Pacific pfd.*>8%
7%
Wabash....
ao prfd. 1»H
Boston St Maine..161
New York&New England pld,

Steamer State of

via lastport for Boston

Sch

bfd. .18
4k Omaha. ™

St Paul.

on

..

to

#aul

andMoney AUrkst,
(By Teiegrapu.'

Now fork stock

men

Thompson. Carney will go
Kalph Thompson to Brown,

170%

i^adiu? Markets.

gotoBowdoin:

Watson and Welch.
To Harvard will go Cram, Fitzpatri ck,
Mason and Nash.
Dartmouth will have in the freshman
class from Portland. Merrill and Philip

.j(?'4
«0
pfd.-66%

do

Quolatioos ef Siaolo Products iu the

the following opening.
27%
3'oslng ..o'"
Anthoine, Cobb.
Boston mod Marner.
Cousins, Dole. Fogg, Hunt, Noyes, two
The following were tits
closing
of the Sinkinsons, Twitchell,
Walker, lons
of steaks atP.oscon:

Among the young

will

So

Pacific eom

do

at

Generally.

enter into a mutually agreeable arrange
meat for running homeseaker’s excursion!
Northwest. The
to Manitoba and the
Canadian Pacific has announced its dates

to

Comrades will

Ihe schools and the public generally are
Invited to participate In these exercises.
The route will be through Bridge street
to Brown, down Brown to Cumberland,
dowu Cumberland to Main, up Main to
Brackett, up Braokett to Cross, up Cross
to Cemetery.
After the ceremony and
deoorations of the graves, line will
be
formed and march back to the hall, where
tho post will be dismissed.
Rev. George D. Lindsay will deliver
the memorial address In theCongregational church, West End, at eight o’clook.
For evening service oomrades will meet
at the hall at 7.80 and march
to
the
church.
Sunday, May 29th, will be observed as
Memorial Sunday, and by invitation of
Rev. A. N. Adams the post will attend
divine servlet s ut
the
Congregational
churoh in a body. The Sons of Veterans,
Ladies' Relief Corps, and Ladies’ Aid are
invited to attend this service with
us;
and for this purpose oomrades will meet
at G. A. hall at 10 a. m., wearing blue
uniforms or dark clothes, white gloves,
uniform hat, and badge and march to the
churoh.
We would earnestly Invite all
ex-soldlers and sailors not members of the
post to unite with us in these servioes.
While it is desirable that as many comrades as possible should be uniformed yet
no comrade should
stay away on account
of lack of uniform.

passenger

anthracite coal carriers
freight rates on a parity

Headquarters Cloudman Post, No. 100,
Department of Maine.
General Order No. 1.
Memorial Diy, May SOth, will be observed by Cloudman Post as follows:

Mo'4
13

New York Central.V
New York. ChloigoSi St Loulsio
SO
fin nf

Sacksonvlife.

■

Passenger fares of the Grand Tlunk Railway
System between points, both LOCAL and
THROUGH. including fare to ALASKA,
KLONDIKE, the PACIFIC COAST, WINNIPEG, and the NORTHWEST, as well as ST.
PAUL, and all other competitive points, are
exactly the same as other Lines.

Free Colonist

Sleeping Cars

-TO-

WINNIPEG
-AND-

Canadian Northwest
Lowest

Rates,

Shortest,

and most popular Route,

Quickest

passing en route through principal Canadiai
cities and Chicago and St. Paul, Minnesota ant
Dakota.
(hir Free Colonist Sleepers
For families and others going west are t
special convenience, and passengers may bring
their own bedding, or may purchase it at cost
price at Montreal or Toronto stations. These
sleeping cars will go through without change.
Portland, Me.. Montreal and Toronto to WinniFUEL COLONIST SLEEPERS
will
peg.
leave Portland every Monday at 6 p. m.. and an
additional Free Colonist Sleeper will leave
Montreal every

mencing March

Tuesday

7th.

at

10.23 p. m„

com-

Passengers for the Klondike and Yukon Gold
Fields will be accommodated In these Free
ns for as Chicago or St. Paul, where
Sleepers
similat sleepers can be had to the Pacific
Coast.
For tickets, reservation of space In sleepers,
marhidtf
etc., apply to company's agents.

THE

PRESS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

TODAY.

Take

Co.
Derr Fritz.
Foster’s Forest City Dye House.
E.C. Jones Insurance Agency.

British Steamer Laden with Sul-

]i. M. l.ewseu.

Bound for Portland

phur

Executor’s Notfce.

New Wants. To Let. F'or Sale. Lost, Found
and similar advertisements will be found under
tbeir appropriate heads on page 6.

BY

IS CHASED

THREE

WARSHIPS.
Bailey & Co. will sell at auction at 2
o'clock today, the Frederick W. Clark property
adjoining Union Station, in rear of 1008 Congress St. This is a valuable property and will
F. O.

Baby was sick,

gave her Castoria.
she cried for Castoria.

"Mrs. Winslow's
been used

Has

over

of Castoaia.

we

Child,
When she
When she became Miss, she
When she had Children, she
was a

In the stream, about 100 yards from
Custom House wharf, is anchored a big
steamer with the British flag floating at
her masthead. She is an object of especial interest because of her experience with

ELETQt^iJR

Fac simile signature of CHAS. H.
is on the wrapper of every bottle
When

Cargo a Contraband of War, Bat Capt
Martyr Had No Idea of Losing It—How
Sicily Tlew. the Spanish Situation.

Her

it

CastoriA.
clung
gave them Castoria,
to

SoolDiag

Spanish warships

ftyrap.

Fifty Years by millions ol
childreu while Teething

JOTTINGS.

Keeley Institute,

151

Congress

Honor.”
number of large cables arrived on
A
the New York boat for Major Hoxle, D.
S. engineers.
A very pretty sloop yacht of about five
arrived from Freeport yesterday.
tons,
She has not been named yet. She was
built by Capt. Soule for a nephew.

cloudy and unpleasant yester-

committee of the city council on
The
liquor agency met yesterday noon to ap-

caught fire

street,

9

The

Pleasant

Wednesday evening

damage

was

very

slight.
weather in January and February
responsible for the deficit
of 18389 in the Bangor & Aroostook.road’s
Bad

chiefly

were

operations for the quarter ending March
81.
This deficit compares with a surplus
of $5324 for the corresponding period last
year.
The
a

Miss Annie C.
pupils
piano recital last evening at her

special

A

The

was

Five bids were received as follows:
internal inleg and received severe
H. Libby, $87 per month; R. L
juries. He was employed as a switchman William
T—L._mon.
A
Ponrlall
®Qf»
tinned

over on

of

buckets.

him ernshine-

One

of them

Martin Stoddard, $97.50;

him

Robinson E.

Warren of

John C.

Turnout

from

The committee deoided togaward the
oontract to Mr. Ilibby, providing ail arrangements are satisfactory.
CHARITABLE MECHANICS ASSOCIATION.
A speoial meeting of the Maine Charit-

HUNTNG FOR A FAST TUG.
The Portland correspondent of a New
York paper received, last evening, an in-

able Mechanio society was held last evening when these appropriations were made:

Drought

Augusta.

on

SPOT CASH DID IT!

i

States Deputy Marshal Smith
tl9d.

here

Portland, May 27,18D3.

salaries and incidentals, $2020..
These were eleoted honorary members:
Augustus F. Monlton, Rev. Edwin P.

ARMY AKD NAVY UNION.

Wilson, Elias Thomas,
Thomas.

These officers were elected by the Army
and Navy Union, last evening:
President—Charles W. Skillings.
Vioe-President—P. Willis Stoneham.
Secretary and Treasurer—Charles H.
Mitchell.
Quartermaster—Charles E. Jordan.

William

Widgery

DRILLS ON THE MONTAUK.

Old Orchard

Beach,was

in Portland yes-

terday.
Major Stanton has been appointed engi
npflp

nf

fha

nnJ

-rj--

to sucoeed Major Livermore,
who has been promoted and assigned to
Sen. Lee’s staff.
Mrs. A. M. Hollansbee has so far recovered from her recent illness as to reto Portland and
street.

Hon.

is

at No. 26 May

E. Macomber of Augusta
»nd A, F.Gerald of Fairlield, wore at the
West End hotel yesterday.
Capt. A. D. Butler of Chemical 1 Is on

George

luty again

after being laid up with the
?rip for several weeks,
j Sheriff Thompson of York county, was
t visitor at the sheriff’s office in Portland

on a

The Maine

CON-

convention at St.
Luke’s Cathedral closed its sessions yesterday forenoon. The board of missions
held a meeting in the parish house yester-

Episcopal

day morning, the bishop presiding and
Rev. Mr. Lee acting as secretary.
The
nsual appropriations for the support of
mission churches in this state and other

He has seen
the past five years

services aro

the retired list for
but applied for aotire service, a

minister,

VETERAN
LEAGUE

FIREMEN’S

The Ladies’ Veteran Firemen’s
has elected these officers:

League

President—Mrs. Irena Sawyer.
Vice President—Mrs. Susie Sawyer.

Secretary—Miss Mary Elwell.
Financial Secretary—Mrs. C. P. French.

Tresurer—Mrs. A. W. Small.
Chaplain—Mrs. Clara Wood.
Directors—Mrs. Fannie Porter,

36 inch spear head

staff

for

a
now
held by
Canadian
and at Shawmut, in the same
county, which is now in charge of Bev.
Mr. Sparks of Waterville.
Action
was
also taken in ragard to the mission
at
Seal Harbor, in Hancock county.

At eleven o’clock the board adjourned.
The next meeting of the board, which is
subject to the call of the bishop, will

probably be held at St. Andrews church,
Newcastle, the first week In September.

That’s

19c.

wonderfully cheap,
i

you
muslin

Printed

know.

small

flags

wear on

In some

The

Friday Hourly

Sale.

FLATTER aboyfor his

performance and he

is sure to do it

MAY 27 AT 8.30 A.M.

with stall

or

housetop,

eral

buying we repeat it today.
Or, rather, we reproduce it in
some other departments.

Beautiful

silk

heads with ash staff and

halyards complete, ready

door—“Pash.”

to attach to

siil

the

balcony
and prices.

or

Red, white

canvas

a
From 9 to 10 o’clock.
Curtain MusTWO
BARGAINS. lin. A collection of
choice printed dress Muslin, 28
inches wide. Very desirable for
Summer Dresses, for children’s
dresses. For Shirt Waists. The

for decorBuntand
tricolor
ating;
ing all in one width for
cotton

Bunting

banners and

drapes.

ribbons and tricolor ribbons for badges

Flag

and all purposes.

plied

promptly.

sold.

§j

ft

S

rf;

«

IVliddSe

St.

Step in and leave your order for
whatever you require in the Drug
and Paint line with

last will and testament of
aLMON A ST ROUT, late of Portland,
deceased, as the law directs, and we, Henry
F. strout and William H. Coolidge, non residents, have appointed Clarence A. Hight,
our agent and atty. within the state of Maine.
All persons having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the same
lor settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.

WlS\[i y'ooLI DGE. )|

II
MAKY It. STKOUT,

Forland, May

17, 1898.

ASt-

0r

AU>

my27dlaw3wF*

H. H. HAY & SOU,
OWEN,

MOORE

&

Cure all liver ills, biliousness, headache, sour stom-

aeh, indigestion, constipa-

Parcels

Erls

a
rj Ss SB
y j$ 0
“Bra
B 55

They act easily, with- Ira
pain or gripe. Sold by all druggists. 25 cents.
The only Tills to tako with Hood's Sarsaparilla.

tion.
out

~m*TICE.
All persons are forbidden
trustin'*
jny account without a written

my27d3t*

draperies.

CO.
livered

anyone on

promptly

de-

anywhere

in

We have

an

extensive line of tlio newest patPortieres, Silk and Cothangings of all kinds.

terns m Face
Curtains,
Ion Draperies and

town.

order'from me.

JAMES It. ADAMS.

CASTILE SOAP.
tile Soap weighing
a face cloth for

A cake
of Cas£ pound and

Qq

From 3 to 4 o’clock.
Made of Cambric

at 21c.

trimmed
Lace,
(2'yi inch) cheap

Price,

12%C

From 3 to 4 o’clock.

Ladies’ 89c wrappers at
From 3 to 4 o’clock.

49c

Window
Opaque
Shades.
Every color, 6 feet long, 3 feet
wide, complete and a minetto
spring roller with fixtures and
screws,
|gc

like

Trimmed with Mull and Flowers, a 50c Hat at

colors are heliotrope, pink,lavender, light blue, &c. Our regular
price is 12)4 cts. Price this
morning at 9 o’clock,
6Xc

1
a
MEN’S

At 9
UNDERSHIRTS. o’clock
Frid ay
morning we shall sell Men’s Jersey Knit
Undershirts, extra
length, good stock, silk binding,
25c kind.
This morning at 9
o’clock the price will be I2J^C

From 10 to II O’clock.

I

39c

Lawn Dressing Sacque.
Deep
Sailor Collar, wide Lace Trimming. Finished with Ribbon.
$1.00
Only

ones
at 4

at

48c

o'clock,

one

FRAMED
PICTURES.

hour.

At half value.

Landscape,

and
Cattle,
Prettily framed
$1.98 ones, 25% by 29% inches,
other subjects.

$1.00

$1.49

ones

1514 by 25% inches,
15o

15c

ones

11

by 21 inches,

48o

At 4 o’clock.

Ladies’ Jersey Undervests,

a
3
Scotch Lace,

9c

all day
STOCKING An
BARC AIN. double sale of

Stockings

very

much below value.

boys.

Another for

One lot for
women.

Same Hour.
Men’s Teck Ties, medium and
light shades, 50o kind, at 10

It

OSCAR F. HU&3T,
G63

Congress St., Portland, Me.

29c

o’clock,
Same Hour.

Nickel Safety Pins, three sizes,
one dozen on a card. Price today
fX\i 1U

U blvmuo

J.v/i

WVI

II to 12 o’clock.

B

subscribers hereby give notice that they
fflHE
J- liave been duly (appointed Executors of the

Down

Special
25c, 38c.
discount for quantities.
20c,

Grand Army Posts and
associations sup-

B

Agent and manager,
PHILIP I. JONES, Assistant manager.
of the
largest and best companies doing business in Me.

Coming

From 2 to 3 o’clock.

Children’s Straw Hats,

2

white
cotton
Men’s
Gloves for Memorial day

other

3

night,

C.JOSiES,

When

Rines

i

I

IX tin.

I9c
and

THE E. G. JONES INSURANCE AGENCY
EDUAHD
some

Copper bottom,
No. 8,
No. 9,
65c.

BOILERS.

Same Hour.
Clothes Baskets—large—round—

with a careful coosideationfor our customer’s interests has built
up for us within two years
one of the
largest agencies in this city.
Don’t you want your
property insured where your interests are
properly cared for ?

Representing

WASH

this cut.

!

T*u3h, Everlasting Push, day

blue

and

us

otherdepartments.

From 4 to 5 O’clock.

pretty
patterns,
measuring 2%
yards long, 30 inches wide, 75o
a pair is the regular price, at 10
o’clock—per pair—
49c

-PUSH-

Is what has done it for

reproduce it

From 3 to 4 o’clock.

LACE
CURTAINS
PRICE.

~

window
rail, all

Miss

BINES BROS.’ SALE

CEO. L. WARREN

may27tf

A boy walked into a merchant’s office in search of a situation.
After being put through a series of
questions by the merchant, he
was asked :
“Well, my lad, what is your motto ?”
“Same as yours, sir,’’ he replied. “Same as you have on your

sizes.

Della Small.

Bros, advertise a sale of men’s
Read
furnishings and rain umbrellas.
the Star advertisement in this paper and
you will see how cheap the goods will be

Congress

Street.

PUSH!

flags,

complete line of
Bunting flags,

we

CORSET
COVER.

±

f

without.

our

last

Capes.

R.M.LEWSEN&CO.
538

after all.”

75c.

again.

“Men are only boys grown tall,
Growth don’t change us after
all.”
Because you flattered our Friday Hourly sale last week by lib-

All the linen, duck and crash goods will be put on sale Tuesday, May 31, at
>rices never heard of in Portland. Ladies you will notice that all goods in the
tore have been marked down for this sale.
We have done this to keep up our
1 ow priced reputation and our oft repeated promise to sell better goods for the
: ame money, or the same goods for less
money than any other concern in the city.
Those who can are requested to call forenoons so as to avoid the crowd. We
1 hall charge for alterations during this sale should there be required any.

enough
lapell on an
large enough to

Crowth

Sale

Or rather

All Collarettes at half price.
One lot
One lot of embroidered cloth Capes in
1 >f Collarettes worth
$2.75, made of half black,
green, tan and blue, only $1,59
! iheared coney, silk lined,
for this sale,
Other Collarettes, $3.35,
No Cape in the house higher than $10
£1.39.
!.9S, 3.98, 4.98, 5.98 and up- during the sale, though some are worth
wards.
$20.00.

the

us

change

only

are

Hourly
by liberal buying weboy like-repeat it today.

to

overcoat,
float from the

sizes

□LOSE OF THE EPISCOPAL
VENTION.

engineer to the Montank.

LADIES'

day.
satteen
printed
good
U. S. Flag, 18x30 inches,
A

onnnn/I

----

ilstriets

Yesterday morning was devoted to drills
on the Montauk, and In the
afternoon
Llent. Bigelow was exercising the men
at boat drills. There was a large number routine
Arbusiness was transacted.
of visitor^ to the monitor yesterday.
rangements wero made for a parish at
The Navy Department has sent another
Dennistcrwn, in Somerset county, whore
on

for every

don’t

to

week

asing

Mr. W. P. Fernald, Boston & Maine
station agent at Old Oroliard,
who recently underwent an operation for appendicitis, at the Maine General hospital,

tall.

Friday

*u

PERSONAL.

‘‘Men

boys grown

sure

Because you flattered

Ladies’ Cloth and Crash Suits, Ladies’, Misses’ and
Children’s Jackets, Cloth and Silk Capes also
few Crash, Linen and Pique Skirts of
of the largest manufacturers in N. Y. at just

with him

VUVI*

boy for his per*

a

repeat it.

yesterday

having

sale.

formance and he’s

We bought the entire stock of

of crossing the
has at last been set-

Tukey bridge,

Friday hourly

Flatter

privilege

thoir

pay for

Library, $1050; school, $225; charity, $100; yesterday.

whether there is here a ;fast
quiry
tug that could be chartered for dispatch
service at Key West.
to

E- the oiiiy reliable Custom Shirt
'Inker iu the city.
Why not
give Ititu a trial order.

The

about a year of
quibbling, the
question of how much and in what intwo
the
electric railroads shall
stalments
new

United
irrived

Westbrook

turn

Sterling, $99.

He was brought to the city in
the schooner Edmonds and landed
at
Portland pier.
Rich's ambulance was
called and conveyed him to the Maine
General hospital. Angelo is about twenty
years of age.

ground.

as

Was hot
Seconded-A
Oxford Street,

Effect

to that

j _NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Encore the Trick.

I

house,

left the question
of deciding who shall have the handling
this sumof the offal at Peak’s island,
mer, held a meeting at the City bnildlng,
yesterday afternoon, nad opened the bids.

BROKE HIS LEG.

line

bridge.

Wanted the Sgo OOO To
Be Paid in Spot Cash, but ni8
Motion

CORPUS.

committee

aldermen, to whom

Yesterday morning an Italian named
Angelo, employed at the government
works at Great Diamond island, broke his
the

the time of year and the increased deall
for
mand
merchandise on account of the war.

Considering

50 CTS. ON THE DOLLAR.

obliterated.

the group.

on

(

Alderman Smith

trip from Azores to
Portland was an uneventful one.
home.
Captain Martyr 6ays that the people in
The Y. P. S. C. E. of Williston church
ls'rapidly recovering.
Sicily
regard Spain's navy as superior to
a
in
musical
the
church
gave
parlors
Hon. E. P. Burnham, president of the
and
are expecting America's ultiours,
last evening.
Saco and Biddeford Savings institution,
mate
defeat.
In the window of 0. H. Batchelder on
was in Portland yesterday.
Exchange street, may be seen a fine
Judge Nathaniel Hobbs, of North BerMK- LIBBY’S BID WAS LOWESTpicture of Col. Kendall and his staff of
wick, York county’s judge of probate, is
the First
Regiment, Maine Volunteers. Aldermanic Committee Settles Question in camp at Sebago lake.
Adjutant Charles E. Davis and Surgeon
Major John D. Anderson of Gray was
of Handling Peak’s Island Offal.
J. B. O’Neill, Lieut. Col. Morton and
in town yesterday.
are
Collins
Major
prominent figures in
Mr. T. F.Milliken of the Everett
of the board of
gave

FOR

After

i justa,

warships between there and the straits.
The Spanish steamer was being treated
to a change of color, her rigging altered
her funnel marks changed and her name
Willey

of

NEW ADVERTISEDNTS.

EVER HEARD OF

SAMPLE SUITS.

and the chemical engine was called. It
entire contents of a tank to
took the
extinguish the burning soot, and the
emote came out into some of the rooms
of the house.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

^

ST PURCHASE

for the

WHICH TO PAY

tukey

j

$10.00.

day.

prove bills for the month.
The chimney of the house,

TEN YEARS IN

Vi

The New England Eclectic Medical Association will conclude its meetings at
the Preble house today.
on
Rev. Dr. Blanchard will preach
Sunday on, “War, Peace, and National

was

Stipulalions

FRIDAY,

St. drunkenness and morphinism is cured.
The dress parade of the High School
■battalion will take place in the school
yard this afternoon.
The Democratic county committee will
Jefferson
club
hold a meeting at The
rooms, over Simmons & Hammond’s, at
10 a. m. today.

It

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Yarmouth Road.

in Port-

vided
into squads of two men eaoh and
casesent to take charge of the mining
mates which have been established at the
Fort Constitution
following stations:
»t
Portsmouth, N. H.; FortB Scammel,
Preble and Portland Head; Fort Popham
m the Kennebec and Fort Knox on the
P enobscot river.

HABEAS

Aldermen Make

country’

The devotional meeting of the »?. C.
3
T. U. will occur this afternoon at
o’clock at 36 Oak street.
Subject, Prayer
with Mrs. H. M. Humphrey leader.
At the

Siolly

NEW

noon from AuIt was
praotically Bettied some time
a
Private John C.
far as the Portland Railroad
ago, so
ia the Enropa, of the Warren of Co. M, First Regiment Maine
was
but
concerned,
the
Portcompany
Elder-Dempster line and she brought a Volunteers. Young Warren was brought land and Yarmouth ruilroad
one
management
lore on a writ ofJhabeas
cargo of 2,500 tons of snlphnr, consigned
corpns, procured was not willing at that time to
accept
to Chase, Leavitt & Co., for order. The >y the young man’s father, John W. Warso
the whole matter
the city’s terms,
sulphur will be sold to Maine pulp millsf > ■en of Westbrook. It is alleged that the has been hanging Are.
is
)oy
for use in the manufacture of paper and
only eighteen years of age and that
Yesterday afternoon the mayor and al1 le Joined the
regiment without the con- dermen
pulp, but sulphur in these modern war
got together, upon a brief notice,
contraband by this tent of his father.
The boy is
times is rated as
very to aot on this question.
Word was given
1 mxious to remain
or
ctoierwith
his company and
Span., however,-aero
out that the officers of the Yarmouth road
vill
use
his
utmost endeavors to that end.
enoe to Italy, which exports large quanhad decided to come to terms. Mr. WbelThe name of the concern alone were we at liberty to mention would
gWarren will be brought before Judge
tities of that product, Is said to have latebe enough
den, chief owner of the road, was present
Webb
at 10 a. m. today.
that there are few better goods made. These goods have
uarantee
contraband
from
its
The
stricken
snlphnr
ly
discharge at the session, and the oompany’s attorarrived. We
the .ill be contested, U. S. District Attorney
1 ihall put them on sale
list.
Captain J. W. C. Martyr,
nay, Hon. Seth h. Larrabee, was also an
Europa’s master, felt that he was running Dyer appearing for the government
in
the
interested spectator
alderraanio
not a little risk In heading for the United
chamber.
JUNE WEATHER.
States with snoh a cargo, and it is needMayor Randall read an order that had
less to add that vigilance of the strictest
been prepared by
City Solicitor Morrill,
kind was observed on board wnue tne What It Has Been In the Bast
Twenty-five an exact duplicate of tho order on which Lnd will continue to sell with a 10 per cent margin on the cost until
Saturday,
where Spanish
steamer was in waters
the contract with the Portland Railroad
’une 4. After that date we shall get our regular prices.
Tears.
Will mention just a few
craft were likely to be met.
been
based.
had
It
company
stipulated j terns of each department so as to give the reader some idea of the wonderful valShe left Sicata,
Sicily, April 80th.
that for the privilege of crossing the new , les
considering the season of the year.
When she was in the straits of Gibraltar
The following data covering a period
Tukey bridge the Yarmouth road should
off
from
the
a Spanish
boat
put
Df
torpedo
twenty-five years have been compiled pay $20,001, in ten annual instalments of
The Enropa is a Erom the Weather Bureau
shore and gave chase.
ONE LOT (85) LADIES’ SUITS made
records at $2000 each, with interest at 5 per oent,
Ladies’ and Misses’ Jackets.
fast sailor and the rongh weather was in
’ o sell at $7.25 to 8.50, only
and
furnished
to
be
made
on
the
the
tho
first
$5.00
by
Portland,
payments
day
courtesy
her favor. The little torpedo boat soon of
Some tan ooverts included in this lot.
UiCV lOVJUUCO
U UliO
jvm,
Mr. E. P. Jones.
$5.00 Jackets at
They show the
$2.98
put baok to the harbor, but had no sooner record of the month for
company shall at its own exJuno for that the
$5.9S and $6.98 Jackets at
3.98
LOT (53) SUITS made of all
ONE
reached there than a torpedo
destroyer
keep its side of the bridge in re- vool covert cloth in tan
pense
$7.98 and $8.50 Jackets at
4.98
took up the chase and, as Captain Meyer twenty-five years:
only. Jacket
pair.
$10.00 and $10.98 Jackets at
6,98
! trapped seams lined
TEMPERATURE.
with
throughout
expressed it to a PRESS reporter, made
Alderman Dow moved that the order
$12.00 and $14.00 Jackets at
8.50
three feet to the steamer’s one.
Coming Mean or normal temperature,.62° have a passage. Alderman Smith moved 1 iilk. Made to sell for $10, only $6.98
All higher priced Jackets at
10.00
alongside, the little craft spoke the steam- Tile warmest montn was that of 1884,
ONE LOT (74) SUITS, made of sevwith an average of.;.67° to amend the order, so as to oblige the
No Jacket in the house higher than
to
er, but her commander was unable
The coldest month was that of 1897,
the
to
company
pay
120,000 in a lump sral different styles and shades of matemake himself
understood.
with an average of.58°
that, though some have been made to
Captain
He said the directors of the Portsum.
The highest temperature was 07° on 23rd
■ial, principally blues, everyone of them sell at $20.
of
in
the
had
faith
the
protection
Meyer
land Railroad compauy had met yester1888...
nade by men tailors. While they last,
English colors at his masthead, and he The lowest temperature was 42° on 5th
and expressed their willingness to
day
1891.
CHILDREN’S REEFERS
$8.50
kept on his course.
their
company’s share immediately
pay
The torpedo chaser continued alongside
Worth from $12.50 to $15.
PRECIPITATION (rain and melted snow).
in cash.
at half price.
but a few minutes and then parted oomAlderman Lamson spoke against such
Average for the month, for 27 years.
All $5.00 and $5.98 Reefers, including
At
the
Britisher.
After
going fifty
pany with
(inches).3.38 action.
He believed the roads should
those we had in stock.
miles farther the Europa sighted a Span- Average number of days with .01 of an
$2.75
inch or more,.11 be
used alike.
The Portland Railroad
We have assorted (69) Ladies’ and
3.50 and $3.98 Reefers,
ish gunboat. The steamer’s engines were The greatest monthly precipitation was in
2.25
had already signed a contraot, Hisses’ Suits in this lot, some of which
company
1879, (inches).6.61
$2.50 and $2.98 Reefers,
worked at their best speed, and though
1.50
The least monthly precipitation was in
and it was too late to change its terms.
are worth $17.50.
for about
Others at 98c, worth $1.98.
five
the gnnboat followed
1884 (inches),.1.41
Aldermen Mannix and Rounds spoke
greatest amount of precipitation remiles, she never got within range of the The
corded in any 24 consecutive hours was
in a similar vein. After some debate the
steamer.
on the. 29th 1885, (inches).2.61
Ladies’ Cloth and Silk
board voted to pass the order.
No other inoidents worth menti oning The greatest amount of snowfall recorded
We have 146 sample Suits, some 34,
The Yarmouth road wanted tho priviin any 24 consecutive hours (record exOne lot of Ladies’ Capes, made of
were encountered between Gibraltar and
endin g to winter of 1884-5 only)
was
good
of putting in a turnout on Oxford athers 36, others 38 in size, in very denone.
— lege
steamer touched,
the Azores, where the
quality
figured satin, regularly sold at
between
Franklin and
sirable shades.
Boyd
street,
at St. Michaels.
There she found a
CLOUDS AND WEATHER.
$3.98 and $4.50, for this sale only $2.75.
streets.
The
mayor and aldermen took
Garments that were made to sell from
Frenoh, an Italian and a Portuguese
All these Capes are trimmed with lace
number ol clear days,.. 8 a viow of the proposed location, and then
Average
520 to $50 for this sale they may go at
There was also in the harman-of-war.
and ribbon.
Average number of partly cloudy days,.13 returned to their chamber and voted to
he following prices, $13.50, 15,00,
bor a Spanish merchant steamer belong- Average number of cloudy days,.9
the company’s request.
grant
One lot silk and cloth Capes worth
17.50, 30.00, 33.50 and 35.00.
ing to the same line which had los t
WIND.
Some long clay
house higher t*han $25. $5.98, only $3.75.
!fo
suit
several of her oraft off the Caban coast.
injtho
Monarch
over
The prevailing winds have been from the
pain.
Burns, cuts,
south.
Other silk
He came aboard the Enropa, in an agiInstant relief.
Dr.
rhis price includes even all the $35 and diagonal capes in this lot.
sprains, stings.
The highest velocity of the wind was 31
At any drug ; 545 suits which we had in stock before and cloth capes at $3.98,
Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.
tated frame of mind, and wanted to know
4.98, 5.98,
miles from the north on 26th, 1882.
store.
Yankee
if Captain Martyr had met any
the new stock.
turcli
7.50, 8.50 and 10.00.
on

to Portland.
The steamer

mothers for their
It soothes the child,
with perfect success.
softens the gums, allays Pain, cures Wind
Colic, regulates the bowels, and Is the best
lemedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from
For sale by Drugteething or other causes.
gists in every Dart of the world. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 26 cts
a bottle
BRIEF

her trip from

planting torpedoes

and

land harbor, and other points along the
soast, have completed their work and it is
likely that at an early date they will be di-

SPANISH

RAILROAD COMES TO TERMS

Charge of the Casemate*.

The engineers’ detachment of 12 men
N. Y., which for
from Willet’s Point,
some time has boon engaged in laying
mines

Co.

be sold without reserve.

Vow

Engineer Corps Detachment Will

J. It. Li!d>y Co.
Owen. Moore &

Nonce.
Oscar F. Hunt.
Ira F. Clark &

TORPEDOES ALL PLANTED.

SPANIARDS AFTER HER.

price.

Two hund r e d
p o u n da
note paper, 104 sheets to
the

NOTE PAPER
AT HALF.

pound. Regular price 12 >/„ cts.
pound. From 11 to 12 o’clock
the price will be,
gc
Baronial Envelopes, 3 c for a
package of 25. Tinted Vellum
Paper and Envelopes in fancy
boxes, 25c kind at
I2c
From 2 to 3 o’clock.
LADIES’
DRAWERS,
of fine

Madoofsoft
finish muslin
7 inch ruffle

cambric, hemstitched, OOc
33c

kind at

bed

Stockings, guaranteed stain*
less, high spliced heel, double
knee, good shape, long, all sizes.
Regular value 19c. Price today,
I2*c
WOMEN’S

Extra fine gauge

black Stockings.

High spliced heel. Double soles.
Finest Maco yarn.

Our

own

im-

portation. Dyed Dy Lewis Hermsdorf. A good 39c Stocking.
Price today,

25c

Both on Central Bargain
near Evening Silk window.

Corticolli Sewing Silk,

Table,

oolored,
4c

Regular price is

want any hour in

toe.

Have all yon

the day, at

4o

